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PREFACE

The late Sir John B. Thurston, K.C.M.G., during

his term as governor of the Colony of Fiji, made

the following sagacious remark :
' The dangers of

the Christian missions in these islands are now past

:

their difficulties are yet to come.' Time has proved

that those words were a prophecy.

This volume makes no pretence of recounting,

save in the most hasty and casual manner, the

dangers of the past. Abler pens have already

written that graphic story. Its avowed object is to

set forth some of the difficulties of the present, and

thus prepare the way in some measure for their

solution.

The Fiji of Yesterday is rapidly becoming history.

Its dark deeds are gradually being forgotten. That

horrible stain of human blood is gone from the earth,

and the grass is green again—nay, greener. In the

Fiji of To-day new conditions of life have arisen,

and these have given birth to new problems and

difficulties. Their immediacy and seriousness are

the chief reasons for the appearance of this book.
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8 PREFACE

Around two great facts the main problems of the

book gather. The first is that the Fijian is dying.

No juggling with figures can deceive us in this

particular, for at the rate of fifteen hundred per

annum does this mortal decrease continue. When
a serious epidemic touches the islands, old Charon's

barque is laden to the very brim. In 1875 tne measles

carried off a quarter of the population ! Fifty years

ago there were 200,000 inhabitants : to-day, there

are 86,000! The naked truth, therefore, faces us

that, unless we find some method of arresting this

decrease, in a few score years the Fijian Church, of

which Christendom has been so proud, will be blotted

out.

The second fact is that Fiji may be heathen again

within the century. To-day there are over 40,000

Indians settled in these islands. Cargoes of the

frankest ' heathenism ' come every year, and thus

the numbers grow by leaps and bounds. What does

this mean to the Christian Church here ? It means

that, unless tremendous and sustained effort is put

forth, the sign of the Cross will be displaced by the

Hindu Trident and Muhammadan Crescent.

There is still need for the prayer of the dying

saint, John Hunt :
' O let me pray once more for

Fiji! Lord! for Christ's sake bless Fiji! Save

Fiji ! Save Thy servants ! Save Thy people ! Save

the heathen in Fiji

!

'
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Because of the faith once delivered unto her, the

Christian Church has no doubt that even the subtle,

intellectual Hindu and the haughty, aggressive

Muhammadan will yield, at length, to the compulsion

of the Cross, and that the Christian standard will

float triumphantly—more triumphantly—in the

Trade Winds of the Pacific. But before that time

comes, many men must scorn delights and live

laborious days, far from the applause of their fellows,

and then rest in solitary and unvisited graves.





INTRODUCTORY NOTE

A former governor of Fiji, now deceased, when

discussing with the writer a radical and startling

change of policy advocated by a retired missionary

and supported by others who, like himself, had been

absent from the colony for a number of years,

remarked, ' The mistake these gentlemen make is

in supposing that the Fiji that they knew at the time

of their own residence here is the Fiji of to-day.

Only on this supposition can I account for the

suicidal policy now being proposed by them.' His

Excellency proceeded to say that ' Fiji is in the

process of remarkable and rapid development, as

every thoughtful and observant man sees. Why,

the Fiji of even five years ago was widely different

from the Fiji of the present time !

' The shrewdness

of that judgement is only equalled by its accuracy,

to which the writer, after having lived and laboured

in these islands for the last thirty years, bears

witness.

In view, then, of the fact that Fiji is so different

from what it was, say, a quarter of a century ago,

ii



12 INTRODUCTION

a description of its present condition has become a

desideratum. Hence Mr. Burton's book is sure to

find a wide circle of readers. Moreover, there are

several classes of people who will welcome its

publication, for Fiji has grown in complexity of

interest. It will be cordially received by those who,

having known the country in former years, desire to

inform themselves of the nature and extent of the

changes that have passed over it in subvening years.

It will be of service to those to whom imperial

interests make the Pacific an object of strategical

importance. It will be warmly greeted by those

who wish to study the social and moral evolution of

a primitive race such as the Fijian ; while missionary

enthusiasts will also eagerly search its pages for

information respecting the present and future

prospects of the kingdom of God in this famous and

remarkable mission field. It may be predicted that

those among this latter class who at present are

under the impression that mission work in these

islands no longer needs the presence and supervision

of so numerous a staff of European missionaries will,

after a perusal of the book, revise their opinion on

that point.

The author of The Fiji of To-day has aimed

throughout at giving what appears to him a faithful

representation of ' things as they are.' Facts,

whatever their nature, are fearlessly stated
;
problems
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are bravely faced and grappled with ; and logical

conclusions are sought no matter whither they may
lead. This is not only the scientific method, but it

is one which will be commended by every right-

thinking man. At some of the disclosures timid

souls may take alarm ; but there is no need for fear,

for, in the end, good and good only can come from

a frank and sympathetic statement of facts. Ever

let us remember that ' we can do nothing against

the truth, but for the truth.'

But what about the Fiji of To-morrow ? Has

this watchman aught to say of it ? He has. He
heralds the dawning of the coming day. Because

of the hope that he sees, he encourages all who

would have some part in the moulding of Fiji's

future to earnest, wise, united, and unfaltering

effort.

And at this point it should be noted that he him-

self has sought to render practical help in the end

desired, so none can justly accuse him of being a

mere theorist or visionary. The founding of our

new Industrial Institute at Davuilevu on the Rewa

River is largely due to his efforts, while much of his

time is taken up with the supervision of its manifold

operations. Here carpentry in its most useful

branches is taught to native lads, and encouragement

to a more purposeful life is given.

If asked to give the main conclusions reached by
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Mr. Burton I would say they are two : first, the

prime need of industrial education to enable the

custom-swathed native to arrive at length at complete

social emancipation ; and secondly, the necessity of

a more thorough intellectual cultivation, that spiritual

truths may strike their roots more deeply in his

character. With these conclusions the majority of

missionaries the world over are necessarily in perfect

agreement. More and more the truth emphasized

by St. Paul, ' If any work not, neither should he

eat,' is becoming apparent, and is being pressed

home by the preacher of the gospel of work.

Believing that The Fiji of To-day has a real

message to men, and that God will use it for the

advancement of His kingdom both in Fiji and else-

where, I sincerely commend it to Christian readers

everywhere.
Arthur J. Small.

Suva, Fiji.

(The Rev. A. J. Small is the Chairman of the Fiji District of

the Australasian Methodist Missionary Society.)
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THE FIJI OF TO-DAY

CHAPTER I

THE ISLANDS OF FIJI

Larger constellations burning, mellow moons and happy skies,

Breadths of tropic shade and palms in cluster, knots of

Paradise,

Droops the heavy-blossomed bower, hangs the heavy-fruited

tree

—

Summer isles of Eden lying in dark-purple spheres of sea.

Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

Fiji came into European history in the middle of

the seventeenth century by the publication of the

log of that celebrated Dutch navigator, Abel Jansen

Tasman. On the sixth of February, 1643, m tne smP
Heemshirk, accompanied by the fly-boat Seehane,

Tasman sighted unknown lands, to which he loyally

gave the name of Prince William's Islands. These

are undoubtedly some of the islands in the Fijian

Archipelago, and the name of the Dutch sailor is

still charted upon the straits through which he

passed at the north of the island of Taveuni. An
21



22 THE FIJI OF TO-DAY

exquisite facsimile reproduction of the journal and

log of that intrepid explorer, together with an English

translation and notes, has been donated by the

governor of the colony, Sir Everard im Thurn, to

the Carnegie Library at Suva, and will remain an

interesting birth certificate of Fiji so far as European

knowledge is concerned. Tasman, however, merely

sailed through these seas, and for over a century

they were left in their pristine quiet and tropic

solitude.

Nor did the dauntless Captain Cook add much

to the geography of this part of the world. In the

year 1773 he lay-to off the island of Vatoa—a little

dot of land lying to the southward of the main

Fijian Group—which he fancifully named Turtle

Island. It is certain that the Yorkshire commander

did not sight any of the more important lands ; nor

did he come into contact with any of the ' Indians
'

in these parts. In Tonga he obtained some know-

ledge of the Fijian people, and has left a record of

that in his narratives. Commerce with the Friendly

Islands was fairly well established, and the Fijians

had the reputation among the Tongans of being

capital canoe-builders, whilst the superiority of Fijian

woods for this purpose was recognized as far afield

as Tahiti,

1 Bread-fruit Bligh,' after being put off his own

ship, the Bounty, by his mutinous crew, on that
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THE ISLANDS OF FIJI 23

memorable 3,618 miles' sail without chart or compass

in a twenty-three foot boat with scanty provisions

and eighteen men, passed through the Fijian Group

in 1789. Near the Yasawas—a crescent of islands

to the west—he was chased by two large Fijian

canoes manned by naked cannibals. Again, in 1792,

as commander of the Providence, he sailed through

the group on his way to Tahiti and left his mark on

the map in the Bligh Islands.

In 1796 Captain Wilson in the Duff narrowly

escaped shipwreck on the reef near the island of

Taveuni ; but he brought back only the scantiest

information concerning these islands.

In 1804 a number of convicts escaped from Botany

Bay, in New South Wales, and made their way to

Fiji. They settled in various parts of the group,

and lived lives that out-rivalled, in filthiness and

wickedness, the cannibal Fijian. These attained

some considerable power and influence, and it was

thus that the native came to know the white man.

The first impressions could not have been, there-

fore, of a very exalted kind, and this fact prob-

ably accounts for much in the later history of

Fiji.

It was not until 1827 that any really accurate

knowledge of Fiji came to the European world.

The French ship Astrolabe spent seventeen days

in exploring these waters ; and then, in 1838, the
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United States exploring expedition under Com-

modore Wilkes commenced the charting of the

group. This was done with such accuracy that

subsequent surveys have had very little to add to

the knowledge of these waters. Three years before

that expedition arrived in Fiji, the Wesleyan

missionaries had commenced their wonderful work,

and already their reports were being heard—hence

Fiji ceased to be a terra incognita. Little by little,

the prying white man and ubiquitous European

gleaned information concerning the people, their

land and customs, and at length ran up his flag and

made these islands his own.

Fiji has suffered much orthographical insult at the

hands of writers about the group. Thomas Williams,

in his Fiji and the Fijians, gives the following list

of variant spellings : Beetee, Fegee, Fejee, Feejee,

Feeje, Fidjee, Fidge, Fidgee, Fidschi, Fiji, Feigee,

Vihi and Viti. The Fijians themselves call their

Islands Viti, and the inhabitants Kai Viti. The

commonly accepted spelling and pronunciation of

Fiji is due to the fact that the Lauan, or eastern,

dialect—with which the Tongans had most inter-

course—sounds its V like an F and makes its T
almost a J. This forms an interesting fact for

philologists to explain. The two forms, therefore,

of Fiji and Viti are correct. The former is now

practically a foreign way of spelling the name of the
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group ; and the latter is almost restricted to natives

themselves.

The Fijian Archipelago includes islands of varying

size lying in the Western Pacific, between latitudes

1

5

and 22 south, and longitudes 176 east and

1
78° west. The 180th parallel, therefore, runs

through the group. Fiji stands at the 'gateways

of the day,' and hence when the ' wave of song
'

was sent round the world on the occasion of the

Diamond Jubilee of Queen Victoria, the first notes

were heard from the town of Levuka, Fiji. It is

said that, in the old days, a canny Scotchman of

Puritanical descent had a store on the island of

Taveuni, through which the dividing parallel runs,

and he erected it so that the line ran through the

centre of his building. On Saturday, he sold from

one end of his shop, and the next morning he went

to the other end, where it was Monday, and retailed

there. He thus avoided breaking the Sabbath

!

Whether the story is true or not makes no difference

now, for the ' date line * has been accommodatingly

deviated so as to include the whole group under

one time.

Fiji is most favourably and centrally situated in

the Pacific, and its importance must be measured

rather by its strategic position than by the actual

size of its islands. It is in the line of some of the

most important trade routes of the world, and is,
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moreover, the natural centre of Polynesia. The

British Government has already recognized this, and

has made it the governing-point of the Western

Pacific. The ecclesiastical authorities also have

noted the fact, and the Anglican Church has stationed

its new bishop of Polynesia at Suva. The islands

are, roughly speaking, 1,100 miles from Auckland,

New Zealand ; 1,700 miles from Sydney in the

Commonwealth of Australia ; and a similar distance

from Brisbane. They fall across the track of

steamers between the two continents of Australia

and America ; and, when the Panama Canal opens,

their geographical position will be even more

advantageous.

Nor are the islands themselves of negligible size.

The area in square miles is 7,435—about the same

size as Wales. Together they are large enough to

contain the following British Colonies :—Mauritius,

Jamaica, Barbadoes, Trinidad, Seychelles, Bermuda,

Grenada, St. Vincent and St. Helena. There are

some 230 islands in the group—varying in size from

the tiny, rocky eyot where only the screeching sea-

birds find homes, to large stretches of country where

the acreage can be counted in millions. There are

two main islands : Viti Levu (Great Fiji) and Vanua

Levu (Great Land). The former is the larger,

being 90 miles long and 50 wide; the latter is 100

miles in length and about 25 in breadth. Then follow
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the islands of Taveuni, often called ' The Garden of

the Pacific '
; and Kadavu, a beautiful and pictur-

esque island to the south. The total acreage is

about five millions, and a large proportion of this

can be brought into cultivation.

Fiji is a group of magnificent water distances.

These 230 islands spread themselves over some

120,000 square miles of sea. Innumerable and

treacherous reefs fill up many of these wide inter-

spaces, and make navigation a gamble as well as

a science. The ocean, for some inconceivable

reason, has been named the Pacific ; but the

seaman gives it an altogether different character.

In certain parts of the group the currents are

extremely dangerous to navigation, and gaunt

skeletons of once brave ships, now piled up on the

reef, tell their own tale.

The physical features of the islands are striking

in the extreme. The two mainlands are broken

in appearance and indented by numerous bays.

Inland, high gloomy mountains fret the sky, and

form deep shadowy valleys haunted with mystery.

Here and there are wide fringes of level land

between the base of these dread mountains and the

bright sparkling sea ; but more often they seem

shouldering each other into the restless waters.

1 A great variety of landscape is found in navigat-

ing the shores of Great Fiji. To the south-east
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there is tolerably level ground for 36 miles inland,

edged, in places, by cliffs of sandstone 500 feet

high. The luxuriant and cheerful beauty of the low-

land then gives place to the gloomy grandeur and

unbroken solitude of the mountains. To the south-

west are low shores with patches of brown, barren

land, then succeed narrow vales, beyond which rise

hills whose wooded tops are in fine contrast with

the bold bare front at their base. Behind these

are the highest mountains in the group, bleak and

sterile, with an altitude of 4,000 or 5,000 feet.

Westward and to the east, high land is close to

the shore, with only strips of level ground separat-

ing it from the sea. Proceeding northward, some

of the finest scenery in Fiji is opened out. The

lower level, skirted by a velvety border of man-

grove bushes, and enriched with tropical shrubs, is

backed, to a depth of 4 or 5 miles, by hilly ground

gradually reaching an elevation of from 400 to 700

feet, with the lofty blue mountains, seen through

deep ravines, in the distance.'

Some of the smaller islands are comparatively

recent—as geologists measure time—and give in-

controvertible evidence of volcanic and coral origin
;

but the main islands are much older. There is

much to be said for the theory of a great Pacific

continent ' stretching from New Guinea to the

southern islands ; but concerning this doctors
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differ. This much is certain, that the islands of

Viti Levu and Vanua Levu are not younger than

the Tertiary Period—and may be much older—and

that they are of a composite formation. Several

eminent geologists have visited Fiji, but they have

not stayed any great length of time, and thus their

inquiries and researches have been limited. There

is a rich and comparatively unexplored field for the

scientist in these lands.

Fiji is a land of wondrous rivers. It is always a

matter of surprise to the visitor to see the magnifi-

cent water-ways of the country. In Vanua Levu

there are no less than forty distinct streams—some

of them navigable for a considerable distance. The

Dreketi, for example, is over fifty miles in length.

On Viti Levu are to be found some huge rivers.

The Rewa is over 100 miles in length, and navi-

gable for some 60 miles from its many-mouthed

delta. It is a noble expanse of water, and arterial

to some of the best land in Fiji. Other rivers such

as the Navua, Sigatoka, Ba, and Nadi, though not

so long nor so wide as the Rewa, are valuable assets

to the island.

The soil is, for the most part, excellent. Much
of the land is hilly, but such is nearly all suited for

cattle and sheep grazing. There are also broad

stretches of arable country which offer temptations

to the Western agriculturist.
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The climate of Fiji is, of course, tropical ; but,

considering its proximity to the Equator, remark-

ably mild and comparatively cool. Sanatoria are

now being erected on the mountains which will

make life enjoyable even in the hot season. The

thermometer rarely sinks below 6o° Fahr., and

seldom rises above 90°. The mean temperature is

in the neighbourhood of 8o°. For the major portion

of the year, the Trade Winds from the south-east

and east keep the atmosphere fresh ; but when

these cease the air becomes stifling, and the climate

peculiarly enervating. During nine months of the

year there is little inconvenience caused by the

heat ; but December, January, and February are,

as a rule, exceedingly hot and muggy. On the

whole the country may be said to be healthy for

the European, though, unless frequent changes are

taken to the cooler colonies, the effects of ener-

vation become pronounced. There is no malaria in

the group, and the most serious dangers to the

white man are ' liver' and dysentery. It would

seem that the ability to withstand the climate is

largely a matter of temperament. There are some

who have lived a lifetime in Fiji, and have enjoyed

the most excellent health. In fact, they are now

unable to live, with any degree of comfort, in the

colder climates. Others seem to be in perpetual

feud with the conditions of life, and moderate health
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can be maintained only by frequent trips away and

the most rigid attention to diet and exercise. Prob-

ably two of the things most necessary to good

health in a climate of this order are a bath and a

tennis-court. Exercise must be taken, and, to the

man of sedentary habits, tennis is probably the best

form. The cold bath is not merely a daily, but

often a tri-daily necessity.

The hot and trying months are also the hurricane

season. Then the white resident watches the

barometer with a feverish solicitude. He develops

a sort of hurricophobia. Some of the ' blows ' have

been very destructive ; and property and produce

vanish before the onslaught of the wind in a manner

that must be seen to be realized. More than once

the old capital, Levuka, has been practically de-

stroyed, and incalculable damage done throughout

the group to the plantations of the European and

the gardens of the native. Of course, in estimating

the havoc wrought, it must be remembered that the

flimsy character of English buildings here—mostly

unlined wooden structures—and the soft nature of

tropical vegetation offer very little resistance to the

force of the wind. Thus, what is only a gale in

colder climates, becomes a hurricane in Fiji, and is

productive of an alarming amount of damage. But

man grows philosophical in the tropics. He calmly

collects the scattered fragments of his home, and
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proceeds, without much ado, to build another. He
has learnt the secret from Nature herself, who
repairs her losses with a speed of which the colder

climate has no experience.

The rainfall—especially on the windward side of

the islands—is very heavy. It varies from ioo to

150 inches per annum. On August 6, 1906, thirty

inches fell in one night—almost, if not quite, a

world record.

Originally Fiji was very poor in animal life.

To-day, of course, most European domestic animals

are to be found. Probably the only animals indi-

genous to these islands were a small black rat (now

extinct owing to the introduction of the common

brown rat) and a flying-fox. Commerce with Tonga

accounts for the early naturalization of the pig,

dog, fowl, and duck. Birds, however, were fairly

numerous and various. Taveuni had a wide repu-

tation for a certain paroquet, the feathers of which

were held to be very valuable. Frequently Tongan

women were lent to the Fijians for a handful of

these feathers. Wild ducks of several varieties,

pigeons, cockatoos, herons, hawks, owls, and sea-

fowl there were in great quantity. Since the advent

of the European many others have been introduced.

Fish swarm in the rivers and amongst the reefs, and

the Fijians have become expert fishermen. Turtles

especially are plentiful in many parts of the islands.
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The country has always been free from venomous

reptiles and noxious insects. The snakes princi-

pally inhabit the water, and are of a harmless

variety. The centipede and scorpion, though they

give a painful bite, are not numerous nor poison-

ous enough to constitute any danger. Insects

abound everywhere. Scarcely a foot of country

can be found that is not swarming with this life.

Butterflies of brilliant colours flit from shrub to

shrub ; ants rival the sea-sand for multitude ; cock-

roaches ply their trade of scavenger with industry,

and grow to astonishing size ; beetles of iridescent

colours hurry about their business ; while innumer-

able flies and energetic mosquitoes all tend to

deliver life from monotony.

The flora of the country is extremely interesting.

Flowers are, on the whole, few ; but any lack in

this respect is amply made up by the inimitable

shades of foliage. Fiji possesses many excellent

woods of great utility, and some of considerable

commercial value. Its palms and wonderful creep-

ing plants luxuriate everywhere. The soil is rich

in roots. Food is given by kindly Nature without

stint. It must have been upon some such sun-

blessed isles as these that Enoch Arden was cast,

for his description fits Fiji exactly.

No want was there of human sustenance,

Soft fruitage, mighty nuts, and nourishing roots.

c
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Fiji has ever been, by reason of its climate and soil,

an ' Eden of all plenteousness.'

A separate volume—not a mere paragraph in a

short chapter—deserves to be written of the beauty

of Fijian scenery. At present, Fiji is but little

known to the tourist world ; and when visitors do

come, it is difficult and expensive to get beyond the

European towns. Each year, however, is taking

away these reproaches. The colony is gradually

becoming known by reason of the ' All Red ' route,

whose boats call at the capital, and the Govern-

ment is now making some efforts to advertise

the islands. The lover of nature who has lived

only in Wordsworth's country, and seen only the

tamer beauties of colder climes, is almost intoxi-

cated by the strong wine of tropical beauty. There

is a tang of freshness and also a wealth of colour

which, though full of contrast, is never garish. The
interest is not likely soon to weary of—

The slender coco's drooping crown of plumes,

The lightning flash of insect and of bird,

The lustre of the long convolvuluses

That coil around the stately stems,

The myriad shriek of wheeling ocean-fowl,

The league-long roller thundering on the reef,

The moving whisper of huge trees.

In the interior of Viti Levu, there is mountain

scenery probably unsurpassed in any tropical country,

and the quaint russet-brown villages peeping out
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from among the greenest of vegetation add a human

interest to the picture. Beautiful limestone caves

with crystal-tipped stalactites and stalagmites are

there in which to wander. Hot springs, with waters

of healing charm, bubble merrily beneath huge

palms. Placid rivers 'steeled by breezeless air to

smoothest polish,' reflect the brown faces and comely

shoulders of the women who paddle the canoe.

Cascading waterfalls, shell-strewn beaches, and

shady groves each adapt themselves to the mood of

the traveller. Then there is the reef! Perhaps the

most beautiful thing in the whole world is a coral

reef. No description can make its charm felt. To
the man of scientific taste, it is suggestive of a

thousand facts and theories ; to the artist, it is a

study in colour ; and to the most blast sight-seer, it

offers an experience of novelty—for the reef is like

nothing else in the two hemispheres. The traveller

as he drifts idly in a boat over the waters approach-

ing the reef, looks down upon a garden of living

coral, blossoming with a range of colour that seems

infinite. Numerous tiny fishes of rainbow tints

—

blue, yellow, green, crimson, and gold—dart nerv-

ously amongst the slender stems of coral. Now
and again, a vivid splash of light is caused by the

flash of a large fish which, at the approach of the boat's

shadow, seeks refuge in some more, secure retreat.

If the eyes be lifted from the beauty beneath, there
c 2
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are awaiting them on the surface colours only less

subtle. The deepest ultramarine blue shades to the

most delicate green, in response to the varying

depths of the water acted upon by the turquoise

sky. When the higher portion of the reef is reached,

the visitor must wade in the shallow water with

the fragile coral crunching beneath his feet. Thick

black beche-de-mer lie on the patches of white sand

only just covered by the rippling water. Here and

there spotted glistening sea-snakes glide stealthily

into shadowy crevices. Ugly shapeless octopi wave

angry arms and scurry under broken pieces of coral

rock, upon which lazy blue star-fish sprawl. Gentle

anemones flower in huge beds, and amongst them

prickly sea-urchins move. Sometimes a jelly-fish

with a horribly human face stares up at the invader.

Living shells covered with slimy film delight the

heart of the conchologist and draw forth superlative

exclamations from the seeker. Beautiful cowries

—

white, spotted, and orange—cling to hard rocks or

nestle in soft sponges. Delicate spirals, that a touch

will crush, lie under the shelter of huge clams in

which a child may bathe. Where the reef is dry,

busy hermit crabs, conscious of theft, scamper side-

long across the sand, which is stippled over with

little mounds wherein exquisite shells lie buried.

Forward, at the very edge of the reef, the dark-blue

ocean thunders in. The waves curl, and in their
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concave breasts there is reflected for a moment the

prismatic colours of the living face of the reef; but

only for a moment. There is a crash ! and where

the kaleidoscopic beauty was, is only the seething

foam of the passionate breakers. In the quieter

openings of the reef vast cavernous depths fascinate

the eyes by a beauty that is almost awful. In these

ocean caverns the coral grows in rare shapes and

endless forms. The brown branches are tipped

with mauve, pink, light green, and blue ; and in

these fathoms of subtle colour the most glorious

fishes sport and play. But these flowers of the

ocean lose their charm when brought to the rude,

upper world. Their colour is their life, and both die

together. It seems nothing short of sacrilege to

allow the native to dive for them and to bring them

to the surface broken and imperfect. The reef is

full of lagoons, and the sportsman will be interested

in watching the natives catching or spearing fish.

Should he witness an encounter between a strong

muscular Fijian and an octopus, he will experience

sensation beyond the ordinary. The more intrepid

fishermen will dive after sharks and stab the man-

eater in his own blue waters.

While Fiji is a splendid place for the tourist and

especially for the business man suffering with
1 nerves,' it has other interests. The commercial

importance of the country is rapidly developing, and,
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because of many singular advantages, is likely to

extend still more in the near future. The days of

prosperity have only commenced. Vast areas of

land lie under a genial sun and abundant rainfall,

awaiting the coming of enterprise. Mineral wealth

is locked up in the earth, and needs the magic key of

industry to give it release. Manufactures will grow

and add their quota to the prosperity of the country

;

and the islands of Fiji will be recognized by the

world as one of the contributors to its material

advance.
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CHAPTER II

THE PEOPLE OF FIJI

Every human heart is human.

Longfellow, Hiawatha.

The origin of the Fijian race is still shrouded in

mystery—a mystery which patient research may do

much to pierce. Recently, a ' Fijian Society ' has

been inaugurated in Suva, and it is to be hoped

that the various data collected by it will be the

means of shedding some light upon the early history

of this interesting people.

They, in common with other Polynesian tribes,

possess no literature, and even in their oldest

legends there is no hint of any immigration to Fiji.

In this latter respect they differ from the Maori,

whose tales of large canoes and stormy seas on the

long, long voyage are so full of romance. The
Fijians themselves believe that they have always

inhabited these islands, and account for the differ-

ences in colour between themselves and other races

in the following way :
' All are said to have been

born of one pair of first parents. The Feejeean

was born first, but acted wickedly, and was black
;

39
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he therefore received but little clothing. The

Tongan was next born ; he acted less wickedly,

was whiter, and had more clothes given him. White

men, or papalangis, came last ; they acted well, were

white, and had plenty of clothes.' 1 We may reject

this as a scientific explanation of the origin of the

race, even though we have no better to put in its

place.

The Fijian is a strange link between two distinct

types of peoples—the Eastern and the Western

Polynesian. In many ways he combines character-

istics which, though not distinctive, are to be found

in each ; and this fact may point to a common

source from which the Fijian is a less mixed de-

scendant. The Eastern peoples of the Pacific have

a decided strain of Mongolian blood, which accounts

for the lighter colour and flatter faces ; whereas the

Western natives—including the Papuan and the

negroid races of the Solomons and New Britain

—

are much darker in hue and sharper in feature.

But while the Fijians, in physical features, resemble

the Western races, in language and custom they

approximate rather to the Eastern tribes of Poly-

nesia. It would seem almost certain that the original

stock of these peoples contained both African and

Asiatic blood. Those who emigrated west were

more influenced by the African, and those who
1 Lawry 's Visit to the Friendly Islands and to the Feejee, p. 270.
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moved east by the Asiatic element. Some traces

of Asiatic descent are found amongst the Fijians

in the worship of certain upright stones of phallic

significance, and corresponding to the linga worship

of Hinduism. The sacredness of the snake and its

religious value as a symbol of eternity find parallel

in the ophiolatry of both India and Africa. The
Fijian language bears marks of Aryan formation,

and, strangest of all, quite a respectable list of

words can be drawn up in which may be traced, by

the ordinary rules of mutation, relationship to the

Sanscrit tongue. The Fijian custom of allowing

special prerogatives to the vasu or nephew is also

found among the Tamil and Telugu people. The
physical characteristics of the Fijian—frizzy hair,

thick lips, rough skin, and lustreless colour—pro-

claim him a blood relation of the African, and one

cannot fail to observe the similarity in his manners

and temperament with those of the Baganda. Yet,

on the whole, the Fijian is superior to the negro.

He is above middle height, and possesses a muscular

development far above the average. The chiefs

especially are finely-made men, and, so far as

physical perfection is concerned, much superior to

the average European. Captain Erskine thus de-

scribes Cakobau : 'It was impossible not to admire

the appearance of the chief : of large, almost gigan-

tic, size, his limbs were beautifully formed and
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proportioned ; his countenance, with far less of the

negro cast than among the lower orders, agreeable

and intelligent ; while his immense head of hair,

covered and concealed with gauze, smoke-dried and

slightly tinged with brown, gave him altogether the

appearance of an Eastern sultan. No garment

confined his magnificent chest and neck or concealed

the natural colour of his skin, a clear but decided

black ; in spite of this paucity of attire—the evidence

which surrounded him showing that it was a matter

of choice and not of necessity—he looked " every

inch a king.'" This description could be used of

most of the great hereditary chiefs of Fiji ; and

though the men of to-day have lost much of the

old-time dignity and kingly mien, they remain

splendid specimens of well-developed humanity.

The women, as a whole, are much inferior both in

development and good looks. The better-looking

and superior females of the race are mostly of

foreign strain. Thus in the Cakobau family, the

good looks are accounted for by the infusion of

Tongan blood. Adi Cakobau, the grand-daughter

of the old king, is usually considered the highest

type of Fijian beauty ; but she is half-caste Tongan

and Fijian.

The Fijian's physical senses are well cultivated.

His keenness of sight, sensitiveness to touch and

smell, and power of hearing are all remarkable.
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His powers of endurance are only of moderate

measure. He is a wonderful worker in spasmodic

efforts or as one of a huge company, the members of

which can help each other by excitement ; but as an

individual he lacks the capacity and stamina to

undertake continuous and unrelaxed tasks. This is

due, in large measure, to his diet and to his past

training.

Probably where the Fijian appears to the best

advantage is in his remarkable genius for improvis-

ation. This is a sign of latent power. As a

travelling companion in his own land he has no

peer. He seems always master of the situation—if

he chooses to exert himself. Is cordage wanted for

the baggage? He goes unerringly to the vine that

a team of wild horses could not break. Is a knife

required ? He has a sharp shell, or a strip of

bamboo with a razor edge, at hand. Is the creek

too wide to cross ? He has felled a sapling or a

fern-tree with that wonderful fourteen-inch knife of

his, and has made a bridge while the white man is

wiping a perspiring brow. Does a shower threaten

to wet the luggage ? He has taken the inner leaves

of the banana and has transformed them, by the aid

of a fire made with a few dried twigs, into a cover-

ing as flexible as oiled silk and as waterproof as

mackintosh. Is the white man thirsty ? The

native has climbed a tree with the agility of a
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monkey and is husking coco-nuts at its base, upon

a pointed stick thrust in the ground, in as little time

as it takes to tell ; and in a few minutes a delicious,

sparkling beverage is at the traveller's lips. He is

an agreeable, cheerful companion, never at his wits'

end, and always going to Nature to help him in his

difficulties. He has learnt the secret, though in a

somewhat different sense, that 'Nature never did

betray the heart that loved her.'

He possesses a good command of himself, and is

a past-master in the art of concealing his real

feelings. Language, he imagines, was given to

conceal thought, and he employs it frequently for

that purpose. He has a naive and sometimes even

a terse way of putting things, and, as a rule, is very

clear and definite in his statements—when he in-

tends to be so. He has also a keen sense of

humour—which is not frequently the case among

savage races. Perhaps the humour from a Euro-

pean standard is slightly coarse ; but often in jest

and badinage the Fijian shows a surprising subtlety.

He is proud and exceedingly vain. He is proud

of his birth, and no insult can be greater than that

which takes the blueness out of his blood—even

though he be the lowest commoner. He is vain of

his personal appearance ; and one is often surprised

to see an otherwise sensible Fijian spending an

unconscionable amount of time before a sixpenny
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mirror, combing his hair and admiring his person.

To-day European clothing furnishes him with

much opportunity for foppishness, especially in the

English centres.

The native is not naturally truthful. Of course,

there are some men who more or less habitually

speak the truth, but they are the exception. A man

must be cautioned not to speak vakaviti—after the

manner of Fiji—else he may not even attempt to

put accuracy into his statements. He is, as a rule,

a many-faced man—one for almost every type of

mind with which he comes into contact. Much of

this characteristic arises out of his natural disposi-

tion to oblige and to say the thing that he knows he

is wanted to say.

The Fijian has very little sense of natural beauty.

The race is never likely to produce any Turners or

Wordsworths. The sunset, the earth with its subtle

tints, and the sky with its delicate baldachino of

white clouds, make no appeal to him. Garish

colours are his delight ; and a certain bizarre taste

in ornamentation is all his pretension in the realms

of art. Yet he has a distinct and well-developed

musical sense, and some of the original songs of the

natives have been pronounced by musical critics to

be of a high order as compositions.

The native is naturally polite—to superiors. His

language is full of Mattering expressions and almost
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Oriental in its wealth of compliment. He is hos-

pitable in the extreme, and always ready to share

his last yam. But he expects reciprocity.

He is a great lover of ceremony. His life has

been steeped in it. Many of these older forms are

passing away, and the reader who wishes to inquire

concerning them must refer to that classic upon

Fijian life and custom,Williams' Fiji and the Fijians.

A great deal of ceremony is still observed in con-

nexion with the drinking of the old national beverage

—the yaqona—the kava of the South Seas and the

Piper methysticum of botany. This is prepared

from the root of the plant and has a peculiar nar-

cotic effect. In moderation it is harmless, and

perhaps slightly beneficial as a thirst quencher, but

in excess it produces severe inflammation of the

eyes, deadness in the lower limbs, and a fishy scali-

ness upon the skin. The root is pounded (in the

old days it was chewed by youths and maidens), cast

into a special wooden bowl, and macerated with

water. The solid matter is then extracted by means

of a wisp of hybiscus fibre, and a muddy-looking

liquid is left behind. The beverage is drunk from

coco-nut bowls, and to spin back this shell to its

proper place is a polite accomplishment much ad-

mired by the Fijian. Yaqona, in addition to being

a beverage, is the champagne of Fijian society and

the necessary accompaniment of all official functions.
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The natives love feasting—beyond even the

English. They are prolific in invention of occa-

sions for a feast. Marriages, funerals, baptisms,

tribal conferences, missionary meetings, quarterly

meetings, synods, launching boats, opening churches,

and entering new houses—all are opportunities it

would be folly to let slip. Usually there is a great

deal of waste at these feasts, and, to a cultivated

European, much that is disgusting. Pigs, cattle,

fowls, turtle, fish, yams, taro, sweet potatoes, bread-

fruit, native puddings, &c, more or less cooked, are

presented by one tribe to another and then devoured

by both parties in a very un- Lord-Mayor-banquet

style. Their prandial arrangements are simple in

the extreme. Hot stones are the ovens, earthen

pots are the saucepans, and banana leaves the meat-

dishes. The table appointments are as primitive as

they can well be. Mussel shells are the soup

spoons, fingers and thumbs are knives and forks,

and coco-nut shells do duty for cut-glass. Their

tastes are scarcely those of the epicure, and quantity

rather than quality is the chief consideration.

Their dress is exceedingly sensible, and the early

missionaries deserve all praise for inventing one so

well suited to their needs and to the climate. The
men wear a singlet, shirt or coat, with a loin-cloth,

of calico or other material, reaching to the knees.

The women wear a longer loin-cloth or a skirt, with
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a loosely-fitting pinafore. Among the better class

of natives quite good taste is displayed in the choice

of colour and material. Gradually English clothing

is coming into more general use, chiefly for purposes

of ornamentation ; but this is a matter to be deplored

rather than otherwise. The simple dress suffices all

needs, and has the additional merit of being pic-

turesque. In the old days loin-cloths of mast—the

beaten fibre of the paper mulberry—were much

worn, and this material is still considered befitting

for a chief and ' correct form ' for official functions

and ceremonies.

The Fijians are fond of games, and the race pos-

sesses a number of ancient and skilful amusements.

These are, however, mostly passing into desuetude,

and cricket and football are taking their place.

Recently a team of Fijian cricketers visited Australia,

and, although they were not able to engage in ' first-

class cricket,' they were able to show a considerable

amount of skill in this acknowledgedly difficult

game.

The people delight to amuse themselves by means

of mekes—a rhythmic dance or action-song. These

are, as a rule, somewhat tame affairs ; but their

charm is to be found in the perfect time kept and

the gracefulness of some of the movements. Even

the club and spear mekes lack abandon, and are not

to be compared with the wild frenzy of the Maori
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haka. One could scarcely imagine their nerving a

man for battle ; but then the Fijian in the old days

did not require nerve. He found low cunning and

foul stratagem his most effective allies. The meke

is usually accompanied by a native band squatting

on the ground hard by, and making strange tom-tom

noises with hollow bamboos, wooden drums, and

strips of wood.

The marriage customs of the present day approxi-

mate to those of Christendom. Marriages are, as a

rule, arranged by the older members of the tribe
;

and considerations of land and local prejudices give

a tendency towards inbreeding—especially in the

alliances of cousins. Love matches ' are gradually

obtaining recognition, and occasionally quite romantic

elopements take place. A most popular form of

! popping the question ' is by letter, and the most

remarkable feature about these tender missives is

the total absence of sentiment. A love-sick swain

will declare that he is drawn to his lady-love, not by

her sympathetic eyes and sweet smile, but because

she makes mats and native puddings well, or is not

likely to be wanted by any one else ! There seems

outwardly to be very little of what we understand by

domestic affection ; but the Fijian counts it a weak-

ness to show any signs of attachment for his wife,

and so there may be more regard beneath the sur-

face than we know. The native finds it very difficult
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to understand our social customs of offering an arm

to a lady or of showing marked attention to the other

sex. There is not the freedom between men and

women to which we are accustomed, and probably it

is in the best interests of the people, at present, that

such should not be the case. Even yet it is not

usual for the Fijian wife to presume to eat with her

lord and master.

Usually the native eats twice a day. One meal at

about ten in the morning corresponds to our break-

fast, and is generally fairly substantial. He eats

again at three or four in the afternoon. Between

meals he may have little ' snacks
'

; but these are

not considered necessary. The menu is, on the

whole, varied. Gradually, through the introduction

of European foods, the Fijian is forsaking his primal

simplicity and developing a taste for luxuries.

Vegetables of various kinds he has in abundance.

Nuts and fruits are obtained from the bush. Fish is

plentiful on the coasts, and shell-fish strew the beds

of the rivers. He has a variety of puddings made

with lolo (the milk of the coco- nut). The native

bread deserves a word. It is made from taro and

other vegetables, then buried in the ground for

several months until it ferments and putrefies, [t is

then dug up and eaten with relish ! The stench

from it is clinging and acute beyond all imaginable

stenches, and it takes hours before European nostrils
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get rid of it. To-day, near the centres of civilization,

English bread is very popular. Hard ship-biscuits

are also much eaten, and all kinds of tinned meat

and fish (specially put up as ' trade ! articles) find

ready purchasers among the people. Cereals, unfor-

tunately, are not appreciated by the Fijians as they

deserve to be. Such an addition to the food staples

of the race would be of great value. Rice is

gradually becoming more popular ; but maize, a

most excellent food, is practically untouched.

Though the Fijian must be classed among the

uncivilized races of the world, yet he is not without

skill in manufacture and agriculture. He is a true

son of Adam, and has learned how to make the

earth minister to his needs. Yams were often

grown to a length of 6 or 8 feet, and weighed as

much as 100 pounds. The kumala (sweet potato)

was made to grow exceedingly well, and the cultiva-

tion of the taro was almost an art. In some places

quite extensive irrigation was provided for the root

crops. Bananas, plantains, yaqona, and tapioca were,

and still are, most carefully cultivated. The agri-

cultural implements in the old days were simply

sticks, pointed and hardened with fire. Now, how-

ever, while the digging-stick is still in general use,

there are, in addition, spades and long grass-knives

in most native gardens. To the use of the plough

the Fijian is yet a stranger.

d 2
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The people did not rise to the invention of weav-

ing, but discovered in its stead that the paper

mulberry had a fibre which could be beaten out,

pasted together with starch made from dalo, or

tapioca, and made into a fairly serviceable cloth,

called mast. It is still manufactured. Bizarre and

crude designs are cut out in a banana leaf, which is

then used as a stencil-plate, and the mast thus marked

with dyes obtained from various roots and shrubs.

In basket-making and mat-plaiting they do not equal

many of the Pacific peoples ; but, nevertheless, they

make some strong and useful articles. Nets for fish-

ing are made from certain vines, and the husk of the

coco-nut is heckled out and plaited into a singularly

strong cord called sinnet. This was used in the

construction of canoes and houses, and is still con-

sidered a valuable product. The art of pottery did

not rise to any great height ; but Fiji obtained a

Pacific reputation for the excellence of its vessels.

These are made out of a coarse, red clay, slightly

baked, and left as fragile as an ordinary earthenware

flower-pot. Remarkable to say, they discovered the

art of glazing—not with salt, which would have

made a stable surface, but—with a resin from the

bush which easily chipped off. Salt was procured

by evaporation, and the salt thus prepared is still

preferred by natives to the imported article on account

of its more pungent qualities.
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In house-building they have few, if any, equals in

the Pacific. The structures are strong, durable,

cool and comfortable, and quite picturesque. The

timbers are cut and shaped in the bush, dressed

with adzes and tied into place with cords of sinnet.

The thatch is made of rushes or of sugar-cane leaves,

cunningly fastened to scraped reeds tied to the

rafters.

In canoe- building the Fijians excelled. In the

first place, their excellent timbers gave them a

great advantage. Huge double canoes, 100 feet

in length and 50 in breadth, were fashioned by

them with only the rudest implements. In these

they were able to sail from island to island and

crossed to Tonga— 200 miles over the open

ocean. It has always seemed a strange thing that

the Maori, with his superior intellect, invented

neither the double canoe nor the single one with an

out-rigger. The addition of the out-rigger makes

the canoe safe and also allows of sailing. The

Fijian made his sails of woven grasses, and these

were exceedingly strong. To-day canoe-building is

rapidly becoming a forgotten art. The English

boat is taking the place of these interesting crafts.

The natives possess an astonishing number of boats,

cutters, and punts. Just lately they have com-

menced to purchase motor launches—proving their

preference for the most advanced civilization.
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Manufacture, in the days gone by, was true to

the derivation of its name. Things were literally

made by hand. The clubs, spears, bowls, wooden

pillars, &c, were carved out of rough timbers with

the most laborious effort, the only instruments being

stone axes and sharp shells. Combs and cannibal

forks were ornamented with much pains, though

with but little art. These old manufactures are

now becoming valuable because of their scarcity
;

and to supply the demand some of these articles are

being made in China and Japan and shipped to Fiji

—for the tourist.

The social conditions of the people require a word

here—though they will be more fully noticed at a

later stage in the book. The Fijians through long

generations have combined a primitive socialism

with a most relentless despotism. This paradoxical

state of life accounts for many of the strange customs

of the people. Under the truculent hegemony of a

powerful chief each little community made itself into

a kingdom which was self-contained. Within that

kingdom all things were common—especially to the

chief. Different dialects tended to wall off one

tribe from another ; and war was of frequent

occurrence. Congeries of towns would sometimes

unite and place themselves under the aegis of some

powerful chief, who, in return for the protection given,

would exact stern dues from them. Thus arose a

state similar to the old Saxon heptarchy. In those
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days the chiefs possessed the most arbitrary power.

Life and death were in their hands. Only by the

most vigorous and organized revolt could the power

of the chief be destroyed or even curbed. That

power, to a large extent, is broken or modified by

British rule ; but the common people still stand in

great and almost superstitious awe of their great

hereditary turagas.

Fijian mythology is not of absorbing interest. It

is often trite, and only rarely rises above the common-

place. The religious system, if such it can be called,

is puerile and jejune. The one interesting being

seems to have been the god Dengei, who is evidently

an attempt to make an impersonation of the abstract

idea of existence. He is subject to no emotions
;

he has no sensation ; no appetite, save that of

hunger. This being appears a significant shadow

of the Vedic Brahma—with a concession to the

Fijian tastes in the matter of appetite for food.

Nearly every village has its bure (house for the

god), and the religious observances were fetishistic

and, in some cases, totemistic. To-day, of course,

Christianity holds nominal sway ; but the old

superstitions influence the native probably more

than we know, and witchcraft is yet practised to a

considerable extent. This is not surprising when

we remember how slowly these things died out in

Europe itself—even if they can be said to be dead

now.
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The language of the people is related to nearly

all the Polynesian dialects. It is simple, and on

the whole effective. Its pronominal system, with the

exclusive and inclusive form running through, has

an advantage over English. With us the pronoun
1 we ' may either mean the speakers alone or also

include the hearers. Such ambiguity is not possible

in Fijian.

The vocabulary is very limited. It is rich in

names of natural objects, of physical movements,

and of domestic relationships ; but exceedingly

poor in words to express abstract ideas and mental

distinctions. The early missionaries adapted the

pronunciation of the English letters to suit Fijian

speech with a view to making a phonetic language.

This was, in itself, an excellent idea ; but now that

the Fijian is learning English, it is proving a stum-

bling-block. Before every d an n is sounded \

before b there is a sound of m ; c has the power

of th as in Mink
; q does duty for nng ; while g

always stands for ng. This means that when

English names are translated into Fiji they must

be changed in form. David would be pronounced

by a native as Ndavinda. Cakobau is thus pro-

nounced Thako-mbau. The vowels follow the

1 Continental Latin ' pronunciation, and no consonant

in Fijian can be pronounced without the addition

of a vowel.
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Already a literature is springing up in these

islands. First and foremost must be placed the

Fijian Bible, which was translated by John Hunt

and others. It has recently been revised, and in its

present form is a testimony to the painstaking

labour of the late Dr. Frederick Langham. The

earlier editions were printed in Fiji at the Mission

Press ; but latterly the British and Foreign Bible

Society has undertaken the publishing. Already

over 100,000 copies of the Old and New Testaments

have been purchased, at full prices, by the Fijian

people. Some theological manuals, the Pilgrims

Progress, school-books of various kinds, and a

history of England constitute the chief reading

of the natives. There are also published two

excellent papers in the vernacular

—

No, Mata
(The Herald), a Government publication, and

the Tukutuku Vakalotu (Religious News), which is

printed at the Methodist Mission Press and edited

by the Rev. A. J. Small, chairman of the Fiji

District.

The natives have taken enthusiastically to reading

and writing, and, owing entirely to the Mission

Schools, there must be very few under thirty years

of age who cannot do both. The Fijian is frequently

an excellent penman, and takes great pride in his

handwriting—wherein he is an example to his

teachers.
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The following is a specimen of native style, and

is a transcript of the Lords Prayer in the Fijian

tongue :

—

\JJ(Z J wLdWrriaMJL nc Ju^tQCt.

Mjl yaaona rurmwru, ujba*

J*ub cakcbrvCL tarrwurnumi e ousuowuagl

n *m*, onhoLytcb caAcu mctl fiornMOLQc.

yOOud 7Yvai oeLwunrriamiiruZ/ricfc^

Jb -AoAu/v Tvi (UJuchjuLoi -Atomarni

Tru, (MzAa, ^kti^mJZnrni /iit yte^rii <uidruwC<A/i-

Via, />cvL (hucumJjCL go* 4x1 iwvrnjasmi,*

M AaAcCCL 7U, Acfiut A/inrrWLnnnjL J& 7Ut Ot/t^j

ita, moni (HtActAujuii Au^rruvrru, rriaJL na,ca*:.

Jfc/& n/nnwruL no, awa^ *kii n/t ActuAauu^

hi na, (Mik&uduneAo, Act,/(baa, rti rrwuctu*.



CHAPTER III

HOW FIJI ENTERED THE EMPIRE

God of our fathers, known of old

—

Lord of our far-flung battle-line

—

Beneath whose awful Hand we hold

Dominion over palm and pine

—

Lord God of hosts, be with us yet,

Lest we forget—lest we forget

!

Kipling, The Recessional.

History is full of romances, and Fiji has a not

uninteresting chapter to add to the volume. Though
these islands are so small—mere specks on the

world's map—yet they furnished an arena for in-

trigue, plot and counterplot, which it would be

difficult to match even in civilized lands. Like

most history, the record of Fijian affairs is composed

of the deeds of a few outstanding personalities. Of
these, though there were many others nearly his

equal, the world knows Cakobau as the chief; and

the story of how he came to his power has been told

most vividly in Waterhouse's King and People of

Fiji.

We are safe in concluding that there was never a

59
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time when the islands of Fiji were bound into one

kingdom. The race had no conception of Empire

in our sense of the word. Patriotism, such as it

was, rarely went beyond the borders of their own
villages, and sometimes scarcely beyond their own
individual gardens. Each village, or cluster of

villages, was a separate unit and a law unto itself.

It was under the sway of some hereditary chief

whose ancestors, by stronger arm or more cunning

brain, had won authority. For political purposes

and for mutual defence against some common enemy

or marauding tribe, ! treaties ' and 'triple alliances,'

after the fashion of Europe, were made. Thus one

chief sometimes found himself at the head of a

powerful combination, and too frequently proceeded

to use his privileges for his own personal ends.

When the ruling monarch became too overbearing

he was sometimes reminded that he held his power

by the will of the people and that he might be

crushed by popular revolt. As time went on this

authority, which had in the first place been won by

prowess in war or cunning in affairs, was held to

have been bestowed by deities ; and hence arose

in Fiji also the divine right of kings.'

Tradition among the people does not go back

any great distance ; but in the middle of the

eighteenth century, it is known, Tongan influence

was strongly felt in Fiji. Commerce between the
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two groups had been established from unknown

times, and individual Fijian chiefs were not slow to

recognize the political advantages to be obtained

through alliance with the intriguing visitors. At

first the chiefs who won over this support congratu-

lated themselves upon the leverage gained in Fijian

affairs ; but it was not long before they learned that

Tongan assistance was a Frankenstein monster it

was ill to call into being. This foreign influence

was most marked in its effects in the Lau, or eastern

part of the group, and this accounts for the superior

manners and more advanced civilization of that

portion of Fiji. It also accounts for some other

things not nearly so admirable. The Tongans,

intellectually, were far superior to the Fijians, and

in war they were braver and more manly ; but in

the arts of diplomacy and political intrigue they

were savants, and they caused much trouble in the

kingdom of Viti.

Modern Fijian history centres mainly in one

great and commanding personality—that of Cako-

bau. He did on a lilliputian scale for the Bauan

tribe what Caesar did on a much larger one for the

Roman people. He also had similar troubles. In

the middle of the eighteenth century there were two

great powers in central Fiji—Rewa and Verata.

Bau, though a place of importance, could not claim

any paramount influence. It was, however, the
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1 Fourth Party ' in the wrangle of Fijian politics,

and, after the manner of that other famous com-

bination, succeeded in making it troublesome for

the rest of the body politic. Alliances by marriage

were formed with Rewa, and hence Bau definitely

shifted its weight of influence to that kingdom. It

was, therefore, opposed to Verata. The Verata

tribe was strong and, to some extent, courageous
;

and under level conditions was a match for both

Rewa and Bau. Had those conditions remained

equal the whole history of Fiji might have been

changed. But • the stars in their courses fought

against Sisera.' In 1809, Charles Savage, a wild,

shipwrecked sailor, came to Bau, and brought with

him a good supply of muskets and ammunition.

He gathered about him some other European des-

peradoes and formed them into a fighting unit.

That unit was purchased by Bau. The price re-

ceived is too shameful to state. Bau, with the aid

of foreign weapons and brains, became invincible
;

and King Naulivou was soon able to bring Verata

into subjection. The bravest bodies could not stay

the deadly enfilade of the new missiles. It was

really the accident of foreign help which raised Bau

to the position of first power in Fiji. In 1829

—

just before the arrival of the missionaries—Bau was

at the zenith of its influence. Supported by Rewa,

war was waged against Eastern Fiji ; and the two
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chiefs of Bau and Rewa had obtained such authority

and inspired such dread that they were named the

Two Hot Stones—meaning thereby that they could

cook whom they would.

Upon the death of Naulivou in 1829, Tanoa, the

brother of the late king and the father of Cakobau,

came to the throne. Cakobau was then a lad of

twelve years. He had been brought up at Rewa,

to which town he was vasu (nephew—and thus hold-

ing, according to Fijian custom, a unique relationship

and special prerogatives). When he came back to

Bau as a youth, he found a gay city, full of the most

beautiful women in Fiji, and proud in the glory it

had newly won. He also found it sodden with

human blood—for the great war canoes were con-

stantly going forth on man-hunting expeditions and

returning with captives either bound or slain. The

name of Seru (the Comb) was given to him, and he

spent his youth amid the most callous bloodshed

and blackest intrigue. After his father had reigned

three years, the people became dissatisfied with his

harsh and cruel rule, and formed a plot to expel him

from Bau. This was partially, and would have

been wholly, successful but for the counterplot of

the lad Seru. Tanoa was indeed exiled ; but ' the

boy,' who had been counted a negligible quantity,

beat the drum of counter-revolt ; and so well laid

were his plans that he had the pleasure of wel-
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coming back to the dominions of Bau the king, his

father. He had also the gloating satisfaction of send-

ing his proud enemies to the cannibal ovens to come

forth as food for his fellow conspirators. Because

of his cunning and stealth, and also in reference to

his power to inflict sudden and painful injury, he

was called Cikinovu—the Centipede. The Bau

chiefs bestowed upon the young man the compli-

mentary title of the Bi—the Turtle Fence—hinting

thereby that he was able to enclose men and leave

them to wait the pleasure of his appetite as though

they were turtle. His enemies commonly called

him Cakobau—literally, Bad is Bau ; and, on the

principle that a bad name sticks better than a good

one, by that he is most generally known.

Tanoa being infirm, the power gradually came

into the hands of Cakobau. Crafty he was beyond

even the Tongan, cruel beyond even the fiercest

savage, and truculent in his every disposition. Hos-

tilities broke out between Bau and Rewa. It must

be said, to Cakobau's credit, that he was not re-

sponsible for them ; but when he found that he had

been the object of treacherous designs, he was not

slow to seize the opportunity that presented itself

for revenge. His fury knew no bounds, and the

blows that he struck were savage and merciless.

He found himself, upon the death of Tanoa in 1852,

the most powerful chief in Fiji. European consuls
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recognized him as the ' king ' of Fiji, and when he

came to the throne he adopted this title. But, in

reality, he had not the slightest right to it. His

influence was restricted ; and there were other

principalities in the group which had never paid

tribute to Bau, and which not even his force could

subjugate. He also received the distinction of

being called Vunivalu—the Root of War. To this

he had more right, and the title had much the

significance that our English word Admiral or

Commander-in-chief has. Then Cakobau's troubles

commenced. He found, as many another monarch

has done, that ' uneasy lies the head that wears a

crown.'

By this time European settlement had commenced,

and vessels frequently visited Fiji for purposes of

trade. Cakobau now found that he was being

toasted on his own spit, and that other tribes could

buy European brains and weapons. The Tongans

also, who had been his allies, gave him much trouble.

Maafu, a Tongan chief residing at Lau, was con-

stantly putting the Bauan king into check. Maafu

was a bold and adventurous spirit, and possessed a

genius for political complication. He was, also, a

much more enlightened man than Cakobau ; and

many of the whites, especially in Eastern and

Middle Fiji, sided with him and opposed the Bauan.

At length the position became so critical that
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Cakobau was obliged to call in the help of King

George of Tonga, and by means of that assistance

he was enabled to gain, temporarily, some of his

lost influence. He loaded the Tongan king with

presents, after the fashion of those times, and

thought that his difficulties were likely to be at an

end. They had only well commenced ; for George

of Tonga had other fish to fry, and he put in a claim,

which was recognized by European consuls, for

;£ 12,000 as payment for services rendered, and for

good Tongan blood spilt in Cakobau's interests.

Then followed the trouble with America, which

was the catalytic agent in bringing about the

dissolution of his kingdom and its consequent

annexation by Great Britain. This incident, if

documents tell the truth, is not very creditable to

the United States. The house of the American

consul took fire—how, it is not known ; and during

the conflagration his goods were pillaged by the

Fijians. Cakobau was in no sense responsible for

this ; but he received a bill for damages to the

extent of 3,006 dollars 1 2^ cents ! By degrees, the

amount swelled to 30,000 dollars ; and Cakobau,

under force and threats of violence, was made to

acknowledge it. He was unable to pay ; and so

Cousin Jonathan had a 'corner' in Fijian affairs,

and proceeded to engineer this ' trust ' in a manner

that is strangely modern.
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Harassed by these unjust demands, and finding

that his kingdom was in danger from enemies both

within and without, Cakobau, cunning to the last,

determined to sell his interests to the best advantage.

Taking counsel with some European residents, he

decided to make an offer of the sovereignty to

Great Britain. Some of the leading chiefs were

assembled, and, from many considerations, the most

influential were induced to agree to his plan. The
offer at length reached England, and, presuming

upon its acceptance, Cakobau assumed a more

haughty attitude towards his annoyers. Colonel

Smythe was appointed by the Home Government

to investigate the resources of Fiji, and to report

upon the advisability of Britain taking over the

responsibility of ruling the islands. In i860 the

commissioner visited Fiji, and in 1861 made his

report. That report, which makes somewhat

strange reading in the light of subsequent events,

was distinctly unfavourable. Fiji was declared to

be an insignificant handful of islands on the road to

nowhere ! To the chagrin of Cakobau, and to the

delight of his enemies, Great Britain refused the

offer. The king, surrounded by intriguing opponents

and pressed by merciless claimants, was placed in

the unique position of having a crown upon his head

which, however much he desired it, he could not get

rid of. An offer was then made to the United

£ 2
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States ; but the anxious monarch waited in vain for

any definite reply.

Just at this stage, the company-promoter came on

the scene. A syndicate was formed in Melbourne,

under the name of the Polynesian Company, to take

over Cakobau's liabilities and to relieve him of the

burden of state affairs. In return for these services,

the company was to have the right to levy customs-

duties, and to hold the fee simple of some 200,000

acres of land. A charter was drawn up and signed

by ' Ebenezer Cakobau, Na Vunivalu, King of Fiji

(his X mark).' This is a remarkable document, and

evidently the promoters of the company had in

mind the success of a similar arrangement in India

two centuries earlier. A vigorous protest was made

by the British consul, Mr. (afterwards, Sir) John B.

Thurston, to the commanding officer of the Austra-

lian Squadron, who declared, in reply, that Cakobau

had no such power, and that the company could not

be allowed to exercise jurisdiction over British

subjects. Troubles fell thick and fast upon the

Polynesian Company. The land promised by

Cakobau, it was discovered, was not his to sell ; and

even his influence was not strong enough to make

the owners give it up. The most that could be

obtained was some 90,000 acres of inferior land.

The company refused to pay the Fijian king the

1,000 dollars they had promised ; nor did Cakobau
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ever sail in that ' topsail schooner of from 70 tons to

80 tons register, with five small guns on either side

'

as, by terms of the charter, he had every right to

expect.

Various futile attempts had been made to estab-

lish a constitutional government, with Cakobau as

king. Much of the history of those days reads like

pantomime. ' At a meeting of whites held at Bau

in May, 1869, an old settler, of a facetious turn of

mind, drew a fanciful picture of an empty treasury,

and the harrowing troubles the members of the

government would have to face. He reminded

them how, after proclaiming Cakobau king, in 1867,

they employed a carpenter in Levuka to make him

a handsome crown, richly jewelled with precious

stones bought at a Levuka store ; how the crown

and gems had cost eighteen shillings, and had not

been paid for up to that day ; and he wound up his

evil-predicting speech by warning his fellow settlers

that, in event of their forming a government, this

was a liability they were in honour bound to take

over. However, undeterred by the responsibility,

the meeting resolved to form a government, with

Cakobau as the figure-head as king of Fiji ; and his

health was enthusiastically toasted in bumpers of

the vile " gooseberry " which passed in the islands

for champagne.' These attempts at government

were not only humorous but abortive. Debts
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piled up. The ministers of the crown could not

obtain even paper upon which to reply to official

communications ! The Cakobau government was

proclaimed bankrupt, and British subjects warned

against giving credit. His Majesty's ministers,

therefore, wisely advised the king to make another

proposal for annexation to the British Government.

The debts at the time stood at a sum of ,£85,000,

and the treasury was empty.

A long lawyer-made deed of cession was drawn

up, consisting of some nineteen articles. Cakobau

was to have a pension of ^"2,000 annually and a gift

of ;£ 1,000 to enable him to buy a vessel ; his

children were to be provided for after the manner

of royal families ; the hereditary chiefs of Fiji were

to have princely salaries ; and the lands were, with

certain minor exceptions, to be vested in the Fijian

people ! It is difficult to see, from this deed of

cession, what Great Britain would gain by annexa-

tion. Considering the parlous state of the Fijian

government at the time, the deed has a distinctly

humorous flavour.

The British Government this time had fuller

information before it; and in 1874 Sir Hercules

Robinson, the Governor of New South Wales, was

commissioned to proceed to Fiji to undertake

negotiations. He told the king and chiefs plainly

that if they really desired Great Britain to take
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over the islands of Fiji the offer must be made

unconditionally\ and that the Queen of England

must be trusted to deal generously with the people.

To this Cakobau agreed, and recognized it as a more

chief-like way of arriving at an understanding.

The deed of cession upon which the annexation

of these islands took place was remarkably short

and simple, in striking contrast with the high-

sounding document prepared previously. It ran

as follows :

—

We, King of Fiji, together with other high

chiefs of Fiji, hereby give our country, Fiji,

unreservedly to her Britannic Majesty, Queen

of Great Britain and Ireland. And we trust

and fully repose in her that she will rule Fiji

justly and affectionately, that we may continue

to live in peace and prosperity.

Cakobau R. Yaka waletabua

(Tui Viti and Vunivalu). Tui Bua.

Mafu. Savenaca.

Tui Cakau. Isekeli.

Ratu Epeli. Roko Tui Dreketi.

Nacagilevu. Ratu Kini.

Ritova. Katumere.

Matanitabua.

This deed was formally signed on the tenth of

October, 1874, and for the first time the British
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flag floated over these islands of the Southern

Seas.

Cakobau then handed his old war-club to Sir

Hercules for presentation to Queen Victoria, and

with it ' club law ' passed for ever from these lands,

and Fiji entered the Empire.







CHAPTER IV

THE NEW FIJI

Man, once descried, imprints for ever

His presence on all lifeless things ; the winds

Are henceforth voices, in a wail or shout,

A querulous mutter, or a quick gay laugh

—

Never a senseless gust now man is born

!

Browning, Paracelsus.

With the hoisting of the British flag and the

establishing of a settled Government, Fiji took her

place among the countries of the civilized world and

proceeded at once to justify her election. To-day

she assumes all the importance and showy epaulettes

of a crown colony. It is difficult to realize that,

only a few decades ago, this was a land of cannibalism

and savagery.

The average tourist seems to imagine that any-

thing in the shape of clothing is good enough for

the ' Islands,' and that a dress suit must, of necessity,

be useless. Too often he thinks in a similar fashion

concerning his manners. Be it therefore known

unto all men (and especially women) that Fiji, in

matters of etiquette and taste in dress, is not one

73
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whit behind her more imposing neighbours in the

Australasian States. Nor is her sense of social dis-

tinction any less keen. Her grades of society are

numerous in the extreme—shading from the deep

brown of the low caste coolie up to the sallowy

white of the member of the aristocratic ' old family

at home.' So let the visitor be on his guard.

Steamer communication with Fiji is exceedingly

good. Lines from America, India, England, Aus-

tralia, and New Zealand call regularly and frequently.

The traveller will be surprised at the comfortable

and up-to-date vessels he is invited to board at

Sydney or Auckland. Should he embark at Van-

couver or Brisbane, in Queensland, he will find a

huge mail steamer with her turbine engines burring

impatiently beneath her decks. She is bound for

another continent, but cannot afford to miss so

important a place as the New Fiji en route.

The stranger approaching these islands cannot

fail to be charmed with the beauty of the scenery

—

especially if it be his first visit to the tropics. The

ruthless hand of Commerce has not yet touched the

wild grandeur of the mountains, nor has its breath

dulled the vivid greens of the vegetation. Here

colour seems a thing vital, and almost throbs beneath

the blue sky vaulting these ' summer isles of Eden

lying in dark purple spheres of sea.' The beholder is

now able to invest Shakespeare's phrase, ' Framed
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in the prodigality of Nature,' with a fuller signifi-

cance. Nearer and yet nearer the vessel steams,

and there is added to living colour, moving detail.

Stately coco-nut palms line the shell-white beach and

mount the hill-sides. Here and there a banana

plantation or a square mile of sugar-cane affords

the sunlight opportunity to play its full gamut of

harmony.

But more than these the reef, only half a mile

distant, attracts the attention. Alongside it the

ship is swiftly moving, and the visitor watches, with

something of awe, the huge waves hurl themselves

at that impregnable barrier, only to be changed into

seething breakers, 'white as the bitten lip of hate/

There is a spirit so cruel, so merciless, in that angry

fringe of passionate sea, that it exercises a weird

fascination over the mind and causes the traveller

to shudder as he thinks of a mistake in navigation

and the crash of a great ship upon that malicious

wall of rock.

Soon buildings are visible ahead and a narrow

break in the long, writhing, serpentine surf marks

an opening in the reef. Through this the vessel

passes, guided by two white beacons placed high

upon the distant hill. The anchor is dropped in a

splendid harbour, lying calm in the embrace of the

encircling hills and coral breakwater.

The capital wharf with gas-lamps freely distributed
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along its sides, comes as a surprise to the visitor.

He had visions of a surf-boat and well-oiled natives

carrying him ashore ! Whilst waiting for the doctor

to grant pratique and for the brass-buttoned customs-

officer to seal up the ship, the sightseer leans over

the rail and revels in the beauty of the town of

Suva. It is built on the water front and stretches

back over the uneven hills. The red-oxide roofs of

the bungalows blend artistically with the multitudi-

nous greens of the foliage in which they are partly

hidden. Colours that, if laid upon canvas in more

sober lands and beneath greyer skies, would seem

profanity, lie side by side in perfect amity, in these

1 breadths of tropic shade.' Yet he cannot help ad-

mitting that he is somewhat disappointed that the

town is so English and civilized in appearance.

The steamer berths at the wharf, and the jetties

are thronged with crowds of strange peoples. These

furnish the romance the stranger is seeking and

which he found missing in the town. Soon these

delightful people, in language unintelligible, are

quarrelling with one another for the privilege (and

reward) of carrying his luggage. At the end of the

wharf he hails a cab and drives to the Pacific Cable

Office to let his friends know that he is arrived

safely in 'Cannibal Fiji.'

He puts up at a first-class hotel, from the spacious

balcony of which he leisurely surveys the scene
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beneath him. What a pity there is so much civiliz-

ation ! Shops, offices, churches, carriages, fashions,

newspapers—all remind him that the curse of the

commonplace has touched Fiji. Policemen, with

brown faces and ridiculous uniforms, stand with all

the stolidity of their white brethren in English lands.

Still, there is a dash of colour in the streets, and

an untamed roar coming from the reef, which are

distinctly foreign.

The sulu-c\did Fijians, as they saunter through the

town, command attention by their splendid physique.

They make a striking contrast to the spindle-legged,

narrow-chested, sharp-featured Indians who seem to

predominate. Now and again, a stately Samoan

woman of lighter complexion than that of the Fijians,

walks past—as only a Samoan woman can walk.

She has a grace of carriage and an ease of move-

ment which none of her European sisters can hope

even distantly to emulate. Chattering, gesticulating

Indian women stroll past, chewing betel-nut and

showing even rows of blackened teeth. They are

attired in Eastern costumes of multi-coloured

stuffs—lemon, orange, purple, crimson, peacock blue,

emerald green, salmon pink—all in bewildering con-

fusion. Their heavily-jewelled faces are partly

concealed by a tinselled orhni ; but space is left for

the glance of dark, mysterious eyes which seem out

of place, save in the scented seclusion of an Eastern
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harem. But there are other faces also. Features

old, wizened, and ugly, betray bitter hate, unfathom-

able wickedness, and black intrigue. Now a Hindu

Sadhu (ascetic) in yellow robes, with occult sect

marks painted in white and vermilion upon his high

brow, passes. Disciples salute him reverentially

and prostrate themselves at his feet in the dusty

street. A haughty Muhammadan faqir, with an

inflated goat-skin slung over his shoulder, tries

—

with a proud attempt at unconcern—to get out of

the way of a fast-driven carriage.

There is a movement in the leisurely crowd

!

The visitor sees something which he will never

forget. A number of men are hustling along re-

gardless of the careless gait of their fellows. They

have broad arrows stamped in black upon their

tunics and loin-cloths. They are prisoners, hurry-

ing lest the jail gates be locked in front and they

be late for the evening meal ! He learns that the

jail has only three walls—a front and two sides

—

the back being open to the wide, wide world. He
is told that the prisoners are frequently employed in

Government offices, and that 'lifers,' such as mur-

derers, are allowed a great deal of freedom and not

a few privileges. He sees that Fiji is not barren of

humour.

Fiji, commercially and industrially, has long lain

fallow. The land has been practically locked up in
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native ownership, and the facilities for obtaining it

have been, until recently, few and devious. The
Fijians themselves cultivate only a negligible frac-

tion of the ground they own, and the tendency on

their part is to utilize it still less. The amount held

by Europeans is not large, and hence the colony

has been seriously handicapped. According to the

Blue Book of 1905, only 72,000 acres of land were

under cultivation, leaving a total acreage untouched

of some 4,880,000. Under such conditions it is

surprising that Fiji has registered any progress

at all.

The present governor, Sir Everard im Thurn,

has sanctioned a policy whereby, under proper re-

strictions, the natives of the colony are allowed to

sell or lease their waste or unused lands. In 1906

nearly 12,000 acres were leased for terms varying

from five to fifty years ; while over 60,000 acres,

not yet surveyed, were taken up either by the

Crown for settlement purposes or by private indi-

viduals. Some 11,000 acres were sold outright at

an average price of nearly £1 per acre. The

Crown has already sub-leased, for a term of ninety-

nine years, 30,000 acres in blocks suitable for cattle-

runs, at a rate of 3^. per acre per annum for the

first five years, 6d. for the second five years, gd. for

the third, and thereafter, 15. per acre per annum.

This step taken by the Government has not been
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without criticism on the part of certain classes, and,

in some instances, injustices and shady dealings

have warranted the strictures. Nevertheless the

movement is in the right direction, and the interests

of the natives have been sufficiently safeguarded to

satisfy even the people who know nothing about them.

This new policy has given fresh hope and impetus

to industry, and Fiji is commencing to realize that

she has a not unimportant future in the great empire

of which she is a part.

The trade of the colony already amounts to the

respectable sum of a million and a half. Eighty-six

per cent, of this is with Australia and New Zealand

;

but new markets are being opened year by year.

Canada is one of these ; and recently a huge ocean

tramp took away to Vancouver the largest load of

sugar ever exported from these islands. The

average value of sugar exported is well over half a

million pounds, and development in this industry is

being pushed on very rapidly. The fruit trade is a

most important and steadily growing one. In 1906

604,000 bunches and 191,000 cases of bananas were

exported, valued at ,£100,000. Last year (1909)

the quantity was considerably more. Copra (which

is the dried kernel of the coco-nut, and is much in

demand for making oils, soap, &c.) added ^150,000

to the wealth of the colony.

Some idea of the shipping may be obtained from
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the fact that 150 foreign-going vessels dropped

anchor in the harbours of the colony, while an

equal number of smaller craft traded within the

limits of the group. The total tonnage registered

over a quarter of a million.

Leaving on one side the amount of food grown

by the Fijians for their own consumption, the local

needs of the colony account for 15,000 bushels of

maize, 2,000 tons of rice, 1,500 lbs. of tobacco, and

40,000 lbs. of tea. The climate is well suited for

growing all these products, as well as many others.

Many parts of the islands are especially suitable

for cattle. This development is but in its infancy,

yet already there are some 5,000 horses, 5,000

sheep, 20,000 goats, and 30,000 cattle grazing on

the fields of Fiji.

1 Sugar ' has been responsible to a large extent,

both directly and indirectly, for the industrial

awakening of the Fiji of To-day. Six large mills,

representing a capital outlay of ,£3,000,000, are at

work. They have an annual output of over 60,000

tons of raw sugar which is refined in other countries.

To serve the needs of this industry a coolie popu-

lation of some 40,000 is at present in Fiji. It is

often complained that sugar ' rules Fiji ; but this

is only partially true. Had not this enterprise

come, the islands would have been still lying in

stagnation. Certainly very great concessions have
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been made to this industry ; but the country has

made the best of the bargain ; though, if dividends

are any criterion, the companies ought to be abun-

dantly satisfied. The principal interest in Fiji is

held by the Colonial Sugar Refining Company, with

head offices in Sydney. At the end of 1906 it had

in operation 169 miles of permanent and 74 miles

of portable tram-line. Nineteen locomotives were

in use, together with 3,500 trucks. Fifty-four miles

of additional permanent way are now under con-

struction. Four tugs, 8 steam launches, 14 huge

lighters, and 67 cane punts, of 100 tons each, carry

freight on the rivers. To supply its power the

company burns 25,000 tons of coal in addition to

the megas (pith of the cane) which is utilized as

fuel. There are 26,000 acres of land under culti-

vation, while 4,500 are now being brought into

subjection. About 5,000 acres of mangrove swamp

are being reclaimed from the sea, and therein are

approximately 600 miles of drains to facilitate the

leaching of the salt from the soil. In addition to

the above, 11,500 acres are planted by private

owners, who sell their cane to the mills. The

other chief interest is held by the Vancouver- Fiji

Sugar Company, which has an excellent mill at

Navua.

If any illustration were needed of the things

possible to capital and enterprise, scarcely a better
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one could be found than ' sugar ' in Fiji. Ten

years ago the country round Lautoka, for example,

was mere scrub, swamp, and tangled brake. To-

day thousands of acres of healthy cane ripen in

the warm sun. The district then was a wilderness,

save for a few unimportant native villages sur-

rounded by higgledy-piggledy gardens. Now it is

a busy thriving settlement with 10,000 new inhab-

itants upon it. The land was worth only a few

shillings per acre, and even at that price speculation

was hazardous. Its value to-day is as many pounds.

A decade ago only a few native tracks connected

village with village ; a coco-nut tree was felled

across the deep creek ; and the river had to be

swum or forded. Now 70 miles of railway line,

upon which
\
feverish locomotives puff and screech,

run side by side with a formed road. The harbour

that formerly bore only rude catamarans, paddled

by half-clad natives, now admits large hungry cargo

steamers.

The town of Lautoka itself sprawls languidly

over the slopes of the low-lying hills. It looks hot,

bare, and insolently new. An excellent wharf, built

by the company, is able to berth the largest vessels

which trade in the Pacific, and behind it is the huge

sugar-mill. The machinery is all up to date, and

constitutes one of the finest crushing plants in the

world. A tall, red chimney stack, with a railed

F 2
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parapet round its giddy top, belches out the inkiest

of smoke, which contrasts with the snow-white

steam from the out-of-breath exhausts. Beyond

this pile of glaring corrugated iron buildings is a

perfect network of railway lines, more suggestive

of a busy European junction than of cannibal Fiji.

The gauge is only narrow, and the locomotives

toy-like in appearance ; but it is really a railway.

Behind the hissing, spluttering, gurgling engine, a

passenger car is filling with leisurely English folks

in tropical dress. This is the ' First Class/ One

hundred sugar-trucks separate it from the ' Third

Class '—which consists of a couple of wagons

crowded chock-a-block with Indians and natives.

There is no Second Class,' and no matter, for the

price is just the same for all. Colour and caste alone

demand the interposition of the hundred trucks.

By an arrangement with the Fiji Government, in

return for not inconsiderable concessions, the com-

pany is obliged to carry passengers, white or brown,

free of charge. This fact helps the traveller to

enjoy the journey—it is something for nothing.

The whistle goes! The train is off! The speed

is not excessive ; but then—the price ! The car is

comfortably filled. On the front seat two half-caste

Samoan girls jabber incessantly, and occasionally

make eyes at two perky, high-collared young

Englishmen who work in a store. But an insur-
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ance agent has fastened himself upon the young

gentlemen, and he gives them very little chance

of returning the flattering glances of the maidens.

Now and again they gallantly try to break away
;

but the insurance man knows his business too well,

and pushes statistics and bonus tables before their

unwilling eyes. One cannot help being interested

in the contest and wishing luck—to the girls. On
the next seat a young husband, who has just met

his wife at the steamer on her return from her

holiday, is talking in whispers. We can guess what

he is saying. The story is old enough. But, at

length, the coy temptresses in front conquer the old

grey-headed statistician, and the two Don Juans

are now seated beside them, looking undisguisedly

happy in their release. The insurance agent,

nothing daunted, now attacks the young husband,

whereupon the wife looks daggers. Nor does the

husband himself seem as gushing as he should be

over the death-rates and premiums, when it is re-

membered how uncertain life is. But this scourge

of modern civilization plagues away unweariedly.

A missionary, in white suit and sun helmet, is yarn-

ing to an easily recognizable tourist, and probably

answering questions about the ' horrors of the old

dark days.' A couple of commercial travellers

smoking prime cigars (which make even the mis-

sionary sniff vigorously), are playing euchre, on an
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upturned portmanteau, for drinks at the end of the

journey. A solitary Chinaman sits on the back

seat with his eyes seeming fixed on nothing at an

infinite distance from him, and moves his lips as

though counting. Perhaps he is trying to add up

a column of figures without his bead frame. Any
seats vacant of human passengers are occupied with

flies. There are hundreds to every square foot.

They have a particular partiality for the eyes, ears,

and nostrils of the passengers, and continue their

explorations with a persistence unsuspected in so

small a body. Swish ! swish ! go the whisks of

the travellers ; but the flies are philosophical, and

make the best of their opportunities between the

swishes.

For miles the train runs on two glistening threads

of steel between stifling brown walls of sugar-cane.

Estate after estate is passed, and on each is the inevi-

table row of ugly black ' coolie lines ' frizzling in the

heat ; and there stands, not far away, the overseer's

bungalow, with its iron roof fairly dancing in the

maddening rays of the sun. The train clatters over

a truss bridge, then skirts a mangrove swamp, and

frisks flippantly round a sullen cliff, just beyond the

reach of the splashing waves. A mile distant, the

reef growls and grumbles away as it has done for

ages uncountable ; but the rumble and racket of its

twentieth- century rival, for the first time, drowns its
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complaint. The reef can afford to wait for silence

again.

Now, a Fijian village—incongruous as an old ruin

in a busy city—peeps out from among the bread-fruit

trees. A bent old native with only a fringe of

banana leaves round his middle, is working with

a sharpened stick as a digging implement. He
raises himself and stands gloomily while the ' land-

ship ' passes. He wipes his brow with the back of

his hand, shakes his head significantly, and then

pokes the ground again with his stick. What is he

thinking of ?

Farther along, 'Free' Indian settlements appear.

From tall bamboos, Hindu and Muhammadan flags

hang limply over tin hovels scattered hap-hazard

over the hill-sides. From narrow tracks in the cane,

excited brown children run—naked, save for a

sacred thread tied round their waists and a few

silver rings on ankles and wrists. Half a dozen

mangy dogs follow them, and bark savagely at the

rattling trucks. The coolie fireman shies lumps of

coal at them, whereon there is yelping as well as

barking. Mango-trees, laden to the breaking-point,

avenue the line. Thousands of tons are going to

waste faster than the united appetites of people and

cattle can prevent. Where the Indian lives, the

mango flourishes. Its wide-spreading shade makes

him a temple in which to offer sacrifices and worship
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his gods, a smoking-room in which to enjoy his

evenings, and a forum in which to discuss transmigra-

tion or—patent manure. Close to the line a big

patch is being cultivated for maize. A scantily clad

Indian, with legs of the broomstick variety, is

pouring out a mixture of English oaths and Hindu

curses upon a bony grey horse and a ridiculously

fat bullock yoked together to an American plough.

His woman is assisting by poking the bullock with

a pointed reed. The bullock is chewing his

cud.

Half-way, the train stops to take in water. A
moody coolie, with a twist of dirty calico as his

clothing, spends six days out of his week filling a

tank by means of a rickety force-pump. He looks

moodier than ever as the careless fireman spills some

of the precious fluid from the wide-mouthed tap. He
mutters something between his teeth and then turns

to the pump-handle again. The engine-driver, oil-

can in hand, stoops down to the cranks and bearings

of his charge. His last run was between Melbourne

and Sydney, and his engine a gigantic freight-puller
;

but better wages have tempted him to Fiji. Does

he like it ?

} Like it ? Oh ! it's hot enough for hell upon this

bloomin wheel-barrer with a pack of niggers build-

ing Towers of Babel and worrying a plain-spoken

white man with their infernal jargon. Like it ?

—
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I'm off the day after my time's up, and then—

a

white country for the rest of my natural life.'

The ' wheel-barrer ' trundles on again. Behind

blazing, flamboyant trees, a neat trim mission

station stands. The house, in its coat of light green

paint, looks the one cool, restful thing on the track.

Beside the line, thirty or forty Fijian school-girls,

with bright, laughing faces, clean pinafores, and

frizzy black hair, wave to some friends on the tereni

—which is supposed to be English. A few miles

more, and Rarawai is reached by crossing a splendid

iron girder bridge over the sluggish river. Here

another huge mill looms up against the sky ; and

there is an additional evidence of the magic power

of ' sugar ' in Fiji.

1 Bananas ' also have been responsible, to a large

extent, for the recent prosperity of the colony. For

a number of years there have been no serious hurri-

canes, and this has given the plantations a great

chance. 1 The result is that the trade has grown

incredibly, and in a few years men engaged in the

business have been able to make a small fortune.

Much credit is due to the Government for instituting

a somewhat rigid system of fruit inspection. The

quality exported is more even, and the market more
1 Since the above was written a disastrous hurricane has swept

over Fiji, and the banana plantations are practically destroyed.

It will be a year or eighteen months before they are in full bearing

again.
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steady, in consequence. Nevertheless the business

is precarious. The damage by hurricanes to this

product is greater than with the majority of crops,

and the market fluctuations make almost a gamble

of the enterprise.

Every month three or four steamers are loaded

to the very decks with this fruit for the Australian

and especially for the New Zealand markets. In

1909 over a million cases were shipped. Clumsy-

looking punts—a cross between a barge and a

Chinese junk—crowd the rivers and jostle one

another in the harbours. It is a sight—and not

less a sound—to be present when these punts unload

into the big steamer. All nations under heaven

seem to be there, and each individual is seized

with the one idea that his language ought to be

heard above all others. Round the steamer, three

or four deep, the punts are gathered, and each owner

is watching the chance to get his fruit into a more

favourable position than some other shipper. Rhh !

. . . Rhh ! . . . Rhh ! . . . Rhh ! go the winches,

and, by tens at a time, the cases come up the sides

of the vessel and drop into the capacious holds,

accompanied by the shouts, pantomimic gestures,

curses, and wranglings, of Fijians, Indians, Kanakas,

Chinese, and English.

An inspector, in dapper clothes, with note-book in

hand, stands keen-eyed and calm in the midst of
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this Bedlam. Now and again he orders a case to

be opened, and, if the contents are not up to the

standard, they are peremptorily condemned. On
the deck of the steamers, owners of punts or their

representatives are standing and giving orders to

their ' labour ' below. A big burly planter speaks

pidgin Hindustani with a broad Scotch accent,

which certainly gives it a most peculiar flavour. A
fussy French shipper is dropping English oaths

upon the heads of the stolid natives who toil for him

in the punt beneath. A fat, good-natured Chinaman

is coaxing his Indians to be quick, in language which

needs positive genius to understand. A dainty little

Japanese planter is complaining in shrill tenor that

some of his fruit is ' reject.' A lean Indian babu,

with gold-rimmed spectacles placed uncomfortably

upon his nose, and clothed in dirty linen and import-

ant air, clomps up and down the deck in heavy

blucher boots waiting for his punts to arrive.

Day and night the Rhh ! . . . Rhh ! . . . Rhh !

goes on. At length the last punt is emptied. There

is a wild whoop from the Fijians in the hold below,

a loud blast from the steamer whistle, and a cry of
1 All ashore

!

' and twenty-five thousand cases of

bananas are on their way to hungry school-boys,

sober business men, and fastidious ladies in colonies

where this fruit is no longer a luxury but a

food.
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There can be no doubt that Fiji has a great

future before it commercially. It is in the line of

trade, and can thus readily find a market for its

exports. It is in the current of some significant race-

movements, and is not likely, therefore, to escape

the competition necessary to healthy development.

Geographically, the group is destined to become one

of the chief distributing and governing centres of the

Pacific.

Fiji has a genial climate, of the tropical order

—

but without the scourge of malaria. Hence the

European has much less strain upon his health than

in most lands of similar temperature. The life

insurance companies take risks at ordinary rates,

which is a testimony to the salubrity of the climate.

The soil is capable of growing any tropical or sub-

tropical product. There is an abundant rainfall

—

usually measurable in yards. With the exception of

an occasional hurricane there are no serious draw-

backs to enterprise.

Unfortunately, in the past, white settlement has

not been encouraged, but latterly inducements have

been offered to Europeans to develop the country.

Land is now available at a fair price ; and labour is

easily obtainable, in the shape of the Indian coolie,

at the rate of one shilling and sixpence per day.

The Government has opened experimental stations

where agricultural methods and products suitable to
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the islands are tested, and the results placed at the

disposal of planters.

Fiji is not by any means a ' working man's

country,' nor is it likely ever to become a ' White'

Fiji ; but with a saner revenue system—which must

come in time, and more liberal and modern methods

of government—which are even now at the doors,

it may be made a very desirable place for the small

capitalist and the thrifty settler.

New Fiji has been definitely launched on the wide

waters of the commercial world, and we all join in

wishing her the best of luck.



CHAPTER V

OLD FIJI

The record of disgraces best forgotten,

A sullen page in human chronicles

Fit to erase.

Browning, Paracelsus.

Fifteen or twenty merry Fijian lads are romping

wildly and shouting lustily upon the sandy beach of

the island of Muala. Among them is a chiefly-

looking boy of eight years of age, called Seru. To
him all, even in play, pay the greatest deference.

He is a prince of royal blood—the son of old King

Tanoa of Bau, who just now is on a visit to this part

of the group. The play has ceased, and the shouting

has died away, for Seru has grown tired of the

sport. He throws himself carelessly upon the sand,

and his young playmates range themselves at a

respectful distance from him. News comes in that

the fathers of these lads, through a diabolical act of

treachery, have been murdered by their professed

friends. Some of the mothers and sisters who were

deemed good-looking enough have alone escaped.

Soon a number of men rush forward and seize the

94
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newly-orphaned boys. In spite of shrieking en-

treaties, they are being cruelly put to death. One

little screaming victim is selected and dragged to

where the boy-chief, Seru, sits. A club is put into

the young prince's hand. The defenceless little lad

is then held down by strong brutal hands, and Seru

is told to strike. The club comes down with all the

weight his small arms can put into it, and, after

several awkward blows and repeated thuds, at last

the little victim is dispatched. The boy-prince puts

aside his weapon, stained with the blood of his play-

mate of a few minutes before. He is now a man.

He has taken his first life. He lived to take

hundreds more ; nor needed that any should hold

his victims while he struck. The boy Seru became

the man Cakobau—the Bloody King of Old Fiji. 1

As we pass in safety and comparative comfort

through the semi-civilized Fiji of to-day, it is diffi-

cult to realize that we are so near Old Fiji—the

Fiji that made the world shudder at the mention of

its atrocities. Yet, like the half-rubbed-out char-

acters of the ancient palimpsests, there are still

the deeply scored and only partially erased marks

of the past. Though another story is now written

upon the parchment—and written much too hur-

riedly, perhaps—beneath is the tragedy in all its

terrible realism.

1 See Waterhouse's Kingand People of Fiji.
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New Fiji is, for the most part, thoroughly ashamed

of its past, and speaks of it only under compulsion.

But it is only when we place behind the Fiji of To-

day the dark background of the Fiji of Yesterday,

that we obtain any adequate conception of the

change that has taken place. Only thus can we
understand, even dimly, the character of the Fijian,

and, with larger eyes of remembrance, make allow-

ance for his present failings.

The rivers no longer flow tinged with human

blood ; the cannibal ovens are not only cold but

utterly destroyed ; and the strangling cord is no

more twisted from the dull-red coco-nut fibre. But

this change has taken place only just lately. It is

less than twenty years since the last cannibal feast

took place, and though this was only a sporadic

out-break, nevertheless it goes to show how very

thin is the crust formed over that hellish past.

There are in Fiji to-day hundreds who have known

the taste of human flesh, and have greedily sipped

human blood. Even at the risk of producing horror,

we must look for a moment over the edge of the pit

whence the native has been digged ; and though we

shrink back with loathing and disgust, we shall have

a fuller sympathy with him. We shall be more

inclined to pity than to despise, if there is still some

mire from the pit adhering to his person.

The real difficulty is to give any adequate picture
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of Old Fiji without descending into descriptions so

abominable as to outrage decency and to stain

permanently the imagination. Many of us have to

regret that curiosity prompted us to ask questions

concerning the past. The replies from native lips

were as pitch. We should be thankful to erase

from the records of memory some of the images

produced by the shameful stories we have heard.

There are some sins more debasing even than can-

nibalism—and much more disgusting. Just where

the real degradation of Old Fiji is geatest, there

we must turn back. The ink dries on our pen as we

try to frame sentences such as will not sully and

smirch other souls.

The revolting cruelty of the Fijian in the old

days is beyond all conception of civilized races.

Instances are, for the most part, too fiendish to be

put on record. Cruelty was glorified into a virtue
;

torture was made a science ; and murder was a fine

art before De Quincey lived to sing its praises.

Listen to this :

1 The men doomed to death were ordered to dig

a hole in the earth for the purpose of making a

native oven, and were even required to cut firewood

to roast their own bodies. They were directed to go

and wash, and afterwards to make a cup of the banana

leaf, which from opening a vein in each person was

filled with blood. This blood was drunk in the
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presence of the sufferers by the Kaba people. Seru

then had their arms and legs cut off, cooked, and

eaten, some of which were presented to them. Seru

then ordered a fish-hook to be put in their tongues,

which were drawn out as far as possible, and then

cut off; these were roasted and eaten, while they

tauntingly said, " We are eating your tongues." As
life was not extinct, an incision was made in the

side, and the bowels taken out, which soon ter-

minated their sufferings in this world.' x

The frightful waste of human life seemed to be

scarcely noticed. Life had little value and no

sacredness. If a new canoe was to be launched,

ten or twenty men were forced to lie down and act

as living ' rollers.' Then, amid shouts and scream-

ing laughter, the heavy vessel was pushed over the

shrieking, writhing victims, who were gashed,

crushed, and torn by the rough, jagged surface.

The canoe once launched, a few blows from a club

soon dispatched the Pollers,' who were sent to

the ovens as food for the feast.

When the canoe was ready to sail, in order to

make propitious its journey, the decks must be

washed with blood—human blood. If it bore a

chief of high rank, on arriving at his destination the

hosts must kill a man for the ceremony of ' taking

down the mast.'

1 King and People of Fiji\ pp. 84-85.
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When a chiefs house or a temple was being built,

and the great posts which had been brought from

the bush were ready to erect, then three or four

men, clasping each timber, had to stand in the deep

holes in the ground ' to hold up the posts.' The
earth was then shovelled in upon the living sup-

ports.

When a young chief arrived at the age proper

to the initiation ceremonies of manhood, a slave

was slain, and upon the dead body the young

man stood, as he wrapped around his loins the

narrow strip of native cloth—the symbol of adult

age.

But this cruelty and waste of life were without

the redeeming features of courage and bravery.

The Fijian was always a coward—a coward in peace,

a still greater coward in war. He mostly clubbed

his victims in the old days from behind. ' A
brave man when not surrounded by his enemies,' 1

is descriptive of nine out of every ten cases of Fijian

valour. So said one who knew them well. A great

boaster was the Fijian warrior ; but the principal

objects of his bravery were the weak and defenceless

—especially women and children. In war, treachery

and low cunning, ambush and feint, were his chief

methods. Of mad Dervish rushes, where life was

freely given in a fanatical charge, the Fijian knew

1 Thomas Williams, Fiji and the Fijians, p. 114.
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nothing. Of hand-to-hand conflicts, under level

conditions, there is scarcely a tradition.

' One evening six large Lasakau canoes started

from Bau on a man-hunting expedition. They got

down some distance to the leeward of Rewa, and the

next morning got in close to the shore, pulled down

their sails, and poled their canoes quietly along, to

avoid all suspicion of being strangers. They saw a

party out at the reef catching fish, belonging to a

town which had not taken any part in the war.

When they had them within their power, they hoisted

sail, and took the unsuspecting people prisoners

without any skirmish, for they were without defence,

and exposed to their foes. They took twenty-eight

persons, men and women, alive, with two children
;

the latter of whom they hung to the masthead : the

remainder they killed at Bau. Some of the poor

creatures were flung on the red-hot stones which

were to roast them while yet alive. One poor fellow

thus served sat up, told the people his name, also the

name of his town, and begged them to save him
;

but they so disregarded his earnest and feeling

appeal, as to take up a club and dispatch him by

dashing out his brains.' 1

They found Satanic pleasure in taking helpless

little children by the legs and smashing their heads

against stones, then greedily gorging upon what they

considered to be dainty morsels.

1 King and People of Fiji', p. 122.
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Ifa canoe was shipwrecked and the survivors swam
to shore, they were then the Fijians' lawful prey,

according to the ethics of that time. They had
1 salt-water in their eyes '—so they might be clubbed

and eaten without compunction or fear of punish-

ment.

A captive in war was the special object of their

cowardly brutality. He could be tortured in the

lewdest and most obscene manner, and thus afford

the most exquisite delight to his conquerors. His

limbs could be cut off one by one, cooked and eaten

in his presence, or an eye might be gouged out and

swallowed raw, as a crowning insult to his state. To
all the shrieks and appeals of the sufferer, the Fijian

would be cheerfully and jocularly callous.

They seemed not only to be indifferent to the

agonies of others, but even the closest ties of

relationship made no diminution of their dastardly

and despicable conduct. When a chief died, his

widows must be strangled. They were seized and

dragged to the open rara (village common) and

their own sons did not hesitate to pull the fatal cords.

A mother would murder her babe because she had

quarrelled with its father, or was going on a journey

and did not desire to be bothered with it. A
husband would murder his wife for no other reason

than that he wanted meat.
1 When I first knew Loti, he was living at Na

Ruwai. A few years before, he killed his only wife
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and ate her. She accompanied him to plant taro,

and when the work was done, he sent her to fetch

wood, with which he made a fire, while she, at his

bidding, collected leaves and grass to line the oven,

and procured a bamboo to cut up what was to be

cooked. When she had cheerfully obeyed his

commands, the monster seized his wife, deliberately

dismembered her, and cooked and ate her, calling

some to help him in consuming the unnatural feast.

The woman was his equal, one with whom he lived

comfortably ; he had no quarrel with her or cause of

complaint. ... His only motive could have been a

fondness for human flesh and a hope that he should

be spoken of and pointed out as a terrible fellow.'

•

The Fijian's cold-blooded treatment of the aged

and sick is one of the foulest blots upon his past

character. ' Exposure, burying-alive, and the rope,

are the means generally used for dispatching these

unfortunates.' Aged parents were usually strangled,

it being considered great kindness not to club them !

The sick were often taken outside the town and left

in a cave or yam-hut to die. They might also be

buried alive, as they were not fit to be eaten.

' Ratu Varani spoke of one among many whom

he had caused to be buried alive. She had been

weakly for a long time, and the chief, thinking her

likely to remain so, had a grave dug. The curiosity

1 Fiji and the Fijians, p. 175
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of the girl was excited by loud exclamations, as

though something extraordinary had happened, and,

on stepping out of the house, she was seized and

thrown into her grave. In vain she shrieked with

horror, and cried out, * Do not bury me ! I am quite

well now !

' Two men kept her down by standing

on her, while others threw the soil in upon her

until she was heard no more.' 1

The base ingratitude of the Fijian of Yesterday is

a thing at which to marvel. Instance after instance

might be given in which this sad trait shows itself.

He simply did not understand the meaning of the

word gratitude. Knowing no generosity himself, he

could not comprehend it in others. To help him

once meant that he considered he had a right to

such help again in the future.

Of his disgusting filthiness of the flesh and

abominable sensuality, none dare write. It was

not without reason that the Cities of the Plain, in

Lot's time, were said to have been destroyed by fire.

A good shower of brimstone would have had a

salutary effect upon Old Fiji. We leave that part

of the native past as being too vile for thought to

dwell upon, even for a moment.

But it is chiefly by his reputation as a cannibal

that the Fijian is known to the great world. It is

scarcely possible to exaggerate his intense love of

1 Fiji and the Fijians
% p. 159.
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human flesh. He looked upon it as his normal food,

and gloated over its tastiness. Anthropologists

account for the origin of cannibalism in several

ways, but the perpetuation of the custom in Fiji, at

any rate, was due, not to religious or revengeful

feelings, but simply to animal appetite.

'And now the drums beat pat, pat, pat, pat.

What is the signal ? It means that a man is about

to be cut up, and prepared for food as a bullock is

in our own country. See the commotion ! The

majority of the population, old and young, run to

gaze upon the intended victim. He is stripped

naked, struck down with a club, his body ignomini-

ously dashed against a stone in front of the temple,

then cut up and divided amongst a chosen few, ere

the vital spark is extinct. Sometimes he is dashed

into an oven whilst yet alive, and half-cooked.

The little children run off with the head and play

with it as with a ball. Some fond mother, anxious

for the preservation of her child's health, begs for a

morsel of flesh to rub the lips of the little one.'
x

Here is a picture painted on the spot some sixty

years ago :
' The following case occurred not long

ago. Seven persons were clubbed in a most brutal

manner, near the spot where I now write. Their

heads were crushed by heavy blows, and their

bodies mangled with axes. When the men had

1 King and People of Fiji, p. 44-
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done, the boys began, and did as they had seen the

others do. In this state they lay for three days,

broiling under a tropical sun, until all who desired had

gazed upon them, and until their smell had become

almost intolerable ; then the cooking and eating

proceeded until the whole was devoured. It is

proper to remark that these very people turn away

in disgust from a piece of pork which may happen

to be only slightly tainted

!

' It is not unusual for Fijians to inter a human

body, or part thereof, and especially the heart and

liver, under the earth, in the place where they keep

their bread, during any period they please ; and

when they have an occasion for preserved flesh, it

is exhumed, cooked and eaten ! Nothing is done

but to put it under the earth, and then dig it up

again as a dainty dish

!

• There are parts of Fiji where they not merely

kill and eat their enemies, but where the chief lives

upon his friends ; and these are frequently eaten

raw ! This cannibal of Ragiragi has been known

to have a good supply of human flesh in his box

salted down, and has lived upon it as his daily food,

seldom eating any other kind of flesh.

1 One way of obtaining food is to He in ambush

and seize upon the females as they return with water

or from bathing. These are killed and taken away
;

and there is a rule among them to this effect—that,
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in case a man can succeed in pouncing upon a

female from his place of concealment, and strike the

death-blow so suddenly that no one, friend or foe,

shall hear or know anything of the matter, and then

open her body and cover himself with the contents,

that covering shields him from the claim of any one

to have a share ; he eats as much as he can and buries

the remainder to be exhumed for his own future use.

1 There are some circumstances in connexion with

these facts which I am not able to set down ; they

are before me, but a veil must cover them ! The

whole of these things and many more are related to

me by many witnesses, persons who cannot be

deceived and who would not deceive. . I set them

down on the spot where no one doubts, or attempts

to deny, their truth. They are far enough from

being an inventory, but they are merely given as

specimens.

' There is one thing remarkable in the revolting

accounts which these people give of their man-

eating career ; that is, that the flesh of human beings

is really very good and they like it. The flesh of

women is rather better than the flesh of men ;
and

when the chief wants something very delicate, or in

the case where many bodies are before him, a child

is roasted for his repast.'
1

1 Missionary Visit of the Rev. Walter Lawry, 1847, P- 88

et passim.
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Here is another account written a few years later

(1853)-
'Cannibalism still prevalent. It prevails every-

where, except in the few places where Christianity

has been embraced—there it is entirely extinct.

The missionaries have never known an instance of

a professing Christian eating human flesh. They
believe the case never occurs. Whatever else

Christianity may do for this degraded yet interest-

ing people, it takes this foul stain from their character.

" I believe," says one of the missionaries, " not less

than five hundred people have been eaten within

fifteen miles of my residence during the last five

years ; but no Christian has tasted the horrid morsel.

Indeed they never think of such a thing, as far as

we can learn." The Fijians are undoubtedly

among the vilest cannibals. Many of them have

assured our missionaries that they greatly prefer

human flesh to any other animal food ; and those

who have abandoned it cannot but speak in the

same tone of its superior excellency as an article of

food. It is common among them when they see a

fine man, to say, " What fine eating he would be !

"

in the same way that we should speak of an ox. It

is quite a mistake to suppose that they eat human

flesh merely from revenge. Many of them have

only one reason, namely, because they prefer it to

other food ; others eat from pride ; others, no doubt,
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in time of war, from revenge. . . . They have

seeming good qualities, but no one will depend on

them who knows their real nature. They can lay

aside honesty, kindness, &c, as easily as their dress,

if necessary, and be one moment as gentle as a lamb,

and the next as ferocious as a tiger. The extremes

of their character are very striking. You would not

think that the fine generous man you are conversing

with would go home and enjoy a piece of human

flesh or imbrue his hands with pleasure in the blood

of defenceless women and children, yet such is

the fact/ 1

Volumes could be written describing over again

the terrible deeds of the past ; but sufficient has

been said to convey some idea of the hellishness of

the days of Old Fiji. It is from a state such as

that indicated that the Fijian has sprung, and, in

estimating his present character and moulding his

future development, we must not ignore the past.

Thank God ! Old Fiji is for ever and ever gone.

1 Rev. Robert Young, The Southern Worlds p. 317 <?/ sea.



CHAPTER VI

HOW THE LIGHT CAME TO FIJI

Who saw the Darkness overflowed

And drowned by tides of everlasting Day.

Whittier, The Shadow and the Light.

In the annals of the human race there are few

nobler records than those containing the doings and

sufferings of the pioneer missionaries to the can-

nibal Fijians. At this distance, in a smiling country,

surrounded by peaceful tribes, it is almost impossible

to picture the privations, persecutions, and dangers

of those early messengers of the Cross. Not only

were they in almost daily jeopardy of their lives,

but they were surrounded by petty annoyances of

the most irritating character. It is often much

harder for men and women to bear such than to

endure the more perilous trials of life. Thieving,

filthy abuse, constant treachery and double-dealing

were some of the difficulties. Just imagine, also,

the feelings of cultivated men and women, such

as some of those early missionaries were, and

from good homes in England, living among the

109
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dirt, vermin, and loathsome diseases of this people

!

Think of gently-nurtured women, who had been

shielded from all the coarseness of life, being forced

to witness the open licentiousness, the horrors of the

human shambles, and the barbaric cruelty of the

people of Old Fiji. Little wonder that sometimes

they were ill with very fear. Yet throughout the

many letters of that period there is not one solitary

note of complaint, and very little trace that they

themselves were even conscious of heroism or

self-sacrifice. A volume has yet to be written telling

the story of that early suffering and subsequent

triumph ; and when it appears it will prove a

revelation of the capacity of the human race for

vicarious sacrifice, and show how death can be met

cheerfully under the inspiration of high motives.

As has been already pointed out, from the earliest

times there had been considerable intercourse with

Tonga. It often happened that canoes were driven

by the prevailing wind to the islands of Lakeba

in the east of the Fijian Archipelago. There quite

a number of Tongans had settled, and they speedily

won influence and land. Because of some superior

civilization they were held in much esteem by the

Fijians, and a considerable amount of inter-marriage

took place. A few Fijians had also, in one way and

another, found their way to Tonga, and were there

much prized as canoe-builders. When Christianity
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was introduced into those islands, and met with

such a splendid and unique success, it was impossible

that Fiji should not feel, to some extent, its influence.

Gradually the news of this new religion filtered

through into Fiji ; and Christian sailors who went

there for purposes of barter continued to pray to this

strange and unseen God and to sing hymns of praise.

There are instances on record of Christian hymns

being sung and prayer being offered before ever the

missionary set foot on Fijian soil. This was

especially true of the eastern portion of the group,

and this was in some measure prepared for the

coming of the Evangel.

Apparently, the first missionary to consider

seriously the evangelization of Fiji was that remark-

able man, John Williams, of the London Missionary

Society. With two Tahitian teachers, in 1830, he

set out for these islands. At Tonga, however, the

accounts told of the state of Fiji and other cir-

cumstances which arose made it necessary for him

to change his plans. The two teachers, however,

went on to their destination a little later, in company

with an old Fijian chief, who had been at Sydney

and who promised them protection. These teachers

worked at Lakeba for a little while, but met with

poor success. They then removed to the island of

Oneata, where they built a church and won a few

converts. These lived irreproachable lives, and
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eventually joined the Wesleyan Church, and served

in it as local preachers.

In the year 1834 there was a wonderful outburst

of religious fervour among the newly-won converts

in Tonga ; and, with the characteristic impulse of

such revivals, the claims of ! Heathen Fiji ' were

burned into their thought. At the annual synod

of that year, the Rev. William Cross, who had been

a missionary in Tonga for six years, and the Rev.

David Cargill, M.A., who had resided two years in

that group, were appointed to the dangerous and

arduous task of commencing a mission to the

Fijians. For some time they were unable to obtain

the services of a vessel and captain to take them to

their new enterprise. They waited several months

at Vavau, where they devoted their time and energy

to acquiring the Fijian language. They also pre-

pared and printed a c First Book ' to instruct the

natives in the art of reading and writing. They

expected converts, for they also translated into the

language a short catechism, and placed it in the

printer's hands, to be sent on later.

In 1835 this brave little band, composed of the

missionaries and their wives and families, together

with some Tongan helpers, landed at Lakeba. The

way had been, in some degree, prepared for them.

King George of Tonga, a convert to Christianity,

sent presents to Tui Nayau, the highest Lakeban
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chief, and urged him to receive the missionaries and

to extend to them his protection. They had also

the advantage ofknowing the language, and of thus

being able to make themselves immediately under-

stood, They were given, on the whole, a good

reception, and Tui Nayau presented them with land

upon which to build a mission house and other

places suitable for their work. He offered them

temporary shelter in one of his own houses ; but so

great were the filth and unwholesomeness of the

surroundings that they deemed it unsafe, in the

interests of health, to accept his hospitality. They

lived for a short time in an open canoe-house on the

beach, where they were exposed to the weather, and

to the more trying attentions of pigs and savages.

At length rude houses were put up for them,

and they commenced their avowed work. They

almost immediately translated the Gospel of Mark,

and instituted schools in which the people were

taught to read and write. For a while the prospects

seemed bright ; but there soon followed cruel per-

secution and constant annoyance.

These pioneer missionaries knew what privation

meant. There were no Government-subsidized

steamers in those days ; and the visits of the trader

were few and far between. Communication with

Tonga even—except by canoe—was rare. * The
little stock of flour at the mission station became

H
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exhausted, and the two families were left without

bread, having to subsist as well as they could on

yams and salt, with cakes made of arrowroot and

yam. In March of the following year the colonial

brig Minerva had been chartered to take the

mission supplies to the Friendly Islands district, of

which Fiji then formed a part. The captain,

however, fearing the navigation and the people

of Fiji, refused to go farther than the Friendly

Islands ; and presently a Tongan canoe reached

Lakeba, bearing letters and the provoking informa-

tion that the stores were lying to spoil within four

hundred miles. . . . To increase the distress of the

mission families, it was now a time of great scarcity

on the island. Even fish and crabs became rare.

The articles of barter were all gone. Prints and

calicoes, sorely wanted for family use, were parted

with to obtain food, or for the payment of wages.

Trunks, wearing apparel, and everything else

available were thus disposed of. Mere conveniences,

such as cooking utensils or crockery-ware, had

disappeared, so that Mr. Cargill had only one teacup

left, and that had lost its handle. Thus surrounded

with difficulties, and suffering many things, the

missionaries toiled on, often prostrated by over-

working, while their families were rarely free from

sickness. Mr. Cross became so ill as to make his

removal to Australia seem necessary ;
but before
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arrangements to that effect could be completed he

got much better, and resolved to continue in Fiji.'
1

Little headway was made during the first and

second years. Thirty-one adults were baptized,

but they were principally Tongans who had settled

in Fiji. The Lakeban chief did not wish to

be the first important man to accept the lotu, and

cunningly he placed many obstacles in the way of

the missionaries. The missionaries decided that it

would be better for one of them to attempt work

among some of the other peoples of Fiji ; and Cross

resolved to go to Bau. Eventually, in 1837, he

settled at Rewa, which was judged to be a con-

venient and central place and one of great political

importance. Sickness there, however, lay in wait

for him. The house in which he and his family

lived was small, low, and damp. ' For six weeks he

lay ill, first with intermittent fever, then with typhus

fever, until his strength was all gone, and his poor

wife saw closely threatening her the hard lot of

being left alone with her little ones among cannibals.

At this distressing time, Mr. David Whippy, an

American settler at Ovalau, went to Rewa, and gave

invaluable help to the sufferer and his family. By

God's mercy, Mr. Cross recovered to a great extent

from his sickness, and the king forthwith set about

building a house for him in good earnest ; so that

1 Fiji and the Fijians, p. 240.
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he soon had a large and comfortable dwelling upon

a raised foundation.' * Cross really ought to have

returned to the colonies at this time, in the interests

of his health ; but nothing could induce him to leave

his work. He struggled on for a year or two

longer, fighting sickness and death, until at last he

was obliged to lay down his arms ; and now the

Memorial Church at Somosomo, built recently,

covers his last resting-place.

The publication of Watkin's Pity Poor Fiji !

aroused British Methodism to a sense of its respon-

sibility ; and, in 1838, as the result, the Revs. John

Hunt, T. J. Jagger, and James Calvert came to the

assistance of these two indomitable pioneers. A
few years later, Mr. Lyth arrived. He had been a

missionary in Tonga, and had also the advantage of

a medical education. He served the mission by his

skill and devotion in a manner that deserves the

highest praise.

It would require many pages to give an account

of the sorrows of those early days. Mrs. Cargill's

grave at Rewa marks the grief of a husband left

alone with four little ones. Throughout Fiji there

are scattered those little mounds—almost forgotten

—the marks of a sorrow that only a mother's heart

can understand. Many of these lives, in more

favoured lands and under happier conditions might

1 Fiji and the Fijians, p. 244.
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have been saved ; but they are part of the price of

the redemption of Fiji.

Not only by the Protestant missionaries was the

heavy cross borne in these early times ; the Roman
Catholics showed a spirit no less Christ-like. The

diary of one of those Marist priests tells of extreme

poverty and utter destitution of everything approach-

ing ordinary comfort. ' They had no medicine nor

means to procure any. With the barest of resources

at their disposal, they could afford nothing European
;

and being left alone for several years with nothing

to barter, they had to dispense with the necessary

garments. Their treatment at the hands of the

natives, supposed to be converted, was even worse

than the annoyances and indignities occasionally

heaped upon them by irate heathens. One day a

chief who had lotud forbids his subjects to give

them food, though they are suffering the pangs of

hunger ; another day a tempting present of meat is

brought to them, which turns out to be human flesh,

and with the discovery the prospects of a substantial

meal vanish; Whilst they were away on mission

work, their garden, planted and tended by their

own hands, is robbed and destroyed ; their house

broken into, and such few working articles as they

possess are taken away.'

The biography of Fiji's most noted missionary

and saint—John Hunt—has been written more than
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once. A strong, intellectual man, endowed with

ceaseless activity, linked to a spirituality which lifted

him even above the devoted men of that time, it

could not be but that his name should be one to

reverence. He has had an influence upon the

mission in Fiji which can never be estimated. He
did much while he lived, as preacher, organizer, and

translator ; but it is probable that his example has

been even more fruitful since his death. It has

been an inspiration to many a succeeding missionary,

and has set a standard of Christ-like living which

can never be wholly forgotten. Men of another

generation still make pilgrimage to that grave at

Viwa, where he sleeps with John Polglase, and

come back with a light upon their faces that is

reflected from nothing earthly. In the old church

there is still the pulpit from which he preached, and

which ought to be preserved by the Methodist

Church, in memory of one of the rarest and choicest

spirits she has had upon her mission-fields. But his

most enduring monument is in the literature he

gave to the Fijian people. His sermons are still

the theological pabulum of the students for the

Christian ministry, while his translation of the

Scriptures has been the basis of all subsequent

revisions. He was cut down in the midst of youth,

and the plain coffin which native students carried to

the grave bore the pathetic words—'aged 36 years.'
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The mission had been in Fiji for over thirty years,

and no life had been sacrificed to the barbarity of

the tribes among whom the missionaries laboured,

when, in 1867, the Christian world was horror-

stricken by the brutal murder of the Rev. Thomas

Baker, the missionary to the interior. He lived on

the hill from which this chapter is written, and left

his home here one Saturday morning to take an

extended evangelistic trip into the central portion of

the island, among tribes who had not yet acknow-

ledged the power of Christianity. He left his wife

and family at his lonely station, and went off with

his little band of native Christians, suspecting no

harm. In the early days, however, the conversion

of tribes was, to a large extent, determined by

political considerations ; and a web of intrigue had

been woven, of which the missionary knew nothing,

and in which he was caught an innocent victim. It

was really hatred of Cakobau—and only incidentally

enmity to the missionary as representing the lotu

adopted by Cakobau—which brought about the

tragedy.

Mr. Baker reached the centre of the island in

safety, and then decided to go right through. He
writes to his wife, about thirty-six hours before his

death— ' I find we are about mid-way across the

land, and have resolved to go all the way, now I

am so far in. I had thought of this before I left
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you, but did not name it because I knew you could

not endure the thought of my going away for so

long a time. But I have only decided this evening

to go. And I do so, first, because I want to do

the people good. Second, because I believe there

is no great obstacle in my way. And third, because,

if I do not go now, I shall never go. . . . You

must cheer up and pray for me. I am in my
Master's work, and He will take care of me and

mine. We are all in good spirits, and our feet are

sound. . . . People are becoming Christians all

round, and there is only here and there a town that

is not lotu. We start early in the morning for

Navosa. I anticipate no difficulty except in this

place. If they do not lotu I believe they will not

venture to kill me. I think much about you and

our little ones—especially Alice. . . . Good-night,

my dear wife, and God bless you all.

'Your devoted husband.'

On Sunday morning, the 21st of July, he left the

village in which he had stayed the night, and, to-

gether with nine native Christians, set off to preach

at another village. Treachery, however, had been

busy during the night, and had laid well its plans.

The little company was walking single-file along

the mountain track. A given sign was made, and

the guide who was accompanying Mr. Baker rushed
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behind him, and suddenly struck down the mission-

ary with a long-handled tomahawk which he was

carrying. There was a wild whoop, and an armed

force rushed in from ambush and followed up the

work of butchery. Mr. Baker gave one feeble and

surprised cry, and the cruel axe again came down
;

and in a few moments one of God's bravest servants

was no more. The rest of the mission party fell

victims to the murderous mob—with the exception

of two teachers, who miraculously made good their

escape and brought back the horrible story. Un-

fortunately the first to hear it was the poor widow.

The Rev. Jesse Carey, who wrote an account of

the massacre, and who was a colleague of Baker,

says

—

1 From the point where the two men escaped, the

frightful tale is continued by two guides who had

not been allowed to join the line. These men say

that the " native assistant missionary " was next

killed while in the act of kneeling down to kiss

his fallen missionary. The others were soon dis-

patched, although one or two gave the savages

a little trouble by running ; but these were brought

down at last by muskets and dragged back into the

town. Then the bodies were all piled up, one upon

another in the court-yard, and that of the missionary

—my late, ever-working and esteemed colleague

—

on the top. . . . And even now I have not told
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you the last act in this revolting tragedy. My late

brother missionary has fallen by the hands of the

vilest of cannibals, and you know what cannibals

always do with the bodies they have slain.'

Recently, a Memorial for this fallen man of God
has been subscribed for by the natives throughout

Fiji ; and the land where he fell has been handed

over by the tribe to the Church. Upon it a suitable

monument is to be erected ; while the new Theo-

logical College about to be established at Davui

Levu, Baker's old station, is to be called ' The

Baker Memorial Hall.' Thus the blood of the

martyrs becomes the seed of the Church.

Deeds of bravery and Christian courage were

not confined to the missionaries. The wives have

been scarcely less conspicuous, and their suffering

has been none the less real because it has been

silent and unknown to the world. All we get of

their sacrifice is an occasional glimpse. Here is an

instance : Mr. Calvert had to take a long and

perilous voyage across the open sea in a frail

canoe. His wife and little one must be left alone

among heathens while he was away—a position

the painfulness of which cannot be realized by those

who know not what it is to have lived among such

people as the Fijians. In sight of all the difficulties,

and of this last most of all, the missionary wavered.

Mrs. Calvert said, ' Do you intend to go ? ' 'How
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can I
?

' he replied. ' Why not ? ' she quietly said.

'How can I,' said he, 'leave you alone?' Let her

answer be remembered : 'It would be much better

to leave me alone than to neglect so many people.

If you can arrange for the work to be carried on

here, you ought to go.' l But the courage was not

merely passive in character on the part of the brave

wives of these early missionaries. When the hour

arrived for bold action, these gentle, nervous women

did not falter. A huge cannibal feast was in pre-

paration at Bau. A number of women had been

wickedly seized by the hunting canoes. ' The report

soon crossed over to Viwa, and reached the mission

house : " Fourteen women are to be brought to

Bau to-morrow, to be killed, and cooked for the

Butoni people." Mrs. Calvert and Mrs. Lyth were

alone with the children. Their husbands were

many miles away on another island. The thought

of the horrid fate that awaited the poor captives

aroused the pity of these two lone women. But

what could be done ? Every moment was precious.

Amid such fiendish excitement it would be a

desperate thing for any one to venture into Bau

for the purpose of thwarting the bloodthirsty

people. These two noble women determined to

go. A canoe was procured ; and as they went

poling over the flat they heard, with trembling, the

1 Fiji and the Fijians, p. 272.
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wild din of the cannibals grow louder as they

approached. The death-drum sounded terrible, and

muskets were fired in triumph. Then, as they

drew nearer, shriek after shriek pierced through

every other noise, and told that the murder was

begun. Fear gave way to impatience at that wild

warning, and the Englishwomen's voice urged the

labouring boatmen to make better speed. They

reached the beach, and were met by a lotu chief

who dared to join them, saying, " Make haste

!

Some are dead ; but some are alive !
" Surrounded

by an unseen guard which none might break

through, the women of God passed among the

blood-maddened cannibals unhurt. They pressed

forward to the house of the old king, Tanoa, the

entrance to which was strictly forbidden to all

women. It was no time for ceremony now. With

a whale's-tooth in each hand, and still accompanied

by the Christian chief, they thrust themselves into

the grim presence of the king, and prayed their

prayer of mercy. The old man was startled at the

audacity of the intruders. His hearing was dull,

and they raised their voices higher to plead for

their dark sisters' lives. The king said, " Those

who are dead are dead ; but those who are still

alive shall live only." At that word a man ran to

Ngavindi, to stop his butchery, and returned to say

that five still lived ; the rest of the fourteen were
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killed. But the messengers of pity could not leave

their work unfinished. They went to the house of

the murderer, and found him sitting in state, in full

dress, but evidently very uncomfortable. He winced

under the sharp rebuke of the missionaries' wives,

and muttered something about his friendliness to

the lotu'
1

Nor were noble action and courageous devotion

restricted to those whose skin was fair. Some of

the converts showed that the spirit of Christ could

transform the intriguing Tongan and cowardly

Fijian into men of unfaltering courage and splendid

sincerity. Fiji is an instance of how the converts

themselves, under European supervision, have been

able to carry out the work of evangelization. A
man like Joeli Bulu deserves more than a passing

notice. His autobiography has been translated into

choice English by the late Dr. Fison, and is a

testimony to the unique power of the gospel of

Christ. Born a heathen in Tonga, he was early

filled with concern regarding his spiritual state, and,

as he puts it, a desire ' to live among stars ' took

hold of him. He became a Christian teacher, and

volunteered to go to heathen Fiji. How he faced

armed cannibals, and sat quiet and calm in the

assurance that God would stay their murderous

hands, is a romance that deserves to be perpetuated

1 Fiji and the Fijians, p. 450.
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in the annals of mankind. ' And the heathen came

up to where we were sitting. Those who had guns

pointed them at us ; those who had clubs raised

them to strike ; the spearmen poised their spears,

making them quiver before our eyes ; and the

bowmen bent their bows : but no shot was fired,

no blow was struck, no spear was thrown, and no

arrow flew in our midst. What held them back

I cannot say ; this only I know, that for a long time

they stood there threatening us with their weapons

of war, while we sat in silence, speaking never a

word ; but our hearts were crying to the Lord for

help, and He heard our cry.'

The conversion of a man like Verani—a powerful

chief and a friend of Cakobau—is remarkable in its

intensity and permanence. Though subjected to

the gravest personal and political dangers and the

object of villany and intrigue, he remained loyal to

the gospel which had changed his life. In the old

days, he had been revengeful and implacable ; but

when he became a Christian, under insult which

would have formerly provoked him to the most

terrible deeds he showed a spirit of forgiveness

which had its birth when the Crucified One prayed

for His murderers. Little wonder that with the

splendid devotion of the white missionaries and

the earnestness of the native preachers, the work

spread with such speed.
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Fiji, to-day, is nominally Christian. In over a

thousand villages the gospel is regularly proclaimed

by Methodist preachers; and practically every Fijian

is an adherent either of that Church or of the

Roman Catholic. A native ministry of over eighty

members has been raised up ; and these, considering

their equipment, do excellent work. Nearly 35,000

people meet regularly in class,' and over 80,000

attend the services of the Methodist Church. How
is this success to be accounted for ? Whatever

dangers may threaten the Fijian Church to-day

—

and they are many and exceedingly menacing—we

cannot be blind to the great work that has been

accomplished. What was its secret ? The Baron

de Hubner, a German scientist who visited Fiji,

was impressed with the change which had taken

place, and asked a missionary as to its cause. The
missionary replied, ' I cannot account for it except

in one way— I believe in God, and I account for it

by the influence of the Holy Ghost! The scientist,

a Roman Catholic and a foreigner, bowed his head

reverently and said, 'So do I* Which reply was

alike a credit to his scientific spirit and to his

religious instinct.



CHAPTER VII

TRANSFORMATION

And I exult,

That God, by God's own ways occult,

May—doth, I will believe—bring back

All wanderers to a single track !

Browning, Christmas Eve and Easter Day.

It has become a habit of mind, with men of a

certain order, to sneer at missionary results as

insignificant and superficial. The net apparent

results, in the case of peoples with a highly organ-

ized religious belief, may be seemingly insignificant,

and there may be very little that even the mis-

sionary himself can register as progress. But when

the race is a simpler one, and its beliefs are crude

and totemistic, very real and dramatic results can be

shown. No one can seriously maintain that the

change among the Fijian people is not both sig-

nificant and striking. Whether or not the charge

of superficiality may be brought against it, depends

upon the point of view of the observer and that

which he expects to find after only half a century of

effort in the midst of a rude and primitive folk.

128
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Fiji has suffered much unreasonable criticism both

from her friends and from her foes. The unjust critic

has dwelt only upon the blots and blemishes of

mission work in these islands ; and they have been

sufficient, when passed through his cynical mind, to

suggest that Christianity is a failure here and native

religion only a hypocrisy. But Fiji stands also in

some danger from her friends. Earnest, evangelical

missionary speakers and writers, in unmeasured

praise and unweighed phrase, have probably done

only less harm than the antagonistic critic. They

have pictured Fiji as a veritable heaven upon earth,

where purity and an almost Edenic innocence have

taken the place of the barbarity of the past. They

have spoken of the earnestness of the native in his

religious life, and of his deep spirituality, until, to a

great many people, it seems that the Christian task

is finished. Many believe that the native can well

be left to himself. Nothing could be more mislead-

ing. The truth is that even more remains to be

done than has been already accomplished. Fiji is

only on the border-line as yet—but with its face

turned to the hills. While we glory, with all truth-

fulness, in the magnificent results of the past, we

must never forget the arduous work that is yet to be

attempted.

The truth, of course, lies midway between these

two extremes. The cynic is wrong ; the enthusiast
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is also in error. When a balance has been struck

and the results of missionary effort tabulated, though

some may appear disappointing, nevertheless there

are very real and substantial remainders. The

purely external evidences of change are striking

in the extreme. Life and property have been made

safer here than they are in London or New York
;

inter-tribal wars have been ended ; bloodshed has

been stanched ; and law and order receive a re-

spect scarcely equalled in any other part of the

world. The inner and ethical changes are some-

what more difficult to estimate ; but it must be

admitted by even the most unfriendly critic that

newer and more ethical impulses are nascent in the

people. These results are, of course, the expression

of various forces ; but, while the fullest credit is

given to the Government and to that indefinable

something we call civilization, it cannot be denied

that primarily, both in point of time and of magni-

tude, they must be accounted for by Christian

missionary influence.

Charles Darwin, who is far removed from any

bias toward missions, came into contact with their

work in the Pacific, and has left on record his

appreciation of their effect. His estimate is cer-

tainly a just one, and, though applied to Tahiti, is

no less applicable to Fiji.

' On the whole, it appears to me that the morality
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1

and religion of the inhabitants are highly creditable.

There are many who attack, even more acrimoniously

than Kotsebue, both the missionaries, their system,

and the effects produced by it. Such reasoners

never compare the present state with that of the

islands only twenty years ago ; nor even with

Europe at the present day ; but they compare it

with the high standard of gospel perfection. They

expect the missionaries to effect that which the

apostles themselves failed to do. Inasmuch as the

condition of the people falls short of this standard,

blame is attached to the missionary, instead of

credit for what he has effected. They forget, or

they will not remember, that human sacrifices, and

the power of an idolatrous priesthood—a system of

profligacy unparalleled in any other part of the world

—infanticide, a consequence of that system—bloody

wars, where the conquerors spared neither women
nor children—that all these have been abolished,

and that dishonesty, intemperance, and licentiousness

have been greatly reduced by the introduction of

Christianity. In a voyager to forget these things is

base ingratitude ; for should he be at the point of

shipwreck on some unknown coast, he will most

devoutly pray that the lesson of the missionary may
have extended thus far.'

1

The visitor interested in mission work will see

1 Journal of Researches , chap, xviii.

1 2
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and hear much to excite his wonder at the altered

condition of these islands. Every tourist who gets

beyond Suva or Levuka, and sees something of

actual mission influence, is impressed in spite of

himself. The capital itself may be somewhat dis-

appointing to the Christian man who is anxious to

see things which will tally with those he has heard

on the missionary platform. In Suva both the

cream and the scum of Fijian life collect. Unfor-

tunately the scum is more in evidence than the

cream. Those who find the restraints of village

life too irksome—and they have great excuse—flee

to the town, where there is just that sort of freedom

which is most dangerous to the weak-backed native.

In contact with the looseness and open immorality

of a town like Suva, he has but little chance of

keeping his soul alive.

In Suva may be met also the better class of

natives. Those who, by the exhibition of some

higher intelligence or by the accidents of better

birth and education, are qualified for clerkships in

government offices, may be found between the hours

of nine and four, sitting on cane-bottomed chairs,

pen behind ear, swelling with importance and a

salary of six pounds per annum and rations.

There are others whose industrial ambition has

been awakened, and these find ready employment

in workshops, stores, or private dwellings. It is
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from this class mainly that the dudes of the com-

munity are drawn, and they may be seen, on

Sundays especially, lolling through the streets in

English clothing of such sort and comicality that it

is difficult for the more cultivated beholder to

disguise his mirth.

But we are anxious to see things from the

missionary point of view, and to see them at their

very best. We will, therefore, accompany Mr.

Arthur Thomas, barrister and solicitor of Mel-

bourne, on a run through Fiji. Mr. Thomas is

specially anxious to see as much as possible of the

lotu of which he has heard so much. He has been

interested in foreign missions all his life, and has

been a liberal supporter of them. He is an earnest

Christian gentleman of a somewhat critical turn of

mind, and wishes to see things 'just as they are.'

His partner in Melbourne, Mr. Holdsworth, is

frankly sceptical concerning missions and their

results ; but Mr. Thomas is determined to see and

hear for himself and form his own opinion. He has

promised to report to Mr. Holdsworth on his return.

Fiji has been held up to him since childhood as an

unparalleled example of the power of the gospel

;

and the Fijian Church has been proclaimed in his

ears as a signal illustration of a ' sudden conversion
'

from heathenism to a high state of Christian ex-

perience. He will judge for himself. He has
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letters of introduction to several missionaries as

well as to prominent government officials ; hence,

he imagines, he has a splendid chance to obtain

first-hand information. We could scarcely get our-

selves into better company than that of this fair-

minded Christian lawyer, if we wish to see some-

thing of the missionary enterprise in Fiji.

The captain of the steamer by which Mr. Thomas

travels to the islands gives him a very unfavourable

account of missions in Fiji.

' Missions! Mr. Thomas, missions are a gigantic

fraud. Talk about the South Sea Bubble ! Why,

the whole mission business is just that bubble. It

only wants a man to prick it and expose the whole

thing to show the people in the colonies how they

are being duped. I've been coming to the islands

off and on for the last thirty years now, and I know

what I'm talking about. I used to run a steamer

trading between the different parts of Fiji, and I

have seen all there is to be seen. Before the

missionaries came, with their long faces, trade was

good and the people were easy to get on with ; but

now !—why, it's a white shirt on their backs and a

Bible under their arms ! They always keep one

hand free though, I notice—to do a little thieving

with ! I know them.'

' But surely they are better than they were in the

old cannibal days ?
'
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1 Better ? No. I tell you they are worse—

a

jolly sight worse. They were happy enough then

in their own way. They didn't profess any ethics

and that kind of thing, but they got on pretty well.

Certainly a few got knocked on the head with a

club ; but nowadays hundreds die off with con-

sumption—that's the only difference. For myself

I'd rather have the club, and I guess most of the

natives would too. The missionaries are to blame

for it all. They would put clothes on the niggers.

In the old days they just oiled themselves and wore

a twist of leaves for decency's sake—when they

didn't forget. But, oh dear ! that was too dreadful

for those cockney missionaries ! Now they strut

about in hot coats and silly pinafores—and die off.

Besides, the missionaries are a jolly lot of loafers,

living on the natives and having a jolly good picnic

of it.'

Mr. Thomas saw that the captain was the sort of

man with whom it is impossible to argue, and he

prudently kept silence. Later in the voyage, how-

ever, he learned from an old resident returning to

Fiji, that Captain had fairly good reason

to hate the missionaries. It transpired that during

the period in which he was trading in the islands

he became the father of two half-caste children in

Levuka, for whose support and education he declined

to be responsible. A missionary took up the cause
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of the native woman, and, under threat of exposure,

compelled the captain to make some provision for

his offspring. Hence Mr. Thomas concluded that

there was some justification for his venom, and was

not surprised that he was so dogmatic on the subject

of missions.

It was early on Sunday morning when the boat

touched the wharf at Suva, and our visitor was a

little surprised, and, to tell the truth, not less

gratified, to find that the ship could not commence
discharging her cargo until midnight, as no Fijian

labour could be obtained on that day.

He inquires his way to the Methodist church—

a

plain, wooden structure. As he approaches it he

hears the subdued murmur of voices coming from

the building. The worshippers are evidently reciting

some prayer or creed. The words are in an un-

known tongue ; but they sound soft and musical,

and he feels that the guide-book was right in the

statement that ' Fijian is the Italian of the Pacific'

He walks up the steps to the doorway, wiping the

profuse perspiration from his face ; for, although it is

the depth of winter, the morning seems very sultry.

He is met, first of all, by a rush of hot air laden with

the heavy odours of coco-nut oil and sandal-wood.

There is also a peculiarly pungent smell—never to

be forgotten—which hereafter he distinguishes as

characteristically Fijian. Then a Fijian deacon or
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steward comes forward and puts into a broad smile

a welcome which he is not able to express in

English. With a deferential courtesy he conducts

the visitor to a seat and supplies him with a hymn-

book. He is placed near the pulpit in such a

position that he has a full view of the entire congre-

gation. There are some four or five hundred

bushy-headed, bronze-faced natives, dressed in spot-

less garments ; some few are arrayed in English

clothing, but the majority of the males have made a

compromise, and wear a coat, collar and tie, with

the Fijian sulu (loin-cloth) in place of trousers.

They all seem most reverent, and behave with a

decorum which would shame many an English

congregation.

Mr. Thomas learns that the European missionary

is away, but soon an old, spectacled native minister

makes his appearance from the little vestry behind

the pulpit. He is a tall, broad-framed man with a

white beard flowing over his chest, its snowiness

being in sharp contrast with the polished, dark

mahogany of his face and glistening bald head. He
bends himself upon his hands and knees in the open

pulpit, and the shaking head and moving lips show

that he is wrestling in prayer. The whole congrega-

tion has bent itself also, and immediately a weird

chant rises from the floor. They are praying for

the man who is to preach to them. The voices
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gradually die away, and the old minister rises to give

out the opening hymn. He is most curiously

dressed. A long clerical coat, green and ragged,

vainly tries to cover his too ample proportions. It

is evidently the cast-off of some missionary—of much

slighter build. In place of a collar, a white hand-

kerchief is fastened round his neck. A white sulu,

spotless of stain and carefully ironed, shows as a

fringe beneath the coat. It does not reach low

enough, however, to hide the fact that one leg and

foot are fully twice the size of the others. Good old

Samuela is a victim of the dread elephantiasis.

The whole get-up of the man irresistibly reminds

Mr. Thomas of the popular comic-paper caricatures

of the negro parson

—

all but the face. Ah ! a grand

face is this ! It seems a sort of composite, in which

the features of the old patriarchs blend with the

rapture-lit countenance of the martyr Stephen. It

is a face that a painter would be proud to transfer to

canvas. But there is a glow on it which no artist

can copy—a strange mystic light plays over those

dark features and makes them radiant. The eyes,

though soft, have in them the kindling flame of

devotion and spirituality. The visitor is fascinated,

and all the grotesqueness of attire is unnoticed.

' Let Holdsworth, my hypercritical friend, say

what he likes about missions, that man is no fraud.

I know goodness when I see it shining in a face like
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that. If human expression is any index to character,

that old man is a saint.'

An American organ gives the chord of the hymn,

the congregation catches it up, and four or five

hundred lungs all in full power and efficiency swell

the note into a musical version of ' Crown Him,

Lord of all/ Here and there is a variation from

the English tune. Sometimes it seems an improve-

ment, but often otherwise ; whether or not, it is

always in perfect harmony. The fine baritone

voices of the men awake response from the rich

contralto of the women, and then join in a magnifi-

cent chorus. Now and then a youthful tenor voice,

Sweet and musical

As bright Apollo's lute, strung with his hair,

causes the stranger to look up and say to himself,

' If that lad had only training he might captivate the

world.' The Fijians can sing, and revel in their

power. The old minister leads in prayer. Although

it is all in a foreign tongue, yet there are a fervour

and an intensity which do not need words to

interpret them. The pungent smell and stifling

atmosphere are forgotten. Eyes and ears are

focused upon that figure as it pleads with God,

accompanied by the loud Emeni! Emeni! (Amen)

and Turaga! Turaga! (Lord) of the congregation.

Not a word that he has heard on the missionary
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platform has been an exaggeration. All has been

too feeble a representation of the truth he now sees

and feels. The old man has ceased. There are a

few moments' reverent silence, then the shrill treble

of an old, wrinkled woman leads the first few notes

of a chant. It is the Lord's Prayer.

; Ta .... ma . ... i .... ke .... i ... . ma ....

mi ' (Our Father). Then a few more female voices

add themselves to that of the leader.

x Ma . ... i .... lo ... . ma . ... la .... gi'

(which art in heaven). Gradually, and with fine

skill and taste, other voices join in this weird yet

sonorous chant until, at length, like a deep thunder

from the distant hills of God, the men's voices roll

in upon the ear in strong entreaty.

1 So .... li .... a ... . ma . ... i .... ve ... .

/'.... ke .... i ... . ma . ... mi' (Give us, &c).

To the end the round, full, resonant sound surges

and swells, filling the church and the heart of the

visitor. He looks at the bowed black and tawny

heads before him (for no face is visible, all being

turned to the ground) and remembers that the

fathers of this congregation were bloodthirsty

cannibals and demons of cruelty ! He shudders as

he thinks that some of the men whose white and

grey heads are bowed on his left have greedily

picked a human bone ! Surely the days of miracles

are not past when such changes take place! A
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loud explosive E . . . . meni ! brings the prayer to

an abrupt and yet artistic close.

The Bible is read—the sermon commences. The

old man is not merely a saint but also an orator.

Fervour and passion take possession of him. Talk

about ' psychic power in preaching ! '—why, that

old minister is a perfect dynamo of influence ; and,

even through the non-conductibility of a strange

language, the listener feels the electric thrill. The

congregation listens attentively, and, the younger

portion especially, seems intelligent and apprecia-

tive. The women, maybe, are just a trifle restless,

and babies make the usual noises. The service

concludes, and nearly half the congregation comes

forward to shake hands with the new-comer—which

embarrasses him not a little. Mr. Thomas is some-

what surprised to find how quickly the native throws

off the awe of the service. Once outside the church

flippant joke and bubbling laughter can be heard.

He has not yet come to know that the native

changes in moods as quickly as the rainbow

colours on the distant reef. A child turns from its

prayers to its toys with but little concern, and is

sincere in its devotion to each. The Fijian is but

a child—a growing child.

Our traveller returns to his hotel. He is in a

daze of unwonted sensation. As he washes his

hands for dinner he says to himself, ' Cannibal Fiji

!
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Only thirty or forty years ago these people were

eating one another, and now—that congregation so

reverent, that Lord's Prayer, that grand old man's

face
!

' Little wonder that, being a good man, he

kneels quietly at the side of his bed and thanks God

for the things he has seen and heard in the Fiji of

To-day! When the smart cynic at the table brag-

gartly asserts that the Fijians' religion is only skin-

deep and that they are a race of hypocrites, he

refuses to listen. The scene he has just witnessed

has fortified him against all such assault.

The next day he arranges to pay a visit to one or

two of the mission stations. He takes the public

launch and crosses the broad-mouthed Laucala Bay.

The steamer then enters one of the narrow openings

ofthe great Rewa delta, where the gnarled and tangled

mangrove niggardly grant passage, and then before

his eyes stretches the broad-bosomed river. Right

ahead is the great Roman Catholic Cathedral built

out of burnt coral. Here, he is told, the infamous

' Bible-burning ' took place—though he has much

difficulty in getting any very definite facts of the

case. The structure is imposing and a credit to the

tireless energy of the French Marist priests. An
hour later he is before the Methodist station, which

spreads itself out in a most picturesque fashion over

several small hills. He arrives at the mission

house, which is built upon the site occupied by
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the late Thomas Baker, the missionary who was

killed and eaten by the Fijians. After a hasty lunch

—for the boat does not stay long—the station

is inspected. The church and orphanage in con-

nexion with the growing Indian Mission are visited,

and then the traveller is taken to see the educational

work among the Fijian boys. A capital up-to-date

school is crowded with over a hundred scholars, in

spotless clothes and with intelligent-looking faces.

Here they are instructed in English, the ordinary

public school subjects, type-writing and book-keep-

ing. Others are found in the Technical Institution

—

a fine, commodious workshop—and seem to enter

into their employments with skill and cheerfulness.

Some are planing boards, others are sawing timber

;

some are making blackboards, and others are

putting together boxes—all with the professional

air of the British workman. Mr. Thomas cannot

help being impressed with the note of practicality

on the station. A pair of bullocks are ploughing

just outside—guided by a couple of Fijian lads.

He hears that shortly an expert agriculturist is

expected to take charge of that department. He
asks, why are the Fijians, who, he is told, have

plenty of money and lands, taught to work thus?
4 To save them from dying out ' is the reply.

He catches the launch again, and in half an hour

finds himself at a junction of the river, where a fine
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boat with a stalwart crew from the Training Institu-

tion is waiting for him. The ' boys ' carefully

arrange the cushions in the stern and spread an

awning to keep off the sun. Then they commence

to pull—and don't they pull ! Strong muscular arms

make the oars bend almost to the breaking-point,

and happy, smiling faces look up at him. Some,

in addition to the grace of cheerfulness, shine with

intelligence. Surely Fiji has no need to look far

for successors to good old Samuela if such men as

these have devoted themselves to mission work.

Jokes are exchanged by one and another, and good-

natured smiles ripple over their faces as if touched

by the gentle breeze which is causing the water ahead

to laugh. Good temper shows itself in every stroke

of the even oars, and pleasantry and playful banter

beguile the journey.

'Mailiu! Mailiu ! Voce!' (In front there!

In front! Row!) shout those at the back.

1 Maimuri ! Maimuri ! Voce!' (Behind there!

Behind ! Row !) is the response. The boat yields

to the spurt and shoots through the water.

' Vinaka ! Vinaka ! Ragone ! ' (Good ! good !

my boys !) laughs the captain at the tiller. The

visitor attempts to pronounce the words he hears,

and, ever and anon, a burst of generous laughter

greets his effort.

The scenery, too, is full of interest. Tall, graceful
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palms stand sharply reflected in the calm fringe of

water, protected from the breeze by the green banks

of waving grass, and only the disturbing sweep of

the oars breaks the mirrored detail. Picturesque

native villages, with the quaintest of houses all

brown thatched and leafy, nestle comfortably and

drowsily in the lap of crooning nature. Here and

there a gorgeous, flamboyant tree makes a splash of

vivid scarlet upon the canvas, framed by the blue,

cloudless sky and the glistening water. Little

brown children sport on the banks, and, in elfish

glee and unclothed innocence, wave and shout to

the boat. Then they dive into the water beside it,

shrieking with the very joy of life as they come up

again and shake the water out of their matted heads.

Beauty, interest, novelty, all intrigue to hypnotize

Mr. Thomas. And they succeed.

The mission station, situated at the mouth of the

river, is reached at length. The house is old and

out of repair ; but the best is made of it, and all

around is in perfect order. The well-trimmed lawns

and carefully-tended gardens speak of industry

linked with taste. The evening comes on, and

the traveller has pressed upon him the hospitality

that is rarely absent from mission houses.

Next morning the Institution is visited. The

town is well kept ; the students' houses and gardens

are neat ; and many an indication is met of an
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attempt to rise into higher life. The school itself is a

miserable building, built of last and very old—a relic

of Old Fiji. The missionary apologizes for it, and

announces that a scheme is afoot to remove the station

to a more convenient site and to erect up-to-date

buildings. Inside, however, there is no disappoint-

ment. One hundred and twenty earnest-looking

men smilingly and respectfully rise to greet the

visitor who is introduced as a great chief from over

the seas. These men are all students for ' the

Work'—which in Fiji always means, the Work of

God. After three years' training these men will

be sent out as teachers into the various villages.

The copy-books and exercises are shown. Some of

the students write like copper-plate. The stranger

is told that the curriculum includes exegesis,

homiletics, theology, physiology, arithmetic, and

geography. It is well for his first impressions that

he does not realize how very elementary these sub-

jects are. Still, as Herbert Spencer reminds us,

* During each stage of progress men must think in

such terms of thought as they possess,' l and these

men have scarcely reached the first stage yet. Ten

students are called to the front. These men are

volunteers for work in New Guinea, New Britain,

and the Solomon Islands. They have had every-

thing fully explained to them ; they know that hard-

1 First Principles; p. 86.
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ship, persecution, and illness lie before them ; they

have had the experience of their fellows, and know

that, by the law of averages, only two out of the ten

will live to return to Fiji—the other eight must

die away from their ancestral lands. Yet they are

eager to go. The visitor asks them through the

missionary

—

1 Are you not afraid to go ?
'

1 No, sir. It is God's call to us. We die before

we go, so death makes us unafraid.'

The Melbourne lawyer is deeply moved as he

looks on these finely-built fellows, willing, for

Christ's sake, to leave home and despise life itself.

He feels it an honour to shake hands with them, and

fervently wishes that he had his partner, Holdsworth

the sceptic, with him at that moment.

The same afternoon finds him at Bau—historic

Bau—the native capital of Fiji. Here it was that

King Cakobau, of dread renown, lived and ruled.

Here he sinned like a devil and repented like a

Peter. So great was the change wrought by

Christianity in him that it is no shame to call the

huge stone church, standing at the foot of the hill,

' the Cakobau Memorial.' On the top of the hill is

situated the mission house—a modern building with

two gables—standing sentinel over the tiny island.

Though the island is only a few acres in area, it was

the Britain of the old Fijian empire. To-day it has
K 2
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lost its past glory, and its prestige is kept alive

mostly by tradition. It is the city of chiefs, whose

high-roofed houses are built to the very water's

edge.

The missionary is standing on the jetty to wel-

come the arrival. A grand missionary is this ! as

all who know him will testify. He is not much to

look at—thin, wiry, almost cadaverous—but yet

enthusiasm leaps in those grey-blue eyes, in whose

quiet depths there is hidden a soul brave and fear-

less and yet tender and sympathetic. This is the

type of man that uplifts a race : capable, indefatig-

able, without a shadow of self-seeking casting itself

over his work. His bony, tense hand grasps that of

the visitor and assures him of a welcome. From a

miniature lawn on the hilltop the sights of Bau are

pointed out. There on the right are the monument

and grave of King Cakobau. The iron fence is

broken down and the cement work cracked, testify-

ing to the carelessness of native regard. Before

them is a tall, imposing building, erected upon the

foundation of the old heathen temple. Near that

spot thousands of victims were ceremoniously offered

to the god and cruelly butchered on the rara in

front. The missionary tells ugly stories, looking

round at times lest his wife or children should be

within ear-shot, of the bestiality, cruelty, and

rapine of the old, dark days.
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Leisurely the host and guest saunter down into

the town. In the church is pointed out a rough

piece of rock which was formerly used as a braining-

stone for little children. Now it is hollowed out on

top, and for some time was used as a baptismal font

!

—a silent witness to the transforming power of

Christianity. The very stones cry out. In these latter

days, however, the natives have become so ashamed

of its terrible history that they object to have their

children baptized from it. Mr. Thomas, with a

good deal of difficulty, chips off a small piece.

1
I'll keep this and show it to Holdsworth,' he says

to himself. He discovers that almost every man,

woman and child on the island attends church regu-

larly ; in almost every home prayers are conducted

twice a day ; and the people are all decently attired

and courteous in bearing. On the rara where

Cakobau, with his own hands, strangled his father's

wives when death made him King of Fiji, and

which was once constantly sodden with human

blood, a new race of lusty Fijians are playing

cricket. Every few minutes the familiar ' O . . . va!
'

greets the stranger's ears.

The stones of the old heathen temple foundation,

once so foully stained, are clean, and from between

the uneven crevices soft mosses and bright ferns

confidently grow forth. The ovens which lined the

side of the hill are almost completely obliterated.
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The lawyer stands enthralled as gradually the sig-

nificance of it all comes over him. Could there, he

asks, be any greater evidence of the power of the

gospel of Christ than this island of Bau ?

While he is standing there, a native minister

walks slowly up—a rough, uncouth-looking old man,

with a loose mouth, ragged beard, and mottled skin.

At first glance, he is almost repulsive in appearance.

The visitor wonders whether this old chap has ever

been a cannibal. He asks the missionary.

' I'll ask him for you, Mr. Thomas, if you wish it.'

Turning to the old man he puts the question

—

' Isaia, have you yourself ever tasted human

flesh ?

'

The eyes seek the ground, and the mottled foot

for a minute or two toys with the grass. Without

raising his head, he touches his lips with his finger.

It is enough. He has eaten and is ashamed. No
interpreter is required to explain the significance of

that action. Mr. Thomas feels mortified that he

has asked such a brutal question. At last, the old

uncomely face is raised again, and on it there is an

expression of sadness tempered with nascent joy.

It is far more beautiful, that face, than the traveller

had judged at first.

1
It is true, sir, I have eaten. I am full of shame.

But, sir, it was in the days of darkness, before the

light of the lotu came to Fiji. God is good-hearted
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and I am forgiven. I am trying now to make a

soro—a recompense.'

' What is your soro, Isaia ?
' asked the missionary.

1

Sir, you know that only last year I sent my only

boy to the land of New Guinea, where the light is

only very weak, that he might take the place of

Aleki, who died of fever. He is the only one left

to me, and, sir, I loved him greatly. It is only a

small soro, sir, but it is the most I can give ; and

God is good-hearted.'

The missionary interprets, and then the visitor

seizes the old man's hand, while a suspicious moisture

gathers in his eyes.

1 Ah ! that old chap knows something of the love

of God. He, too, has given his only son. Let

critics say that missions are a failure ! Never, while

they can produce men like this !

'

But remembering that he has heard that the

natives are fairly decent near the mission stations,

but are simply savages away from its influence, Mr.

Thomas inquires whether it is possible to see native

life rarely touched by the missionary.

'Well,' says the missionary, ' I think I can fix you

up. Next week I intended going down the coast,

some fifty or sixty miles, to some towns I visit only

once in six months. I am due to examine the

schools and generally to inquire into the work.

I'll tell you what I'll do. I'll take you down there
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to-morrow. It won't matter much to the people

that the examination is a few days earlier, and you

can just catch them on the hop, and see with your

own eyes how things are/

The next afternoon they are cutting through the

blue waters in a capital little oil-launch, which speeds

along at about seven miles an hour. With mar-

vellous precision it is steered among the devious

reefs. They have been late in starting, and night is

falling rapidly while they are still a mile from the

town. The anchor is dropped at length at the

mouth of a small creek, and they jump out on to the

shell-strewn beach. The missionary has to see

about the baggage and the safe anchorage of the

launch for the night, so he says to his guest

—

' Mr. Thomas, the town is just beyond the rise

yonder. This native lad will take you along, and

I'll follow in a quarter of an hour or so.'

There is no sign of any village, but the lad, carry-

ing a lantern, soon strikes into a well-formed track.

'Boom! Boom! oo-tTl! oo-d'l! oo-dl! oo-d'l!
1

1 What is that noise ?
'

' Lali, sir, all same big bell, make 'im lotuj replies

the boy, proud of his knowledge of English.

' Oh, the evening prayers.'

Io, Saka ' (Yes, sir).

Soon the sound of voices is heard coming from

the nearing village. The lights gleam out from
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open doorways, and a dozen hymns are borne on the

stillness of the night. The visitor makes signs to

the guide to go quietly, and then himself moves

stealthily forward and peeps in at the open door.

There is an old, grizzly man reading something

from a book, with the family sitting round on the

mats. Mr. Thomas cannot understand a word of

that which is being read, but he concludes that it is

from the Bible. Soon the chapter is finished, and

the little company falls face downwards upon the

mats. The mumbling commences again in words

indistinct and unintelligible. The voice rises higher

and higher until, at length, the listener without

catches an indefinable note which his early religious

training had first taught him to recognize—the note

of a man pleading with God.
1

1 wish I had that fellow Holdsworth here just

now ; I'd make him explain that old cannibal

praying.'

The missionary now puts in an appearance, and

throws the town into confusion. He is unexpected,

and the people are filled with shame that no fowls

are ready and that the magiti (feast) is unprepared.

While explanations are being made, the croak of

dying fowls is heard, and, within an hour, these

victims are presented, steaming hot, with here and

there a feather sticking, on a broad dish generously

bordered with native vegetables.
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The traveller stays that night in a native house

with unlocked doors. The novelty of it all drives

sleep from his eyes for many hours. He can

scarcely believe that he is fifty miles from any

white settlement, amongst a people who, only forty

years ago, would have probably eaten him. He is

surprised that he feels no fear. At last weariness

overtakes him and he follows the example of the

missionary, who is breathing heavily and regularly

under the other mosquito curtain at his side.

Beneath the tall peak of Tovo, with the dull roar

of the distant reef and the faint rustling of the uto-

trees as a lullaby, he too sleeps soundly.



CHAPTER VIII

THE OLD LEAVEN

Take up the white man's burden

—

Send forth the best ye breed

—

Go, bind your sons to exile

To serve your captives' need;

To wait, in heavy harness,

On fluttered folk and wild

—

Your new-caught, sullen peoples

—

Half devil and half child.

Kipling, The White Man's Burden.

The previous chapter is all true. It represents

the story told on many a missionary platform. It is

a plain and unvarnished tale, without exaggeration

and without deception. It is a fair specimen of

the ' first impressions ' of many a visitor to these

islands. Yet, by itself, it is only half a truth. If

our traveller were to stay in Fiji for three or four

years, and mix daily with the natives in normal life,

he would be painfully conscious that the story he

would have told after a week's acquaintance with

the people would require considerable revision in

the light of wider experience.

Many shadows need to be put into the picture,

i55
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if it is to depict truthfully the Fiji of to-day. Many
deep and knotty lines must disfigure the portrait, if

it is to be a likeness of the average Fijian as he

really is. The old leaven of licentiousness, cruelty,

and lying is still in his character.

Milton, with a poets insight into human nature,

said :
' Long is the way, and hard, that out of hell

leads up to light.' The Fijian, through Christian

effort, has been lifted out of the hell of his past life,

but he is still far off from 'light,' and the way is

long and hard. The fact needs impressing upon the

missionary consciousness of the Church that the work

among these lately savage people of the Pacific is

only well begun. For it is not enough to lift the

native 'out of a horrible pit and out of the miry

clay,' nor even to set his ' feet upon a rock.' We
must follow the Psalmist's order, and ' establish

'

his 'goings.' He must be taught to walk, for the

hills of virility and of stability of character are still

wrapped in the blue haze of distance. To ' establish

his goings ' is a much longer and more tedious task

than ' to lift him out of the pit.'

The ' secondary stage ' of missions is ever the

more difficult and important. Virgin forests are

much more attractive and romantic than half-

stumped clearings. There is in the former case the

sharp, clear ring of the axe and the thundering

crash of the huge tree as it falls, bringing down
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with it half a dozen smaller ones. Though it has

its dangers, and very great ones, there is no lack

of volunteers. But to work in the uninteresting

clearing, grub out half- buried roots, and make the

ground ready for the plough—this is drudgery.

Nevertheless, the more prosaic task is not the less

important ; for if it be not done then insidious scrub

and tangled growth spring up which make the work

of higher cultivation wellnigh impossible.

The Church has to guard itself against expecting

rapid and dramatic results. God, it would appear

from the study of that expression of His character

which we call Nature, works slowly. His method

is not that of hot-headed, impulsive Boanerges, who

would call down fire from heaven. Christ reproved

them, and us, by the parable of the leaven hidden

in three measures of meal. The coral reef, the lime-

stone rock, the sparkling crystal, what are they but

so many texts from which, to use George Herbert's

phrase, He ' preaches patience ' to this fitful, feverish

human race ? The slate-bed is solid because the

glacier is slow. The avalanche makes noise enough,

but forms no rock. Every flower, by the very

beauty of its colour and the fragrance of its blossom,

proclaims the gradualness of the divine method.

Every bird carolling towards summer skies in ' pro-

fuse strains of unpremeditated art,' has the same

theme as its motif. Even the savage creatures
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seeking their loves in wood and plain are but the

results of the infinite patience of God. Human-
kind, if we have read the secret of our mystic frame

aright, is but another illustration of the same quiet

purpose. Shall then the soul be formed in haste ?

In the Temple of Spirit there is to be heard neither

hammer nor axe nor any tool of iron. Slowly,

almost imperceptibly, does the building of God,

which we call Humanity, rise.

The student of anthropology realizes that races

change only very gradually, and that only by the

most subtle modification is permanency assured.

He has learnt that mushroom growth means mush-

room decay, and that, even under new and exalted

impulses such as those inherent in Christianity, the

deepening of character requires time. History is

filled with illustrations of the fact that unless im-

pulse, however noble and strong, be supported by

careful and systematic education, reaction and rever-

sion inevitably occur. In witness of these things

the New Testament and the most recent psychology

speak with one voice.

It is not that the slightest doubt is to be cast

upon that mysterious but ever essential experience

which theology terms ' conversion.' That is often

sudden, especially in the case of those who have

had years of training in the most susceptible period

of life, and have had generations of religious influ-
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ence as the psychological forerunner preparing the

way. Even in their case the ascent in character

and settled principle is but slow. How much more

so must it be among these

New-caught, sullen peoples

—

Half devil and half child !

The fact is that such experiences need to be pre-

ceded or followed by other influences ; and it is

only rarely that a people unacquainted with higher

religious notions know such convulsive changes.

There is needed the temperature below freezing-

point before the glass of water, at the flip of the

finger-nail, will crystallize into solidity.

When we remember, too, the fashion in which

the greater part of Fiji was christianized, we shall

not be surprised that there is much superficiality

in the religious experience and knowledge of the

native. During the early history of the mission,

the progress was little by little. The savage did

not readily abandon his cherished sins. The men

who were won then were converts of some courage

and depth of conviction. The conversion of

a man like Varani, for example, has something

reminiscent of the road between Jerusalem and

Damascus. But as the influence of the missionaries

spread and their prestige became recognized, the

work proceeded much more rapidly. Whole villages
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—sometimes whole provinces—at the command of

a powerful chief ' put on the loin-cloth '—that is,

accepted the lotu. Here is an extract from a

missionary's letter, in 1857: 'I spent nearly four

days among these people (Nadroga). I had several

interviews with the chiefs, who gave me to under-

stand that they intended to lotu and to lotu, in a

body ; and that they wished it to be vakaturaga,

that is, chief-like.' In fact even the sword was used

to bring the heathen into subjection! In the Ba

province, needless to say without the consent of the

missionary, newly-won tribes waged a jihad, or holy

war, upon their more benighted brethren. Neces-

sarily there was an absence of conviction in the great

proportion of these ' converts.' Thousands were

added to the outward and visible Church in a day
;

but they were men and women in whom no moral

and spiritual change had taken place. It was much

that they gave up cannibalism and the more

debasing forms of heathenism.

Such mass movements, however, gave the Chris-

tian missionary the opportunity of instruction which

he had long coveted. He was then face to face

with a new difficulty. He had only a few native

helpers, and the European staff was extremely

small. The Rev. J. S. H. Royce, in 1856, writes:

'In the Rewa circuit we have 21,000 professing

Christians ; and every week brings its additional
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members. Some thousands have lotued since our

last district meeting .... Whether this will be a

permanent change remains to be proved. It is

impossible in this circuit, with the present staff of

men, to visit more than once in six months some

important towns which have lately embraced Chris-

tianity. The same may be said of most of the

circuits in Fiji at the present time.'

The training of the majority of the native helpers

was necessarily very imperfect and their character

immature. The instinct of the savage was still in

their blood. The marvel is that with such rude

instruments the missionaries were able to accomplish

so much. The progress was far too rapid for their

limited resources, and hence—without attaching the

slightest blame to those who deserve only the highest

praise—the work was very superficial. Under such

conditions it would be insanity to expect anything

else. These brave men, nevertheless, placed a great

emphasis upon training and education, and it is

humiliating to the Church to remember that she

did not support their policy by the practical help

necessary.

Even to-day the time has been far too brief to

correct, to any great extent, the weaknesses of the

past. There are thousands in Fiji, especially among

the tribes more remote from the coast and from the

mission stations, who are still very dark, and whose
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religion, as yet, is only paganism tinctured with

Christianity. Over and over again the missionaries

in their annual Reports deplore the superstitious

practices and relics of heathenism which still exist

among the people. ' Other dismissals have been

occasioned by lapses into devil worship, or the

revival of indecent customs, or by the carelessness

which often comes as the reaction from the exulta-

tion of the awakened soul in its new-found Saviour.

It must not be forgotten, too, that in the mountain

districts of Na Viti Levu there linger superstitions

as dark as its own valleys, and human hearts almost

as hard as its own sun-scorched crags, and that there

are old people who profess to sigh for bygone days

and keep alive attachment to the unclean customs

of the past. Hence it sometimes happens that we

are called upon to discipline nearly the whole of the

church members in a village, or even in a number

of villages, for the perpetration of some act incon-

sistent with Christian practice. While, therefore, we

report progress, it must not be thought that there is

less room for missionary effort. The need for such

effort grows, not diminishes ; and the work becomes

more arduous and fraught with anxiety from year

to year. The dangers which threaten our Church

are so numerous and active, and their attitude so

menacing, that at the commencement of the day we

often wonder what ill news will meet us at its close

;
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and the joy of our most glorious success is too

frequently clouded by the memory of humiliating

failure.

'

l

Only four years ago a missionary baptized scores

of these mountaineers, who had not lotued previously.

There still remain odd men and women who are

pagan, and who are somewhat proud of the dis-

tinction and uncanny influence it gives them over

their fellows. Sentences like the following are only

too common in reports :
' We have again had to

dismiss several of our local preachers, class-leaders,

and members for devil worship and superstitious

practices, which, one would have thought, had died

out long ago. The native ministers are unanimous

in their opinion that these things are still practised

to a greater extent than we know by our monthly

reports. There is still much to be done for these

people before we have any right to be satisfied with

the state of our Church here.'
2

Judged by outward observances of the forms of

religion, the Fijian is an exceedingly religious man.

He attends church regularly ; he has family prayers

daily ; he observes with a puritanical strictness the

Sabbath day ; and, until lately, he was practically

an abstainer from spirituous liquors. These things,

1 A missionary's Report in 1898. The Reports referred to in

this volume are those of the Australasian Methodist Missionary

Society.
2 1906 Report.

l 2
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however, are rather symptomatic of obedience to

established custom than the expression of a deeply-

regenerate nature. True there are some men, like old

Samuela and Isaia, who have attained a higher level

of Christian experience ; but these cannot be regarded

as typical of the development of the people as a whole.

There can be no doubt that the influence of

Christianity is gradually raising the planes of con-

duct and deepening the motives of the race ; but,

in the meantime, much shallowness of character

furnishes the missionary with cause for disappoint-

ment. Stevenson has told us that ' Man is a creature

who lives not upon bread alone, but principally upon

catch-words.' This is pre-eminently true of the

native in his transition state. He, with the pre-

cociousness of a child, picks up words and phrases

which, though he does not fully understand their

meaning, he uses. Often a native in prayer or

preaching will give utterance to sentences full of

spiritual depth and meaning ; but, if one has heard

his missionary preach, it is not difficult to trace them

to their source. Nor is this a practice to be con-

demned. A moment's reflection will convince us

that this is the only possible way of growth. It is

the way a child learns—the natural way. The critic

who blatterates against the native or counts him a

hypocrite because he uses phrases the meaning of

which he has not yet fathomed, is either ignoring
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the first principles of psychology or else is viciously

spiteful.

There is, nevertheless, an opposite error to be

guarded against. When this precociousness is mis-

taken for original thinking, and an estimate of the

native founded upon it, then, unwittingly, false con-

ceptions are formed. A recent writer on missions

has well summed up the truth regarding such people

as the Fijians. We must grant,' he says, ' these

raw, undeveloped races time for their evolution. It

cannot but take several generations before they

assimilate Christianity, get it into their blood, and

incorporate it in the habits and traditions of their

common life. They must have time for painfully

learning the tastes and laws of an enlightened exist-

ence, and settling into a higher moral and social

order. Do we forget how many centuries it has

taken us in Britain to emerge from barbarism and

acquire some measure of the Christian mind and

habit? More than a hundred years passed, thirty

or forty generations came and went, before our race

was extensively christianized in character and social

custom. The world is still young. These dark

child-races are but beginners in life's career. They

have the capacity of future maturity, as much as our

own race had when Rome and Greece looked down

upon it with contempt.' 1

1 Welsh, The Challenge to Christian Missions\ pp. 11 7- 119.
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In this transition state it is extremely difficult to

deal with the Fijian, either as a pagan or as a

Christian. He is something of both ; and it is hard

to distinguish where the one ends and the other

begins. The moral sense of the community is as

yet uneducated to any satisfactory extent. Not even

with them can it be said,
'

'Tis only daylight that

makes sin,' for any sense of wrongdoing is not yet

made acute by the social conscience of the people.

' There are in such work as ours several features

that must be taken into account. One of these is

the low intellectual development of the natives. . . .

There stand out here and there a few men of ability,

but, taking the rank and file, their intelligence is

low. It affects their conscience, which is yet a very

embryonic affair, and can scarcely be called a factor

in their lives. The fear of punishment and the hope

of reward play a much more important part in the

regulation of a native's action than an acute sense

of right and wrong. On such elementary, though

fundamental, virtues as truthfulness, honesty, morality,

faithfulness to his word, payment of debts, constancy

to friends, &c, the Fijian native is not so much

influenced by the sanctions of conscience as by

personal convenience and gain. Connected with

this feebleness of conscience we find another very

serious feature of native life in the lowness of the

standard of public opinion. . . . Nothing that can
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be termed punishment is inflicted by public senti-

ment. Bad men and women do not find their place

among their fellows at all affected for the worse

by their wicked conduct. The liar, the thief, the

adulterer, to all outward seeming, are just as well off

as those whose lives are blameless. . . . But there

are some signs of improvement in this direction.

Much, however, remains to be done. In the mean-

time the natives need the perpetual use of moral

stimulants to maintain the upward movement and

to avert the retrogression which always seems to

threaten. Possessing strong animal tendencies and

weak moral natures, the natives need, and will con-

tinue for long to need, the constant support of those

whose plane of existence is above their own.' 1

Quotation after quotation might be given showing

the immaturity of moral life and the external char-

acter of much of the religious profession. While

these are things to deplore, they are no less things

to expect in a people just commencing the religious

life. In such a race we could scarce expect to find an

' inwardness ' which would satisfy a Matthew Arnold.

The native's love of, and adherence to, ceremony

has much to do with this lack of inner significance.

For generations his life has been steeped in cere-

monial observances, and weighted with centuries of

custom. New customs, such as church-going and

1 A missionary's Report, 1902.
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class attendance, have sprung up ; and to these the

Fijian gives the reverence he gave to the old

ones. Thus his life has a natural bent towards the

mechanical.

Moreover, a new generation is fast coming that

remembers not the horrors and filthiness of the ' old,

dark days.' The flush of first enthusiasm is past

;

and now that diabolical deeds and personal dangers

are at an end, slackness and insouciance have

succeeded intensity and fear. The Methodist Church

occupies, in the mind of the Fijian, much the place

that the Anglican Church does in the eyes of the

average Englishman. It represents official and

respectable Christianity. In a proportion of cases

it means a great deal more ; but this is a fair average

view. Respectability is one of the Fijian's dangers

in matters of religion. Report after report speaks

of 'deadly formalism,' 'a form of godliness,' 'care-

less indifference,' &c.

Another fact to be taken count of is the natural

unreliability of the native. In the old days, as we

have seen, he was treacherous and full of intrigue.

The old leaven is still in him. The quality of

straightforwardness is rarely present in either his

speech or action. Circumlocution is a thing his

soul loves. Diplomacy rather than sincerity marks

his dealings with his fellows. His ideas of honour

are very crude ; and to place reliance upon his promise,
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as a general thing, is impossible. There are some

exceptions to these generalizations, but they are few.

This unreliability seriously hampers mission work.

When a village cannot get just what it wants, the

missionary will not infrequently receive from it a

threatening letter stating that if the desired thing

is not given, the people will turn Roman Catholics

!

Sometimes a whole tribe will turn to another

denomination for no cogent reason—showing how

very elementary are their convictions. As an in-

stance : a missionary had just returned from

visiting the people in the Namosi district. They

had given liberally in the missionary meetings

and attended well the services. He had scarcely

reached home when there came a letter from the

highest chief of the tribe demanding that a certain

native minister should be removed for some political

offence. The missionary wrote replying that the

matter would be inquired into ; but this did not

satisfy the old chief. He went off in his canoe and

asked the head of the Seventh Day Adventist

Church to receive him and his tribe. The Advent-

ist did not want converts who left in pique, and

told the old man so. In high dudgeon he made

his way to the Roman Catholic priest, and made

the same offer. This time it was accepted ; and he

went back to his people and commanded them to

change their religion. There was no other motive
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save that of annoying the missionary and spiting the

native minister. A few days later the missionary

went down again, and found that two thousandpeople

—church members, Sunday-school teachers, class-

leaders, stewards, local preachers—had all become

Roman Catholics. The priests were there busy, from

daylight to dark, giving out rosaries and baptizing

1 converts.' A week before these were all Method-

ists ! They had experienced no theological change

of belief : they simply bowed to the will of their chief.

Had he ordered them to become Mormons they

would have yielded an equal obedience. Here

and there an odd man or woman stood firm ; but

such cases were very few. They say that they

will come back again when the old chief dies

!

That is seven years ago, the old man still lives, and

the bulk of the people are still Roman Catholic.

Similar secessions for even more trivial reasons

have occurred several times in the history of the

Fijian mission.

By far the most appalling source of anxiety to

the missionary is the growing ' immorality ' of the

people. To this is largely attributable the decline

in population. There can be little room for doubt

that this sin, though a child of the licentious past,

has grown and developed since the abandonment

of heathenism. There are some who, with great

unfairness, would lay this increase of immorality
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as a charge against Christianity. Reflection will

surely convince us that the Christian religion is

in nowise to blame for it. When ' club law was

abolished—a law which confined sinning in this

respect to the privileged and chiefly few—im-

morality had opportunity to become more general.

The gospel urged rather than compelled—and surely

it is a higher type of ethics which induces purity

by the constraint of conscience rather than by the

shadow of the uplifted club. Whatever virtue is to

be found among the Fijian people—and there is

much—has now an intrinsic value. No change can

be made from a lower sanction to a higher, without

some, in the hour and article of change, finding

excuse for looseness and sin. Fiji, to-day, is be-

tween the sanctions. It is unfair to criticize severely,

as it is to praise unstintedly, a people at this stage of

its development. The ultimate results will justify

the change ; and if careful training and thorough

education of the right kind are supplied, a new

social conscience will arise which is ever the most

effective preventive of this class of wrongdoing. To
show how necessary that training and that education

are, a few extracts from Reports must be given.

1 We mourn the loss of nearly three hundred

members who have fallen out of fellowship ....
more than one-third, alas ! had to be suspended

for serious offences against Christian morality'
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1 Out of 508 members removed from the roll in

this circuit during the year, fully 400 were for

immorality!
1

. . . the prevailing vice of immorality!

' It seems to us that in the transition stage through

which the colony is passing, there is an increase

of immorality. An increasingly large number of

names has had to be removed from our church rolls

for immorality!

' It is this evil which is eating the life out of the

nation.'

1 During the year fully 400 of them were struck off

the roll for immorality!

All this makes sorry reading ; but it goes to prove

how much still remains of the Christian task in Fiji.

The Christian Church must not merely glory in past

success ; but bend itself to the great—we should say

greater—work that is yet to be done. In the Fijian

character there is good soil. The native is not

devoid of personality. He is well worth saving.

Some splendid specimens of humanity have already

sprung from this soil ; but good soil uncultivated

gives the most prolific crop of weeds. There are

old seeds still in the earth and vital yet. Only

patient tilling can eradicate them.

It is ours to help who have stronger heredity and

nobler ancestry behind us. They without us cannot

be made perfect. We dare not allow them to please
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themselves. We know better than they, and, with

the humility born of that knowledge, we must serve

them. It is a time to prove our mettle. We must

not be lifted up by some brief and spectacular suc-

cess ; but rather be bowed down by a sense of our

great opportunity. We must still bear, for many

generations perhaps, the ' White Man's Burden ' in

the Pacific. It is an honourable burden. * We,

then, that are strong ought to bear the infirmities

of the weak, and not to please ourselves.' That is

Christianity : it is also the sanest ethics.



CHAPTER IX

NEW DANGERS

Enter Stephano, singing : a bottle in hand.

Caliban (aside) : That's a brave god and bears celestial liquor

;

I will kneel to him.

The Tempest, Act ii. sc. 2.

One of the greatest blots upon our English life is

our influence upon lower races. It is all very well,

in moments of patriotic fervour, to praise ourselves

for our colonizing power and our superior ethics.

It cannot be gainsaid that we have done much

for the native peoples under our rule, and it is

probable we have been more generous and kindly

in our relation to them than other nations have

been ; but this is beside the mark. Are we satisfied

that our influence has been of the highest ? that we

have really raised the moral tone of a people by

our civilization? Is it not rather the influence of

Stephano and Trinculo than that of Prospero, which

affects the races under our protection ?

Our virtues are, for the most part, beyond the

immediate horizon of the savage. His eyes have
i74
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not been trained to see goodness. The higher

motives of life, like the more delicate touches in

art, are discernible only by the educated eye. Our

sense of honour, of truth, of chivalry, is the modified

fruit of long centuries of culture. Fifteen hundred

years stand between us and the primitive man, and

our ideals are, as yet, beyond his range of conscious-

ness. Hence the highest in our British life does

not appeal to him.

But the lowest does. Our vices are much more

primitive ; and the coarser ones are distinctively

animal. These the native has no difficulty in

comprehending, and they are readily acquired by

a people of gross animality. Therefore, though

it may sound heresy to say it, it is much more

wicked to sin in Fiji than in Boston or Edinburgh.

The example in the former case is much more

baneful, because it is without any antidote of virtue

recognizable by the native.

Our vices, moreover, are more deadly to a

primitive people than to ourselves. We have

developed self-control to a remarkable degree

;

prudence and discretion are fairly fully evolved

in us as a people ; and the restraint of social custom

is a hedge which prevents many a wandering desire

from straying. Thus when we give way to vice, it

is scarcely with total abandon or unbridled lust.

The native has but little of this. He has the casual
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instincts of a savage. We, also, have knowledge of

the ultimate effects of over-indulgence in animal

gratification ; and this, perhaps more often than

ethical imperatives, gives pause to vicious inclina-

tion. The native is without that acquired experi-

ence ; and for him, especially in regard to * imported

vice,' facilis descensus Averno.

The growing liquor habit of the race is a very-

strong witness to these statements. Theoretically,

the Fijian is a protected and prohibited person.

By Government ordinance, it is illegal to sell or

supply alcoholic liquor to a native unless he have

a 'permit.' There are only about thirty of these

1 permits ' among 80,000 people, so their relation

to the consumption of liquor is a negligible one.

Practically, the prohibition is a dead letter. An
almost unrestricted sly-grog trade obtains throughout

the group. The only exception which can be taken

to that statement is touching the adjective ' sly.'

Now and again spasmodic attempts are made to

suppress the traffic, or to keep it within such bounds

that the scandal may not be too apparent. The

import of liquor, however, rises steadily year by

year, while there is no increase in the white popula-

tion and no apparent increase in their drinking

habits. The supply to the native is limited only

by his purse and his desires. Both these have

swelled lately. Much of the illicit trade is done by
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the numerous Indian storekeepers, although behind

them are unprincipled white merchants, and behind

them again a lax administration.

According to the latest custom-returns, there is

about £30,000 worth of liquor imported into the

colony every year. The retail price of this com-

modity cannot be less than, say, ,£45,000. The
white population is, in round numbers, 2,500. With

the exception of a few ' permitted ' Fijians and

Indians, these are the only persons for whom this

liquor can be legally required. This makes the

drink bill of the colony, presuming that the brown

man does not consume intoxicants, .£18 per head

—

man, woman, and child ! Thus Fiji writes itself

down as the most bibulous country on the face of

the earth.

Look at it from another angle. The amount of

duty collected upon spirits alone is ,£11,472, which,

at the rate of fourteen shillings per gallon, gives

16,388 gallons consumed by 2,500 men, women,

and children. This figures out at something like

6*5 gallons per individual. The consumption in

New Zealand, for example, is -5 per head. This

means that, supposing there is no illicit traffic, the

white residents of Fiji are thirteen times more

drunken than the people of New Zealand. But

this is a libel, for the average white man in Fiji is

much on a par, in this respect, with the average
M
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colonial. What, then, is the conclusion ? It is that

for every gallon consumed by the European, twelve

gallons are consumed by the native

!

Now it cannot be supposed that the Government

which handles this huge revenue is not aware of the

illicit trade. It has had all these facts pointed out

to it several times, and that in a proper and respectful

manner. But what has it done? It has allowed

the imports of spirits to rise year by year, and so

far as the enforcement of the law is concerned only

the most culpable and dismal failure is the result.

The police force of the colony, composed mostly of

Indians and Fijians, is ineffective without a doubt,

and its efforts to suppress the traffic are farce and

comedy.

Such a state of affairs is a standing disgrace, and

a most serious reproach to our empire. Some of the

best minds of our race have stated in unqualified

terms that it spells ruin to a native people to allow

them free commerce in spirituous liquors, and that,

for them, the only safe course is absolute prohibition.

This was the conclusion arrived at by the recent

commission appointed in South Africa to inquire

into native problems. New Zealand has had a

bitter experience, in this respect, with regard to the

Maoris. Spirituous liquors have, to a large extent,

decimated the race. Mr. A. T. Ngata, M.A., LL.B.,

M.P., in the course of a recent lecture upon the
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Maori and his future, said, ' The introduction of

intoxicants was the most disastrous, physically as

well as morally, of the effects of colonization. The

Maori had been given to excessive eating, and thus

* intemperance in drink easily became a curse among

them.' Mr. Ngata is himself a full-blooded Maori

and an authority upon the problems of his people.

The New Zealand Government is now most care-

fully locking the stable-door—after most of the best

horses are gone. It is, however, determined that

the tragedy shall not be repeated in the Cook

Islands which are under its control, and hence

legislation provides for the most stringent prohibition.

It is not to be imagined that the Fijian people

are drunkards, or that the habit has become general.

But the evil is growing very rapidly. It is easier to

cope with it now than it will be in ten years' time.

Hitherto the Fijian has not had a great deal of

ready cash to spend in expensive liquors ; and

poverty has been a safeguard. The times are

changing, and, to-day, by reason of land sales and

money from bananas and copra, he has more

current coin.

The present loose law is inadequate to deal with

a trade so well supplied with money and so well

organized. More rigorous laws must be made and

enforced by a sterner administration, if this traffic

is to be regulated. The Christian conscience must
M 2
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be roused in other parts of the empire, and the

Colonial Office given to understand by it that this

odious and illicit trade must be for ever stopped.

Unless this curse is dealt with promptly and

drastically, it means not only the degradation but

the extinction of the Fijian people. The race will

have trouble enough to hold its own even under the

most favourable conditions ; but the debauchery and

resultant sensuality brought about through indulgence

in intoxicants cannot but have a most disastrous

effect upon the already impaired vitality of the

people. The following is an evidence of this

:

At a town on the Rewa River, a number of

visitors had arrived with their wives and children.

The chief of the town, a man of some means,

determined to entertain his guests royally. After

the great magiti (feast) in the early evening, the

mekes (action-songs) commenced. The large house

was crowded to the doors. The gin-bottle was

introduced, and those taking part in the meke were

treated to its contents. The meke became more

excited and vigorous as the result. The bottle was

finished, then another, and another. At midnight,

nearly all the men of the town and their guests were

more or less inflamed with drink. Then commenced

quarrelling and indescribable lewdness. The women
became afraid, and retired to other houses. Some
of the men rushed out into the night in a state of
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drunken frenzy. Clothing was torn off and fighting

begun. They battered at the door of the house in

which the women had taken shelter, and forced an

entry. Nothing was sacred to them ; all restraint

was gone ; and the things perpetrated that night

cannot be written. All these were prohibited

persons

!

Such intemperance among the natives is not

without its seriousness from the white man's point

of view. The native in normal life is peaceable

and friendly ; but in liquor he is positively dangerous.

The following case points its own moral. It is a

lonely part of Fiji. An Englishman has built him-

self a house and is engaged looking after a cattle-

run. An Indian, following in the wake of civilization,

has just opened a store, and is selling grog to the

natives, in great quantity and of poor quality.

Previously the district had been free from this

scourge, and the Englishman had no compunction

in bringing his young wife to live among the kindly-

disposed natives. He hears, now, of occasional

drunken orgies, of native women being insulted,

and of quarrelling and fighting ; but he has no fear

that any one will dare to molest his wife—a white

woman. Such a thing is almost unknown in Fiji.

One day he goes to muster cattle, and his wife is

left alone for a few hours. Ram Singh, the Indian,

has a fresh supply of liquor up from Suva and some
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Fijian youths have been drinking until they have

become inflamed—and, as is usually the case with

a native in that state, insolent. They walk un-

steadily upon the verandah of the cottage and call

out wildly, Marama! Marama! (Lady). The lady

comes out, and is not a little nervous at their loud,

thick voices. One of the drunken brutes seizes her

and drags her off the verandah, shouting that a

white woman is just the same to him as a brown

one. She struggles and screams, until, fortunately,

some sober Fijians and Indians come to her rescue.

For some time afterwards she is seriously ill from

shock.

Surely the demand of that Englishman for

protection for his wife is not an unreasonable one

!

The fact forces itself upon us that unless this

liquor evil can be stamped out among the Fijians,

the prospects of higher life and morals are very

dark. It may be argued that methods of moral

suasion should be tried. They have been tried.

The missionaries and others have done the best in

this way ; but the truth is, that the Fijian's moral

instincts are yet too weak to make a course of this

character of great practical utility. He is still the

undisciplined Caliban, ashamed, thank God ! of his

dam, Sycorax ; but a prey to loose, immoral

Stephanos and Trinculos. He needs the wise con-

trol and kindly protection of the more enlightened
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Prospero. That is his only hope. And Prospero,

in the providence of God, is the British race.

Another growing evil which confronts the ethical

development of the people is that of gambling.

This also is an imported vice. It has been intro-

duced mainly by the Indian element in the community

and by disreputable 'beach-comers,' as the dregs of

the white inhabitants are called. This temptation

has come with the advent of more ready money.

Though money has little intrinsic value to a Fijian,

and he usually squanders it recklessly, yet he is

naturally a covetous man and keen to make an

advantageous bargain. He thus becomes a ready

prey to the card-sharper and dice-thrower. In sharp

practices and sleight-of-hand what chance has the

simple-minded, clumsy-fingered Fijian against such

a cunning and expert prestidigitator as the Indian ?

Most observers are of the opinion that this habit is

growing very rapidly, and if a love of gambling be

added to the naturally shiftless and improvident

nature of the Fijian, his future becomes darker still.

Impurity of a foreign sort is becoming a menace

to the race. With shame it must be admitted, this

has been introduced by the European. There are

some splendid types of the Anglo-Saxon in Fiji

—

men, well-born, intellectual, of clean life, and of high

motive ; but there are some also who are the very

scum of the earth. Unfortunately, it is with this
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latter class that the Fijian comes into the most

intimate association. The more refined Englishman,

save in a few rare cases, scarcely finds much con-

genial companionship in the Fijian. His habits of

thought, manner of life, and aesthetic tastes almost

preclude anything more than mere acquaintance.

But the 'beach-comer' is not so particular in his

friendships, and, too often, is more than willing to

become familiar with the native for his own vile

ends. Virtue has never been an invulnerable point

with the Fijian woman ; but, even in the darkest days,

such a thing as 'paid vice' was never known. In

native towns adjacent to English settlements, the

state of affairs can only be suggested.

Sabbath desecration is certainly on the increase.

This may not be, in itself, so venial a sin as the old

Puritans would have us believe ; but in the case of

a primitive people the breaking down of these more

or less conventional hedges is indicative of a care-

lessness in other things far more serious. Under the

regime of the older missionaries, the utmost strict-

ness obtained in the observance of the Sabbath ; but

the authority of the missionary has weakened in

this respect to-day. The Fijian sees Englishmen

—

professing Christians—picnicking, yachting, boating,

playing at tennis, cricket, and football, on the day of

rest ; and he naturally asks, ' Why should I not be

allowed to enjoy myself in similar fashion ?
' He
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sees punts laden with bananas or sugar towed down

to the harbour ; or watches the Indian agriculturist

at work on his garden patch. He is surprised, at

first, to see that the punts do not sink nor the gardens

show any signs of blight. H e then commences to take

cautious liberties himself. He may then be put out

of church membership; and soon he drifts into

carelessness, frivolity, sin. It would seem as if,

in the present stage of his development, some of

these conventional rules are necessary to his faith.

He always suffers when they are broken down.

A new religious danger has lately appeared in

Muhammadan activity. The Indian has been in

Fiji for over thirty years, but the direct religious

influence upon the native has been nil. Conceit and

prejudice, on both sides, have effectually walled off

the two races from one another. The Fijian, for

his part, has looked upon the new-comer as a dark-

minded man. He has only two categories— the

lotu and pagan darkness. As the Indian did not

profess the one, he must be counted in the other.

The Indian, on the other hand, so utterly despised

the Fijian as an omnivorous glutton, eating all kinds

of cooked and uncooked animal flesh, that he thought

him devoid of any religious instincts. He still calls

him ^jangali—a bushman—and treats him as such.

What could 2.jangali understand of the subtle and

intricate doctrine of metempsychosis, or the philo-
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sophy summed up in the word maya ? Hinduism

is not a missionary religion ; and, even though it

were, Hindu contempt would have saved the Fijian

from being its object. Muhammadanism, however,

encouraged doubtless by its marvellous success in

North Africa among a similar people, is turning its

eyes towards the conquest of Fiji. A Mussulman

rnoulvi has already translated parts of the Koran

into Fijian, and it may be that soon an active pro-

paganda will be instituted. The boast is made that

even now some have been won to the faith of the

Prophet, and a few Fijians are living in the \ mosque.'

History tells us that Muhammadanism is not a force

to be treated lightly where a native race is concerned.

Deserted mission stations and empty churches in

Africa to-day warn us that we must watch narrowly

the preacher who carries a book wrapped up in a

green cloth.

The Indian influence, apart from this aspect, is a

very baneful one. The Indian is argumentative

and constantly tilting at the faith of the Fijian, who

rarely has the skill to parry his strokes. The Indian

becomes wealthy and grows arrogant in his attitude.

This is not without effect upon the native mind. It

must seem strange to the Fijian, with his simple

ideas of providence and retribution, to see a race

which despises the lotu and breaks almost every law

of God and man, thriving and making progress
;
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while he, who is so punctilious in his observance of

the forms of religion and so liberal in his contributions

to his Church, should be dying out, and be made the

butt of evil circumstance. He may be excused if he

ask an old question and wonder whether he does not

serve God for naught.

' You say that your lotu is the only true one ?

'

inquires a long-bearded moulvi, seated on a kerosene

case in a dirty little Indian store. ' How do you

know ?

'

The native minister squatting on the floor beside

him, makes reply

—

1

It is the lotu of the Holy Book—that's how I

know.'
1 Which Holy Book ?

' laughs the keen-faced

Mussulman ;
' there are many in the world. How

many have you read ? Do you know any other than

the one the missionary gave to you ?
\

'No; but I believe the word of my missionary.'

1 Humph ! No man's word is worth a sugar-cane

leaf when it is about religion—or women. But what

does your lotu do for you ? Does it make your race

strong and fit to live ? Does your God keep the

English and the foreigner from taking your land,

and from eating from the trees you have planted ?

Does your uvi and dalo grow better to-day than

when you were without the lotu ? Are there more

fish in your rivers ?
'
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' No ; but it makes our hearts warm and gives us

great comfort. When we fall we shall go to heaven

and live for ever/

1 Yes. And so is my religion full of comfort and

will take me to heaven when I die ; but it also does

something for me here. The Muhammadans are

the greatest people on the earth ; and it is all by the

blessing of Allah. We grow strong, and our race

increases like the roots of the coco-nut tree for

number. We grow rich and make you Fijians our

cane-cutters. We buy land, and by the blessing of

the Most Merciful, it grows more than you could

ever make it give. Allah is good to his people.'

The old native minister shuffles uneasily, and is

evidently relieved when the moulvi turns to his

hookah again. There is a cunning smile upon the

face of the Mussulman which is not good to see.

So far there has been very little intercourse

between the two races in Fiji. Now, however, the

barriers are being broken down, and a friendliness,

especially in wrongdoing, is being established.

The Fijian is commencing to look upon the

Indian as part of the natural order of things in this

new world that is growing before his eyes ; and the

Indian is not slow to recognize that there are many

and material advantages to be gained by being more

or less amiable to the jangali. Inter-marriage is

but rare. It is gradually spreading. Physiologically,
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it is perhaps the best thing that could happen to the

Fijian. The Indian has qualities of intellectuality,

endurance, and restraint not possessed by the native.

The races are, in many ways, opposites ; and a cross

between them would produce a very much more

capable people, one would think. Still, the likelihood

of that taking place is extremely remote, and the

moral results of such an association would probably

be utterly bad.

Whilst the opening up of the native lands of the

colony is an excellent thing for commercial prosper-

ity, yet it is not without peril to the Fijian. He
has obtained from that source vast sums of money,

and has thus acquired the taste for unearned wealth.

This is unhealthy. It also means that the Fijian of

to-day is spending the Fijian of to-morrow's birth-

right. The money received in this way is, as a rule,

squandered foolishly and brings no real good to the

people. A town of fifty inhabitants will get, for

example, ,£2,000 from the sale of a piece of land.

In a fortnight every penny is spent; and, save for

a few silk pinafores worn by the women, a new clock

or two in the houses, and perhaps a couple of flat-

bottomed boats tied up on the river-bank, the people

are in reality no wealthier. They have suffered,

moreover, a certain amount of moral injury.

Thus the Fijian is encouraged to become more

avaricious, and his desire to obtain money for self-
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indulgence becomes more keen and unscrupulous.

This has had the effect of awaking new thieving pro-

pensities in the race. Being a native, he will not

discipline himself and do without the things he can-

not afford to buy, especially when he has got into

the habit of using them or when they tickle his palate.

He, therefore, exercises his ingenuity to obtain them

by wrong means, and in some districts there has

been a phenomenal increase of petty thieving.

New conditions of life are bringing about the

disintegration of authority. The Fijian has been

one of the most law-abiding subjects in the empire.

This was due to the fact that British law was grafted

on to native custom, and the people were ruled, to a

great extent, through their own hereditary chiefs.

This is now passing away. The chiefs, unfortun-

ately, do not represent the best elements of the com-

munity, and there is, as one result, a growing

disregard for authority. The effect of this upon the

character of the people is bad. They cannot be

kept for ever as children, and they are, as yet, unable

to exercise any sort of self-government. Hence the

problems connected with the ruling of the people

are full of difficulty. It is not improbable that,

until the moral weight of a new social order is felt,

there will be considerable unrest among the native

population of these islands.

Civilization, through its Shogun, the British
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Government, has created some of the problems of

the Fijian people. It is for that power to solve

them by those principles of equity and humanity for

which the Anglo-Saxon race is noted, and by which

alone it has come to greatness.



CHAPTER X

THE PASSING OF THE FIJIAN

Tis an old tale: Jove strikes the Titans down

Not when they set about their mountain piling,

But when another rock would crown their task !

Browning, Paracelsus.

There is something very disappointing and almost

sardonic in the rapid disappearance of the Fijians

just as their evangelization is complete. The foot

of the native is just on the threshold of a new and

nobler life, and there is permitted only a brief glance

down the long-corridored vestibule of opportunity

when death with its remorseless grip draws him

back. From the Fijian point of view it is tragedy,

though he himself smiles as if it were comedy ; from

the missionary point of view it is irony, though he

will not allow himself to breathe the word.

After so many high-souled men and higher-souled

women have lived and died for the Fijian, and so

many thousands of pounds have been spent by the

Church in the effort to uplift him, it is, on the face of

it, difficult to justify the ways of God to men. Why
192
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is a race of so great promise and of so narrow

opportunity thus ruthlessly struck down ? There

seems room enough for scepticism.

But a man comes back from a study of the prob-

lem of the decrease of this people not inclined to

doubt, but to marvel at, the providence of God.

The laws that are bringing about the extinction of

the Fijian, or at least his diminution, are the surest

warrant we have that the highest moral interests

of the human race are not looked upon indifferently

by the Creator. ' From his right hand there went

a fiery law
;
yea, He loved the people. That law is

seen to be just as exact in its operation as any law

of Boyle or Avogadro in chemistry. It is a study

in rigid equivalents where men and women are the

atoms ; and heredity, environment, and will, the

forces that play upon them. A deeper meaning

fastens itself upon the classical text :
' Whatsover a

man soweth, that shall he also reap.' The Fijian

has sown to the flesh, and of the flesh he is reaping

corruption.

But even though there were absolutely no hope

of saving the race from extinction, the Christian

Church dare not on that account neglect it. There

is a sense in which it may have even a greater claim

upon the charity of the Christian. Henry Drum-

mond visited the New Hebrides, and was impressed

by the fact that apparently those people had no
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function in the great evolution of humanity. He
said of the mission carried on there, ' It belongs to

the order of the Good Samaritan. It is a mission of

pure benevolence.' There is room still for such a

spirit in our somewhat utilitarian world. In this

way even the decaying race may fulfil a function in

the evolution of humanity, and in the shadow it

casts, rare ferns and tender mosses may grow.

The Fijian people are dying. No one would

think so to see them laughing and smiling, eating

and drinking, marrying and giving in marriage

;

but it is a fact nevertheless. In the year 1850 it

was estimated upon a careful computation, which all

subsequent investigation has shown to err rather on

the side of under-statement, that there were 200,000

natives in these islands. To-day there are only

86,000. In 1 90 1 the census was taken with some

degree of accuracy, and the population registered

94,397. The estimate on December 31, 1905

(four and three-quarter years later) was 86,816—

a

decrease of 7,581. That means, roughly speak-

ing, a loss of over 1,500 per annum. This rate,

alarming as it is, is independent of epidemics ; for

in the period instanced, no serious sickness has

visited the islands. In 1875 over a quarter of the

total population fell by measles.

There are some who delight in this fact, and say

with brutal emphasis, ' Let the Fijian die. Other
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races more vigorous and virile will soon take his

place.' They quote Darwin extensively, and tire

us with the jargon of old phrases, such as, ' The

struggle for existence,' and * The survival of the

fittest.' We do not quarrel with the phrases—only

with the spirit in which they are used.

The Christian Church, in the very teeth of scien-

tific theories, as popularly understood, has taken the

view that it is her duty to make the unfit fit ; and

to help the weak to be strong. Her intuitions have

not been chilled by the cold dicta of philosophy, nor

has her faith been affected by the seeming impos-

sibility of the task she has undertaken. But the

day is coming when both science and philosophy

will justify her intuitions ; and in that day she will

step into her kingdom.

This decrease of the native population has agitated

the minds of the missionaries for many years past,

and, so far as their means and knowledge have per-

mitted, they have sought to adopt means to stem

the current. But unavailingly. It has now to be

admitted that the effort must be on a scale quite

beyond the present resources of the missions in

Fiji.

The Government also was temporarily alarmed,

and in 1893 a commission was appointed by the

governor of the colony which presented, in due

time, a most exhaustive Report upon the subject.

N 2
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This Report is a piece of fine scientific work, and

deserves a far more permanent form and a wider

audience than that secured by an ugly official Blue

Book. Thoroughness, fairness, earnestness, and

scientific spirit mark every page of the Report. To
those who wish fuller information on this subject, a

study of this volume is heartily recommended.

Circulars were sent by the commission to the

chief residents of the colony, inviting their opinions

upon the causes of decrease ; native witnesses of the

more intelligent sort were examined ; statistics of

typical towns were carefully obtained ; and the best

procurable medical skill was requisitioned to probe

the problems within its own particular sphere.

Though the findings of the commission may appear,

to the casual reader, somewhat vague, yet the more

studious will readily discover that most of the causes

of the falling away of the population are so complex

as to almost defy analysis and challenge proof.

Many of the facts and deductions in this present

chapter are taken from that Report.

Many of the causes which the commission empha-

sized, and which every careful observer must realize

are bound up with any adequate theories of decrease,

are of such a nature as to render them unsuitable,

on various grounds, for publication in a book in-

tended for general readers. Some of the problems

stated are of purely ethnological interest ; some of
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the conditions are merely local ; while many of the

details of the sexual relations of the people (by far

the most important causes of all) are of such a

character as to preclude discussion save in a strictly

scientific work.

It was clearly proved then, and all observation

confirms the conclusion, that no one cause by itself

is sufficient to account, to any appreciable extent,

for the passing of the race. There are perhaps

half a dozen causes which seem more important

factors than the rest ; but even these fail to account

for the tremendous mortality. Hence the whole

subject is exceedingly complex, and, in many re-

spects, obscure ; and we must beware of any theorist

who has one idea to solve the mystery.

The commission cited thirty-six distinct causes.

It is true that some of these overlapped, and a large

proportion of them impinged one upon the other
;

but they were all felt to have a more or less im-

portant place in the deplorable result. In the

present chapter an attempt is made to outline some

of the principal and printable reasons given for the

downfall of the people.

There can be no doubt that the decrease com-

menced prior to annexation in 1874, and there is

much evidence to confirm the opinion that the decay

of the race had begun long before the white man
came to Fiji. Careless writers and rhetorical
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speakers often assert that the natives vanish because

of the appearance of the European—meaning there-

by, that the lower cannot exist in the presence of

the higher. This is a generalization made on very

narrow evidence, and many instances in modern

history are overlooked when such statements are

made. In the case of the Fijian we are safe in

saying that the wasting away of the inhabitants set

in apart from the influence of Western civilization.

The Fijian was a doomed man before he saw the

face of the Papalagi. Still, it must be admitted that

civilization—and by that we mean premature, ready-

made civilization—has done much to accelerate the

result.

Several writers to the commission dwell upon the

abolition of polygamy as one of the chief reasons

of decline. This is a subject upon which it is,

necessarily, difficult to obtain exact data. Some
maintain, and with these the writer is forced to

agree, that the change from this practice to that of

monogamy is basal to a considerable amount of the

decrease of the population. It must be said, in

fairness, however, that there is an array of names,

of those who have the right to speak with authority,

against this contention. It is not contended, for a

moment, that the polygamous state in itself had

advantages over that of the monogamous. Had
the change been reversed and a forced polygamy
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introduced, the results would have been far more

disastrous. The radical evil is that while a system

may be shattered in a day, the customs which have

grown around that system still remain as social

anachronisms, and are, as a rule, baneful in their

effect. The Fijian's social system was, to a con-

siderable extent, moulded by the customs of poly-

gamy. Hence when the missionaries came and

their teaching induced the native to relinquish their

old practices in this relation, there was social cata-

clysm. Whether or not the general birth-rate was

higher under the old regime is almost impossible to

determine ; but it would seem, on theoretical

grounds, that healthier and better-nurtured children

resulted.

Custom inexorably determined that as soon as

the wife knew herself to be an expectant mother,

she must be strictly separated from her husband.

Nor was she allowed to live with him until her

child was weaned—a period of from three to five

years in all. Very rarely, because of the club, was

this quarantine broken. The whole time of the

mother was devoted to the rearing of her child, and

not only did custom relieve her of the more arduous

duties of women's life, but the system ensured the

child's natural food until such time as it was old

enough to digest the heavier foods of the adult.

The child had every chance. Now, however, under
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the new system, this is not so. The mother is no

longer one of a number of women in the household.

The chief care, and often the hardest tasks, of the

family fall upon her. She must dive for shell-fish,

go to the bush for firewood, or to the garden for

food, at a time when she needs help and support.

Instead of there being born strong, robust children

at intervals sufficiently distant to provide the oppor-

tunity of nurture necessary among a primitive

people without artificial foods, the offspring is weak

and puny, and arriving too frequently, often suffers

from neglect. Thus it is that nearly 50 per cent,

of the children die before they are a year old. The

main cause of this mortality is gastric trouble, and

this is induced principally by premature weaning

and improper food. For this state of things the

sudden change in marriage custom is, to a large

extent, responsible.

But there can be no doubt that the commission

was right in its conclusion, with which we are in

cordial agreement :
' We are of the opinion that

polygamy has, perhaps, left a legacy of customs

which grew naturally out of that practice, and which

assort badly with our modern form of civilization ;

and we believe that the food staples of the people

and their habits as regards the work of the women
were more suited to the polygamous state of the

race than to that now existing ; but we think that
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the time has come when these habits should be

remodelled to suit the altered condition of native

life, and that the abolition of polygamy is not a matter

for regret' (Report, p. 10).

Inbreeding, or consanguineous marriage, was

cited as a serious cause of decadence ; but, contrary

to generally accepted opinions, it was conclusively

shown, from statistical results taken from a large

number of such marriages, that these unions were

favourable rather than otherwise. The Fijians look

upon the marriage of cousins (as do certain royal

families in European lands) as the most natural of

all marriages. Not only are the lands held together

by such a contract, but the blood of the tribe is kept

pure. But in the marriage of cousins they make an

important distinction, and it would be interesting to

know, physiologically, how far it is a true one.

Cousins are counted the children of brother and

sister. The children of brother and brother, or

sister and sister, are never called cousins, but are

termed brother or sister. In the former case,

marriage is not only allowable but extremely desir-

able ; in the latter case, it is incest. For illustra-

tion : here is a family of four—John, James,

Mary and Elizabeth. The children of James and

John may not intermarry ; they are brothers and

sisters. So also are the children of Mary and

Elizabeth. Nevertheless any of the boys and girls
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belonging to the families of James and John may

marry those of the families of Mary and Elizabeth.

They are cousins, and such unions are hailed with

satisfaction. This principle of marriage underlies

many important customs of the Fijian people, and

explains many of their curious relationships.

Not only was it discovered that the marriages of

veidavolani (orthogamous cousins) were slightly more

productive than mixed marriages (i. e. marriages out-

side such relationship), but it was found that the

death-rate of children born of these parents was

lower and the offspring much more prized and

cared for.

' The mother feels instinctively that her child,

being the progeny of a man of her own blood and

her husband from birth, is related to her in a sense

which the wife of a mixed marriage never compre-

hends. When the child is born, the relatives of

both husband and wife, in their satisfaction that

their line has flowed in the proper channel, do not

spare themselves in bestowing either pains or sub-

stance upon the care of the child and its mother.

The foregoing figures seem to indicate that, if the

whole of the marriages in the colony were between

veidavolani there would probably be no decrease to

complain of (Report, p. 29).

Epidemic diseases were declared to be an im-

portant factor in the decline of the people. In 1875
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40,000 people perished from measles. Whole towns

were blotted out of existence, and scarcely a village

escaped some loss. ' I was only a small boy at the

time,' said a native pastor recently, 'and I was the

only one left out of my town. All the others died,

and I had to help friends from other places to bury

the dead.'

The native is peculiarly sensitive to foreign

diseases, and seems to lack the virility and spirit

to combat them. He is stubborn also in the matter

of proper treatment. The fever patient with a

temperature of 103 will plunge into the river 'to

take the fire out of his body.' European medicines

of known efficacy will be thrown away, and useless

and superstitious native remedies tried in their place.

Every doctor knows that dietary prohibitions are

almost impossible ; and the typhoid patient will

greedily eat decaying fruit, or hard, half-boiled dalo

;

and will solemnly lie to the doctor, and his friends

will assist him in the falsehood, when inquiry is made

as to the cause of the more serious symptoms. Little

wonder that 40 per cent, of the deaths are due to

intestinal diseases. Even comparatively slight epi-

demics such as dengue, influenza, and common cold

make alarming inroads upon the population. Con-

sumption and pulmonary affections are obtaining

a serious hold upon the people, and are unchecked

by ordinary care and attention. Underlying this
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proneness to collapse under mild epidemics are, of

course, a lack of virility and a want of physical

stamina. These, in turn, are due to more radical

causes.

The condition ofthe women is a subject which calls

for serious consideration in relation to the decrease

of the race. Necessarily it can only be lightly

touched upon, and its true bearing upon the problem

only vaguely hinted at. In some senses, owing to

the freedom woman now enjoys, her life is less dis-

ciplined, and therefore more open to licence than

formerly. In the old days the club was above her

head, and if she became unchaste, in ways the social

order did not sanction, that club descended instantly

and fatally. Now the club is removed, and she takes

advantage of her privileges. This carelessness and

this unchastity have had a very marked effect upon

the race, and the freedom given by Christianity

has temporarily acted for the worse. But only

temporarily.

• We do not intend to infer that the Fijian

woman of heathen times was possessed of more

solid and sober moral qualities than her descendant

of to-day—she was probably quite as frivolous and

irresponsible ; but she was restrained by the iron

walls of custom, which allowed her less opportunity

for gratifying her low appetites and neglecting her

duties. The ancient custom of heathen times seems
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to have recognized this lacuna in the female charac-

ter, and to have provided against it by ceremonial

usages. . . . But on the decay of heathen authority

the Fijian mother found herself thrown upon her

own responsibility. . . . The process was the in-

evitable result of the introduction of Christianity.

It would be strange if a work fraught with so much

good should havebeen accomplished without bringing

some qualifying evil in its train, seeing how sudden

and subversive a change it wrought in the habits of

the people ' (Report, p. 115).

The narcotic influence of the * communal system
'

in Fiji is held responsible, to some extent, for the

decadence of the race. It is indicted as being the

murderer of healthy ambition, and the parent of

shiftlessness and improvidence. In some respects the

communal system of Fiji is peculiar to itself. In no

other part of the Pacific is it carried to such an extent.

It has certainly sapped individualism and inculcated

a spirit of dependence which is weakening in the

extreme. The Fijian lives in a town where every-

thing is done by the people as a whole. He
does not build his own house, nor even decide its

size and architectural form. That is all done by the

commune. He cannot dispose of his time as he

chooses. If his chief orders him to do certain work

—cut timbers, make roads, drain land—he can only

obey. Nor can he own property in an individual
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sense, for there is an arm of the system called

kerekere (of which more later) that is outstretched to

seize any property he may wish to possess. There

is no incentive to him to make progress beyond any

other member of the community, for the material

results of that progress would be immediately

appropriated by his fellows. Charles Lamb divided

mankind into two classes : those who borrow and

those who lend. There is no division in Fiji ; the

two classes are one. If any individual were to kick

against the established order of things his life would

be at once made unbearable.

1 In the few cases in which Fijians have shown

sufficient independence to defy the importunities of

their friends, they have been made victims of a kind

of organized boycott, well calculated to deter others

from following their example. We may quote

the case of Tauyasa of Naselai, who had a banana

plantation and paid coolies and natives to work for

him. He so prospered by his industry that he was

able to buy a cutter and a horse, and furniture for

his house. To the chiefs who flattered him, and to

the hosts of idle relatives who wanted to live upon

him, he turned a deaf ear and obstinately refused to

part with his property. They retaliated by circulat-

ing infamous stories about him, and by ridiculing

him with the taunt that he was aspiring beyond his

station and was trying to ape his superiors—

a
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reproach that is of all imputations the hardest for a

Fijian to bear. The worry of this petty persecution

preyed on his mind and brought on an illness to

which he succumbed' (Report, p. 162).

But the cause which calls for the greatest concern

on the part of the Christian Church—for it is the

cause with which it alone can deal—is that of sexual

depravity. The writer received some fifty replies to

a circular in which one of the questions asked of

respectable white residents was :
' What are the

three chief vices of the Fijians?' In only one

instance was this sin omitted, and in nearly every

case it was placed first. It is one of the things to

expect in a rebound from a sudden conversion from

heathenism, with its mechanical restrictions, to a

free, ethical obligation such as that enjoined by

Christianity.

The most deplorable side of this question, and the

one which affects the decrease of the people so

nearly, is the growing juvenile immorality. In

heathen days the boys and girls were kept apart and

carefully guarded. There were separate sleeping-

houses for men and for women, and the boys were

under the eyes of their fathers and elders, while the

girls were never beyond reach of their mothers.

Now there is one house, consisting of one room only,

for the whole family, and the ( children have their

ears exposed from early childhood to all the coarse
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conversation of their elders. Scandal forms the

chief theme of conversation among natives, and the

humour most appreciated by them is of a prurient

nature.'

' With the introduction of Christianity came a

change in the habits of the people. Sexual licence,

formerly prevented, was now only forbidden. The

bure ni sa (young men's sleeping-house) was

gradually deserted, and the youths slept in the

houses of the village in close proximity to the

women. This seems to have been the outcome of

the endeavour of the missionaries to inculcate ' family

life'—the unexpected result being the decay of

social morality. The association of the young men

and women developed the sexual instinct. Violence

being abolished, the youths began to throw off

parental control, and follow their inclinations with

impunity' (Report, passim).

This sin is far more responsible for the decrease

of population than can be indicated. Its ramifications

affect the whole of native life and stamina. Until

a more thorough moral education of the females

and a severer discipline of the males of the race take

place, little improvement can be expected. To leave

the Fijians at this stage and to slacken efforts for

their uplifting would be, in some measure, to leave

them in a state only less worse than heathenism.

Christianity has interfered with their customs, and
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is responsible therefore for some of the problems

caused by that interference. It must finish the task

it has begun, and to do this means generations of

unstinted effort on the part of some higher race.

Premature civilization is blamed for a share in the

declension of the race. It would certainly seem as if

the standard we set before the Fijian was above his

comprehension and beyond his power of assimilation.

A correspondent of mine wrote recently : 'It

seems to me very unfair to criticize them (the

Fijians) for what they have been made. They had

evolved (or rather there had grown up by evolution

among them) a social organization suitable to their

needs at the time. The past seventy years have

destroyed almost the whole of this ; and, in its place,

they have been crammed with the indigestible

matter of European civilization. There have, I

believe, been several instances in which good indi-

vidual results have been obtained, but the lump

seems always to have been too much for the leaven.

I don't a bit want to talk disparagingly of the people,

government or missionary, who have tried to help

these people ; but they seem to have tried to do too

much in too short a time, and now there is disap-

pointment and a feeling that it is no good trying to

do anything.' This is a very sane criticism from one

who has had singularly good opportunities ofjudging.

Civilization has come much too rapidly for the
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Fijian, and he has been unable, thus far, to modify

his social life to suit the new environment. Incon-

gruity, patchwork reform, and confusion, are the

result. The blessings of civilization are doubtless

of inestimable value to us, but to the savage of

yesterday they are of small utility. The old

primitive instincts are still the controlling ones in

his life ; but he tries to ape, more or less ridicu-

lously, the habits and customs of a people with more

evolved instincts. This is seen, for example, in his

clothing. In the old days he wore very little more

than the canons of decency prescribed. A wisp of

leaves or a few threads of fibrous bark met his

actual requirements. It is a climate in which, for

warmth, clothes are not necessary. It is never cold

and only rarely cool. If he wore more, it was only

for purposes of ornamentation. He liberally oiled

his body, and thus found protection against the rain,

heat, and the sudden, though not severe, changes of

temperature. If he had cause to work in a tropical

downpour of rain, there was no clothing to retain

the moisture and to give him chill during evapora-

tion. It was a simple thing for him to bathe—

a

plunge into the river, wisp and all, was easy enough.

Now, however, he wears English stuffs which

absorb moisture and keep him damp. If he were

to dress after the manner of the white man and

to follow his customs entirely in this matter, the
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trouble would be minimized ; but he does not. He
wears heavy clothing, and then when heated, on his

arrival at home, throws it off and sits in the breezy-

doorway. Or he may get wet, and thinks nothing of

sleeping in his saturated garments. Thus throat,

chest, and lung troubles ensue. His clothing

harbours dirt—for in spite of the usual apparent

cleanliness, the Fijians are a dirty race. Now that

he wears European clothing he does not oil himself

so often ; and it appears almost necessary to his

health to do so. To spoil his clothes, or to make

extra washing, is too great a deterrent. Thus skin

diseases are becoming more and more prevalent.

There is no hope of going back to the wisp of

leaves ; it is not, on other grounds, desirable.

Hence the native must be taught to go farther

towards European ideas of cleanliness and pre-

caution in dress. He must let his 'half-gods' go

that the gods may arrive. ^V^z-civilization is

helping to kill him and making his future a dark one.

Native ignorance in the treatment of disease and

unwillingness to relinquish stupid and unscientific

methods of cure, yield a considerable harvest to the

Great Reaper. Their treatment of the sick is often

brutal and nearly always callous. It is a very

common thing to see the backs or chests of young

men and women scored and scarred. These are

the marks of incisions made by sharp shells or

o 2
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knives ' to let out the pain.' Children are fre-

quently afflicted with a distressing and repulsive

disease called coko or yaws. Government regulations

provide that these shall be segregated, but Super-

stition says the child who has not contracted it will

have an early death. Superstition wins ; and the

healthy child is placed with the afflicted one as a

bed-fellow ! Medical men in Fiji often lose heart

in their efforts to help the natives ; and it is another

testimony (if any were wanted) to the devotion and

patience of the profession that they keep on so

assiduously with their thankless task.

It is scarcely to be expected that the people

should understand our septic theories, and so dirt

has a not unimportant part in the spread of disease.

Of personal cleanliness, in our sense of the term,

they have but little notion. Only a few who have

been in close touch with missionary or other

English families make even a pretence of it. Not

infrequently dirty mats upon which natives have

expectorated and upon which pigs and dogs have

lain, are the beds upon which they sleep. Cooking

utensils are rarely cleaned with thoroughness, and

harbour germs of disease. Loin-cloths and other

clothing are passed from person to person, or worn

indiscriminately by any member of the family, sick

or well—without even the precaution of washing.

It is not hard to see how skin diseases spread.
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Such facts as these—and they might be multiplied

ad nauseam—plainly indicate the need there is for a

more general education in the principles of hygiene,

and especially the necessity for rigorous discipline

in connexion with it—for the opinion of a native

woman herself is that it is not so much ignorance

as downright sloth which is at the root of such

carelessness.

If the average white resident of Fiji is ques-

tioned as to the prime cause of the decrease of the

population, in four cases out of five the reply will

be, 'Laziness—pure unadulterated laziness.'

The Fijian has the reputation of being incurably

lazy, and labouring only when compelled by un-

escapable necessity. This is far from being true in

all cases ; but there is sufficient in the indictment to

make it worthy of serious consideration. There is

much in the changed condition of his life which

excuses, in a measure, his slothfulness. He has not

the need to work that most people have—nor the

incentive. Nature, in his land, is not fierce and

threatening but kind and smiling. The Pax
Britannica has rid him of the thing that kept him

busy in the days gone by—tribal war—and he is

now free to live in indolence.

The Fijian in heathen days was a worker. He
could not live else. Huge war-trenches had to be

dug ; hills were thrown into valleys, and rivers
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turned in their courses. He had for this only the

rudest instruments, and the labour was immense.

His food had to be planted with implements so

primitive as a burnt stick. He had then to grow

all his food. There were no canned salmon and

cabin biscuits to supply his lunch. He cut down

trees with stone axes lashed to a piece of wood ; he

hollowed out slowly and painfully his canoes with

blunt stones, sharp shells, and slow fire ; he fitted

the parts of his canoe together with infinite

patience ; he bored the holes for the sinnet lash-

ings with the sword-fish's weapon ; and made his

sails out of the leaves of a coarse, grass-like

shrub. Think of the protracted and tedious labour

involved in all this ! Now he buys a cheaply made

flat-bottomed boat and lolls on his mats. His

ornamental loin-cloth is no longer the result of in-

dustry and ingenuity : it is two shillingsworth of

Manchester calico. He does not fight now, and

has sold most of his old clubs and spears to the

tourist. To-day he drowses his life away in a

house not half so good as that his fathers built

—

and—dies. Luxury and ease are killing him, for he

is now placed beyond the margin of struggle. Rents

from his lands provide him with loose cash with

which to purchase the things his fancy dictates

;

and he smiles indulgently upon the little, lean,

sinewy Indian who toils from daylight to dark in
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his little rice-patch or cane-field. But the Indian,

though handicapped by a heavy rent which he gives

to the Fijian, has a large family ; and every child of

his is taught to work, and to work hard. So he

lives and thrives, and becomes an illustration of how

the primal curse has proved the greatest blessing

to the human race.

This laziness and improvidence react most power-

fully upon the Fijian. He has but a light grip of

life—for his ambitions are all immediate and mainly

physical. Hence he falls easily before the breath of

disease. His only hope is in an entire change of

habits of life, and these can be acquired only under

the stimulus of new impulses and ambitions.

The Government has attempted something in this

direction, but only the most meagre success, if not

actual failure, has been the result. The native is

still dying. It would seem as if the work could be

best done by the Christian Churches in Fiji. The
causes of decrease have their roots in the moral and

spiritual ; and the remedies must be of like nature.

This does not mean that the work is not to be of

a practical kind. It must be frankly practical and

seemingly secular. But the Spirit may be none the

less moving on the face of the waters and bringing

order and character from chaos and confusion. The
steps require higher ethical ambitions ; and, if history

is to be believed, these can best be grown upon
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the warm, generous soil of religious faith. There

is before Fiji a task which no secular Government,

no matter how kindly or parental, can hope to ac-

complish. This task involves long, patient educa-

tion on moral lines, linked with the most kindly

yet rigorous discipline. It can be carried out only

at the cost of unmeasured sacrifice on the part of

the superior race. It requires nothing less than the

full content of Christianity. It was Christ that led

the Fijian from cannibalism ; we know of no other

force which can lead him to the higher levels of

ethical life.



CHAPTER XI

YET SO AS BY FIRE

Life is not as idle ore,

But iron dug from central gloom,

And heated hot with burning fears,

And dipt in baths of hissing tears,

And battered with the shocks of doom
To shape and use.

Tennyson, In Memoriam.

Can nothing be done, then, to save the Fijian from

extinction ? Must we stand by and see him pass

away without an effort to save him ? Has his past

life been so bad, and are the germs of evil within

him so vital, as to exclude all hope of salvation ? Is

his present state so parlous and utterly desperate as

to fill us with despair ?

The condition of the Fijian to-day is certainly a

serious one. Nor can it easily be altered. Never-

theless, there is a wide margin of hope left, even

yet. The hope is that we may be able, in some

way or other, to teach the native to help himself.

He must be made to put forth some effort by which

alone he can ' break his birth's invidious bar ' and

217
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'grapple with his evil star.' He has many hard and

painful lessons to learn in the school of life. The

most that we can do is to place the text-book in his

hands, explaining, as he comes to them, the more

difficult problems. The only chance for him lies

in the direction of rigorous discipline and painful,

continued effort. Life has been far too easy for him

of late, and he has lost the joyous tang of existence.

But it is never too late to mend, and human nature

has strange recuperative powers.

Those who know the Fijian best are unanimous

in the opinion that he possesses capacity. Many will

go so far as to say that that capacity is great. He
is not without brains, and has a cleverness of hand

and a genius for improvisation which certainly

indicate latent powers. In the past he built, with

the most primitive tools, houses which compare

favourably with any built in the Pacific. He
fashioned canoes in which he was able to sail from

island to island in the open sea—a sea that is far

from agreeing with its name. His social system

shows not merely an intense conservatism of past

gains, but also a certain power of assimilation. His

speech, though exceedinglysimple, marks distinctions

of thought which are surprisingly subtle in a savage

people. His powers of observation, as seen in his

knowledge of the habits of the flora and fauna of his

islands, are well developed.
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Here and there are to be found men who, if they

have not attained to any very high standard of

education, have shown that mental discipline is at

least possible to them. Several lads who have been

sent to New Zealand for training have proved con-

clusively that some of the race, at any rate, are

capable of sustained intellectual effort. They sat

side by side with white boys in the classes, nor were

they at the bottom.

Others have made evident the fact that they are

capable of profiting immensely by technical instruc-

tion. There are perhaps a couple of score of natives

who might be classed as good carpenters and boat-

builders. They are often skilful at their work, and,

if they possessed a little more of the quality of

'stickability,' they might be successful.

Though the Fijian sometimes manifests a shrewd-

ness and cunning in bargaining, he is not, and

probably will not be for several generations, a good

business man. His efforts in storekeeping, trading,

&c, have not only been rendered futile by his social

system, but have too often failed through lack of

financial understanding. But he is an agriculturist.

He has a certain rude and pragmatical knowledge

of the rotation of crops, and has even developed a

system of irrigation. He loves gardening. Men
who have no cause to exert themselves in this way

will often be found, digging-stick in hand, in their
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little patch. It is a sort of instinct and sometimes a

passion with the Fijian. He has, however, been

handicapped by conservative and conventional

methods, and has used clumsy and old-fashioned

tools ; but the point at present is that he has capacity.

The fact is that, while we blame the native for

being lazy, we have not given him a proper chance.

Beyond the ' three Rs ' the Fijian has had little

opportunity of learning. Too frequently, when

attempt has been made to give him some higher

education, it has been of an almost useless character.

He has learnt some 'fisioloji? and can tell the names

of certain bones of his foot or skull in pidgin

English ; but of what use is that to him ? He
knows all the rivers of Europe, and can tell the

boundaries of some South American Republics (of

which some of us who do not happen to be school

teachers have only a haunting suspicion that we

have heard the names somewhere). This more

advanced youth can give the ages of the Old

Testament saints and sinners, and their ancestry and

descendants, with a glibness which is humiliating to

most of us. But what is the practical use of it all ?

These things may be interesting in their way, but

they are certainly not the prime needs of the Fijian

people.

The only value such teaching can have is the

mental discipline it brings ; and that is by no means
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a result to be despised. Yet instruction may be

given which, in addition to giving intellectual

stimulus, may also have a practical and direct value.

Most men who have given this subject any serious

consideration are of the strong opinion that the

Fijian of to-day must have discipline, and that of the

most unbending sort. He must be given an educa-

tion—using that term in its broader sense of a fitting

for life. Only thus is there any hope of his casting

off sloth and clothing himself in new and worthy

ambitions. The native is ignorant of all that is

highest in life. He must have the alphabet at least

of the world's knowledge placed in his hands. If

then he does not learn, it will be his own fault ; but

with only half a dozen readable books in his

language, he may be excused somewhat for his

present backwardness.

But the question naturally arises, ' What kind of

education will uplift the native and widen his horizon

of life ?

'

His Excellency the Governor of Fiji, Sir Everard

im Thurn, in the course of a speech before the

Legislative Council in October of the year 1907,

said, in speaking of the higher education of the

natives, ' But after all it is education in the English

language that the Fijian native mostly needs if

he is ever to play the part of an ordinary English

subject.'
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But will 'English education' do for him what is

desired? It may do something from the Govern-

ment point of view in preparing a few men for

positions in departmental offices—and the Govern-

ment has every right to train its men in this way

—

but can that be a policy for the average Fijian ? It

is his case that we must study in the light of the

present difficulties. So far the experiments in this

direction have not supported His Excellency's

dictum ; nor, on theoretical grounds, is there much

likelihood that they will do so in the future. In the

first place, the task is an almost impossible one

—

certainly an impracticable one. The only way in

which our language could be thoroughly taught to

the children of to-day—and it may be presumed

that it is not intended to teach mere pidgin English

—would be to take them at an early age and

separate them entirely from all Fijian influences and

speech for a number of years. The cost would be

enormous. At present the Government has a school

on these lines at Nasinu, and the expenditure last

year on thirty or forty boys was well over a thousand

pounds, exclusive of new buildings and other

expenses ! This amount would require to be multi-

plied by several hundred to cover the needs of the

whole of Fiji. Financially, then, the education of

the race on such lines is impossible. But there are

other reasons to be urged against such a policy. Is
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this the first and most clamorous need of the Fijian

boys and girls ? Will such an education, if it were

possible to give it, fit the average Fijian of to-morrow

for that struggle for existence which neither he nor

we can escape ? For, after all, the first consideration

must be the power to hold one's own in the conflict.

If this cannot be provided for, then the most splendid

education is simply thrown away. We may well

ask the question, ' What is the Fijian going to do

with this English education when he acquires it ?

'

We will suppose that we have, say, five hundred

natives trained after the fashion of an English lad.

They have reached the standard of some of the

secondary schools, and know a little Latin, have a

smattering of French, have struggled through two

or three books of Euclid, and are able to write and

speak fairly decent English. Now where are we
going to place these young men so that they can

earn their own living and be of some benefit to their

race ? Perhaps twenty-five obtain positions in the

Government as clerks and petty officials, another

twenty-five distribute themselves over the islands

and find employment remunerative enough to enable

them to live in comfort. But what of the remaining

four hundred and fifty ? There are not, and are not

likely to be during the nextfew decades, openingsfor

men of this type. They would be obliged to go

back to the towns they left as children, unused to
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native ways of life, dependent upon others, or else

obliged to re-learn the more primitive ways of the

race. Thus such education would defeat its own

ends. It is significant that the men who are in close

touch with native life not merely condemn such a

policy as being impracticable, but assert that the

effect upon native character would be baneful rather

than otherwise.

It must be laid down as an axiom in the consider-

ation of this subject, that the curriculum and methods

of education must beformulated with reference to the

past condition and present and future needs of the

people. We are not interested in the science of peda-

gogy just now, save in so far as it is applicable to

the Fijian. We must consider his past history, that

we may know where to begin and how ; we must

inquire closely into his present development and

opportunity, that we may decide upon the matter to

be given him ; and we must strive to take a

horoscope of his future, that we may place before

him practical and serviceable ideals. The course of

instruction which may suit an English lad at

Harrow, or a subtle Brahman student in Madras, or

a Confucian scholar in Peking, may be not only of no

value to a Fijian native, but a positive hindrance to

him. We, as a nation, are not too sure yet whether

we have been wise in turning out by the thousand,

students educated after English methods in India.
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An Indian Babu is bad enough, with his staccato

pronunciation and his ridiculous euphemistic phrases,

but a Fijian Babu !

We have already seen something of the past

character and condition of the people, and this must

be the continual background of our thinking as it is

of the native mind and habit. The Fijian is suffer-

ing far more from that past in all probability than

we are able to determine. There is an ichorous

strain in his very blood, which has been transmitted

to him by long generations of bad living. It is ever

breaking out in some form or other. Sometimes

the sores are physical and repulsive ; at other times

the results are seen in deficient mentality ; while too

often the strain shows itself in moral delinquency.

That terrible past is always casting a shadow on

the present, and making a new generation cry

bitterly

—

Our deeds still travel with us from afar,

And what we have been makes us what we are.

Even Christianity, which represents the noblest

impulses that humanity knows, cannot at once erase

the effects of those dark hours of the race. She may

apply healing to the sores, but it takes a long course

of treatment before the blood is cleansed and the

flesh becomes as the flesh of a little child. It is this

fact the Fijian people are more or less realizing
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to-day, and the remembrance of this should make us

patient and tender in our attitude towards them.

The past history of the race must teach us to be

content to go slowly and place thoroughness over

spectacular result.

We must inquire, too, a little more narrowly into

the present needs and conditions of this generation.

There are certain failings that are radical, and these

must influence us in the preparation of a standard

of education.

If there is one outstanding feature of native life

to-day which strikes despair into the hearts of those

interested in the welfare of this people, it is that

trait of character so variously described under the

terms indolence, sloth, laziness, apathy, shiftlessness,

improvidence, unreliability, and general insouciance.

This failing is really only one ; but it requires all

those terms—and many others— to outline it.

Though it is the child of other causes, and especially

the progeny of new conditions of life, yet it is itself

the parent of innumerable evils. From it spring

mainly the licentious thoughts and evil desires of

the people. Satan finds mischief for idle hands, we
are told ; but when the brain is idle also, the devil

may be well dispensed with as unnecessary. The
race is being demoralized by lack of useful occupa-

tion. They are,' it is declared by more than one

writer of long and intimate experience, ' indifferent
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to their own welfare, improvident and culpably-

negligent of the health of their children. This

improvidence and indifference, it is said, is the

growth of the two decades in which they have been

free from war. It is said to manifest itself in the

lethargy of the chiefs, who take no interest in

measures initiated by the Government for the welfare

of the people ; in a tendency to purchase the new

European commodities they require by bartering

food instead of doing work ; in the waste of food at

a single feast ; in a disposition to leave everything

to the native officials instead of acting for themselves
;

and in a kind of fashionable callousness, or care-

nothing-spirit of the age, which is used as a justi-

fication for every neglect of duty and for every

wrong-doing.' It is fifteen years since that criticism

appeared in the Commission Report, and things

have certainly not mended since then. This ' care-

nothing-spirit ' has grown rather than withered, and

the native of to-day is sinking into supineness and

leaden insensibility.

In the old days, as we saw in the preceding

chapter, he was a comparatively busy man. The
most strenuous exertion was required to ensure

existence itself. Willy-nilly he had to work— or

die. Luxury in food or clothing was possible to

the very few—the great mass had to eat bread by

the sweat of its brow. Ornamental clothing was
p 2
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made at immense cost of labour, and the task was

so tedious that few could find time to carry it out

for themselves. War taxed the utmost resources of

the race and kept them in constant preparedness

for struggle. To grow slack in this respect was to

commit tribal suicide.

Now all is changed. Modern implements lessen

the strain of agriculture, and the store, situated

in nearly every village, offers its temptations, well-

nigh irresistible, in the shape of tinned meats and

fish. For a while, abundant funds are forthcoming

from the sale of lands, and the people squander care-

lessly, gorge gluttonously, drink insanely—and die

miserably. It would seem as if the ploughshare

and pruning-hook of peace have been more deadly

engines of destruction than the sword and spear of

war ; for when danger and difficulty encompassed

the Fijian on every side he thrived, and now that

ease and security have become his lot he has fallen

before them.

A good illustration of this fact is to be found in

the communal system. In the days of struggle it

was necessary to preserve life. Only by combina-

tion could the individual towns and congeries of

towns obtain some immunity from despoliation.

No man then could live to himself. But this

system has outlived its usefulness and remains in

Fiji as a social anachronism. The very air, sun,
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and moisture which are the ministers of life to

the growing plant, when vitality has gone become

the servants of death ; and so this communal sys-

tem which helped to preserve life in the days of

struggle, now, in the days of peace, destroys it.

For centuries the Fijian has not known the meaning

of individualism
;
personality has been narrowed in

consequence. He has been trained to move in

mobs ; only thus can he, as a rule, be induced to

work at all. Individual enterprise was not only

useless to him, but dangerous. This fact has

dwarfed his power of initiative—a power he

grievously lacks. This is one of the considerations

which must guide us in drawing up an educational

policy for the Fijian people.

Further, he has no private property in our sense

of the term. Such a state may seem almost ideal

to the average socialist ; but a short residence

among these natives would cure such a one of that

delusion more effectively than all the arguments of

the political economist. This really means that

the results of the native's labour are not secured to

him by the social order in which he lives. Every

article he makes, earns, begs or buys, is liable to be

taken from him by the custom of kerekere. This

is a mutual appropriation of property. It is * the

holding of all things common ! which sprang up in

the early Church and ended so disastrously. He
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dare not refuse to comply with the demands made

upon him ; and he can console himself only by the

thought that he has the right to beg in turn. Thus

there is no incentive to possession, and as a result

no spur to labour. The man who has any natural

inclination to industry has no advantage over his

fellows.

A youth of nineteen, for instance, desires to leave

his town. He has grown tired of the dull routine

of his life. There is only a deadly ennui about him,

and he has felt some stirrings of ambition. With

great difficulty, perhaps, he obtains permission from

his Bull (a petty Government official who is respon-

sible for certain work being carried out in the towns)

to leave. Were he to go without this permission

he could be dragged back and sentenced to imprison-

ment ! He finds employment upon a coco-nut or

banana plantation, and for a year toils at his tasks.

His leave has expired and he must return. He has

managed to save ten or twelve pounds, and he looks

very proudly at the bright golden sovereigns which

lie in his palm—the first gold he has ever earned in

his life. As he passes through Suva on his way

home, he expends part of his savings. He buys

a good box (of which a native is very fond), a

couple of white shirts, a few collars, an English

tweed coat, a cheap watch and chain, and, perhaps,

a pocket-knife. He still has three or four pounds
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tied up in the corner of his sulu. He arrives at

length at his town. A little feast is made by the

members of his own tribe, for they are glad to see

him back again. He is glad, too ; and he is not a

little surprised to see how much his younger sister

has grown. The flavour of the fowl soup made

after his mother's recipe is good to his taste, and he

is flattered by the welcome accorded him. But

before the ceremonies are concluded, almost before

he has picked clean the leg of the fowl apportioned

to him, the system of kerekere commences to

operate. The fat Buli strolls in and gives the

youngster a dignified grunt, and maybe even shakes

hands condescendingly with him. By-and-by the

young man is drawn aside by the thick-lipped

official and is told that he (the Bull) is leqa (in a

difficulty) ; could the home-comer lend him two

pounds ? He dare not refuse, for this petty official

has power to prevent his leaving the town again, or,

if he remain in it, has opportunity to make life well-

nigh unbearable. His uncle admires very much the

new watch and chain—it has to go. His married

brother has not seen such a fine box so strongly

fastened at the corners with brass bindings. That

cannot be withheld. His cousins finger caressingly

the white shirts and click ! click / in characteristic

fashion at the red studs in them. They too must

be handed over to appease the Moloch of kerekere.
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Little by little nearly all is begged ; and when the

industrious young fellow goes to sleep on the hard

floor, he has only a pocket-knife, which he has

managed to secrete for a while, and a few old sulus,

as the outward and visible tokens of his year's toil

!

What stimulus to industry is there under such con-

ditions of life ? We can scarcely wonder that next

year he decides to stay in his town, and spends his

time in unproductive spasms of labour. Houses

must be built ; roads for the Government must be

cut ; food for the official feasts and functions must

be got ready ; and money must be earned to pay

the poll-tax which a paternal Government, in addi-

tion to Customs' duties, levies upon the head of

every adult male Fijian. Soon he sinks into the

lethargy and stupidity of the average villager—so

much the worse off that he has had a taste of a truer

life. He settles down and marries a cousin that he

doesn't like. She is cross-eyed and scurvy, and not

at all like the bright, merry girl he saw at the town

near the plantation on which he worked for a year.

But his people have decided the matter for him, and

he must obey. By-and-by he takes sick. He has

had a leaky house, and his bedding grass has been

continually damp. He has asked the Bull to have

it repaired ; but since that little money-lending

transaction, the fat tyrant has been very disagreeable

to him. He coughs distressingly ; but he won't
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have the doctor nor will he go to the hospital. He
is not anxious to live. His friends see him failing,

and calculate the date of his death. They kindly

inform him of the results of their arithmetic, and

when the day draws near the funeral feast is

prepared. He is not allowed even to decide for

himself when he shall die! The community does

that and—obedient fellow that he is—he falls in

with their arrangements.

It may be that in European countries we have

suffered from ultra- Individualism ; the Fijian suffers

from ultra-Socialism. There can be no doubt that

his state is the worse. It is death to all the highest

and noblest in man. We thus see the ' falsehood

of extremes ' ; both are paralytic in influence and

arrest the normal development of human character.

This, then, is another fact to be borne in mind

when we discuss the education suited to the Fijian's

needs.

The Fijian lacks ambition. He has suffered from

nearly all the ills that have fallen out of Pandora's

famous box. Chiefest among these is what has

been called ' Polynesian Fatalism.' But the old

fable tells us that Hope lay unnoticed at the bottom

of the box. This the Fijian has yet to extract. He
has no hope in his life—at least in this life. The
careless of the race are frankly indifferent : the more

thoughtful are gloomily fatalistic. He has very few
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ambitions in his life, and such as he has are inade-

quate to inspire him to sustained effort. He may

covet, for example, the position of scribe (the official

writer in a native town) and have his food planted

for him in return for his services. If he has a

strain of chief-blood in him, he may aspire to a

Bu/i-ship and be rewarded with a salary of three

pounds per annum ! Or it may be, if he can secure

sufficient influence, that he may be nominated for a

position in some Government office at six pounds

per annum and rations. But these positions are

open to the very few. Or he may turn his face to

the lotu, and hope to be made a student and then a

teacher and then a catechist. He may even cherish

thoughts of becoming a native minister. The path,

however, is long and just a trifle dreary, and the

chances are but one in several hundred that he will

reach the top. It is a very serious thing for the

race that there are no immediate incentives to

industry and self-discipline. It is true that 'A
man's reach should exceed his grasp, Or what's a

heaven for ? ' but the desired thing should not be

beyond the reach, or hopelessness takes control of

the man and prevents his stretching his arm. This

has happened in the case of the Fijian. We have

not given him the chance of immediate advantages,

nor placed within his reach the things he is capable

of appreciating. We have placed before him certain

ideals ; but we have scarcely provided the practical
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ladders by which he may climb to them. Little

wonder, then, that his creed has become ' Eat and

drink, for to-morrow we die.' He manages all three

with tragic success. The natives have no outlook :

their horizon is too low ; deadly dullness broods

over all. There is therefore no buoyancy in his

soul, and the Fijian yields only too readily to his

inherent fatalism.' (A missionary's report.)

This, then, is another condition of native life which

must not be neglected by us in any methods we

may devise for the education of the race.

The Fijian is an emotional man in contra-distinc-

tion to being intellectual. Here and there are to

be found an odd man or two who may be classed as

intellectually strong, but such are not representative

of the mass of the people. Their minds have not

known the discipline of hard and abstract thinking.

It must of necessity be many years before they can

hope to profit by such attempts at intellectual

struggle. They must start lower down. For many

years they must be guided through the emotions

and gradually taught to find deeper sanctions for

conduct and broader bases for knowledge. The

relation of the instructor must therefore be paternal

rather than professional. Whatever teaching is

given must be elementary, but with the future needs

of the race in view. We must be content to move

slowly, but to move in a definite direction.

We have seen how feeble were his moral instincts
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and how weak his conscience. The education given

must be of the disciplinary sort to help him in this

direction and quicken his moral sensibilities. Ideas

of rectitude must be inculcated, and this can be done

by no class-room method. We must find him some-

thing to occupy his time fully and continually quicken

his interest by some immediate and beneficial result

The moral training of the race is the most important

of all ; but there is a curious law of indirectness

in life which prevents our gaining the thing we

aim at. This explains in some sense, perhaps, the

apparent failure in much of the missionary work

amongst peoples such as these. The soul will not

grow while men are looking on. It grows when

they have their eyes turned in some other direction.

The system of education must take count of this

mysterious and subtle law.

Especially will the moral education of the race

have to be undertaken on behalf of the coming

generation of women. There are some senses in

which failure there means the more speedy blotting

out of the people than from any other cause. It is

perhaps far harder to touch the Fijian woman than

the man. She clings to old custom more tenaciously,

and is more nearly affected by it. The diminution

of the birth-rate is due to a large extent to some of

her malpractices at which we cannot more than

hint. The mortality of the young is due to her
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indifference, laziness, dirt, and sin. No scheme of

education can be complete which does not include

the Fijian woman of to-morrow.

But not merely to past history, nor present con-

ditions, must our attention be directed. We must

think of the Fijian's probable future. What is he

going to be ? If there is to develop opportunity

for a nation of clerks and officials—then we can

forecast the training required. If the race is suited

to agricultural and manual employment, and open-

ings in those directions are likely to occur in the

development of the country, then, of course, an

entirely different type of education will need to be

given. The language to be spoken in the next fifty

years will have an important bearing upon our prob-

lem. If there is likely to be a great influx of

English people and that tongue is to be the domi-

nant one, then it is a weighty argument for teaching

the coming generation to speak English. If, how-

ever, there is no likelihood of such an increase,

the position is altered. We must ask what is the

backbone of the country's prosperity, and what will

it probably be during the next half-century ?

To sum up. Training and education must be

of such a character as to strengthen the Fijian at

the points where he is notoriously weak. The help

given him must be based upon his primary needs,

and be elastic enough to accommodate itself to his
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growing and developing requirements. His discip-

line must be of such a nature as to awaken potent

ambitions and especially to develop the individual.

We cannot at one fell blow strike to the ground his

social system, which has been painfully raised

through long ages ; but we can make his training of

a kind which will cause him gradually to establish a

new social system in which he will be given room

and stimulus to expand. We must strive to secure

to him, through this new social order, the rewards

of his industry.

The training that can do this for the Fijian people

will be the means of their salvation and raise them

from their present morbid and unsatisfactory state.

It will also, by that law of indirectness of which we

have spoken, do much to arrest the decrease of

population ; and we may yet see the Fijians taking

their place among the virile Anglo-Saxons and

proving their right to it.



CHAPTER XII

SALVATION BY WORK

Be no longer a chaos, but a world, or even a worldkin. Pro-

duce ! Produce ! Were it but the pitifullest infinitesimal fraction

of a product, produce it in God's name ! Tis the utmost thou

hast in thee : out with it then. Up ! Up ! Whatsoever thy

hand findeth to do, do it with thy whole might. Work while it

is called to-day ; for the night cometh wherein no man can work.

Carlyle, Sartor Resartus.

Salvation by work ! But why should the Fijian

work ? He has a genial climate, and his food

supply is easily obtained from the (

soft fruitage,

mighty nuts, and nourishing roots ' of his fertile

land. If he be content to live ' the simple life,'

which so many over-civilized Europeans are striving

after, why worry him with ideals of labour and

excite his wants ?

Then he must die. The laws of life are inexor-

able, and whether we like them or not matters

little. We must obey them or perish. By this

changeless law of struggle does the soul of man
make progress ; and necessity—ever-growing neces-

sity—forces him forward. ' For if left to himself,

239
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this high-born creature, whose progress we seem

to take for granted, has not the slightest innate

tendency to make any progress whatever. It may

appear strange, but it is strictly true, that if each of

us were allowed to follow his own inclinations, the

average of one generation would have no tendency

whatever to rise beyond the average of the pre-

ceding one, but distinctly the reverse.' *

There is no hope, then, if history and science can

teach us anything, for the Fijian save in so far as

we are able to make him fit to compete in the

struggle, and to make him desire to compete. Some
will say that he is so inherently lazy and indolent

that there is no hope of changing his attitude

towards life. The same was said regarding the

Maoris of New Zealand ; but, thanks to the tireless

and undespairing efforts of the ' Young New Zealand

Party,' not only has the decrease in population been

arrested, but an actual increase is registering itself.

The Maori is proving his powers, and they are of no

mean order. It is true that the cases are not quite

parallel, and that the Maori has been strengthened

by the infusion of much European blood ; but there

was a time when it was held to be hopeless to

expect him to rise, and the efforts of those who

loved him were considered almost imbecile. The
negro has suffered the same criticism, but surely

1 Benjamin Kidd, Social Evolution, Chap. II.
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Booker T. Washington has proved to the world

by his famous Tuskeegee Institute, that the lazy,

shiftless negro may be made a self-respecting man
and of real value to society.

Were the present generation of Fijians imbued

with the enthusiasm of new ideals, though the actual

decrease in population might go on for another

fifty years, there would be left even then a remnant

which might prove to be the nucleus of a strong

and growing people.

In reply to the question, ' What kind of education

will most help the Fijian at the present stage of his

evolution ? ' we reply, ' Primarily industrial and

agricultural' The Fijian must have his Tuskeegee

institutions, and learn, too, the magic secret of ' work-

ing with the hands.' The discipline of systematic

and purposeful effort must reflect its virtue upon his

soul. He must learn the nobility and dignity of

labour. The message of Ruskin must be translated

into colloquial Fijian and made concrete in special

training. He must be brought to believe Carlyle's

stern gospel of work. Of abstract truth he has

necessarily but little conception. He must learn

to recognize the beauty of her face through the

accurate use of the carpenter's square, through the

undeviating exactness of the foot-rule. These things

have a redemptive value for him. He possesses

goodly land ; he has labour stored in a splendid
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physique—he ought to be initiated into the mystery

of making of these one flesh. Only from such a

marriage can a virile and fit race spring.

It is not secondary education but ultra-primary

which the Fijian needs. The race at this juncture

wants a man who cannot merely parse a verb, but

who can guide unerringly a plough ; not a student

who can solve pure mathematical problems, but a

man who can treat the problems of practical banana

growing and sugar-cane planting. The salvation of

the race demands the type of a man who can push

truly a plane and strike squarely an anvil. Better

far to master the prose of land manuring and swamp
draining than the poetry of Milton. Better for him,

for a generation or two, to sit at the feet of Vulcan

than of Euclid.

Honest, disciplined work will cure him of many of

the failings which at present so sadly mar his char-

acter. Such training will put tenseness and nerve

into his grip of life, and so help to arrest the decline.

Thus he will rise in the scale of existence, win his

own respect, and so make sure of the respect of

others. By that law of indirectness he will be helped

incalculably in moral and spiritual gains. An educa-

tion on these lines will ensure him abundant scope

for his powers and provide an unfailing means of

earning his livelihood. The market in Fiji for

skilled manual and agricultural labour is never likely

to be glutted.
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A similar problem to that presented by the Fijian

race has arisen in Africa. No one who has read

Speke's interesting account of his journey to the

source of the Nile, and who is familiar with the

Fijian type, can fail to be struck with the strong

resemblance there naturally is between the Baganda

and the native of these islands. Whether certain

ethnologists are right in the statement that they are

blood relations, matters little ; the fact remains that

in characteristic they are brethren. The more sur-

prising thing is that though the conditions of life

are not the same, the problem to-day is practically

one. In writing concerning it, a Roman Catholic

bishop said :
' For labour ennobles a man by ele-

vating him in his own eyes and the eyes of his

countrymen ; and as idleness engenders misery and

vice, so persevering labour produces well-being and

contentment in families, and re-peoples a country

whose population, like that of Uganda, is diminish-

ing.'
1

It is a mistake to imagine that the native is

incurably lazy. The difficulty has been that no

adequate goal has been set before him as a stimulus

to industry. The fact is being recognized more and

more by missionary societies, that in the case of

partially developed peoples industrial training is a

necessary part of the gospel of Christ. The Church

1 Quoted in 'Special Reports on the Training of Native Races/

vol. iv.

Q2
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Missionary Society, for example, in Africa, has

taken up this branch of work with a commendable

zeal and much success. Concerning this effort in

Uganda, now separately carried on by a Christian

company, the managing director writes

:

1 The natives have shown their eagerness for

training, and proved their capacity as skilled

labourers when trained ; and it is our privilege to

provide them with a training which will enable

them to develop the resources of their own country,

and also to compete successfully with, if not alto-

gether forestall, the influx of foreign skilled labour

into the country. It is impossible that Uganda can

remain long as it is now. With the advent of the

railway, industrial development is inevitable, and if

the Baganda are not trained to perform the part

which they might take in that development, their

places will be supplied by Hindus, who are found

even now in the country doing artisan work which

the Baganda ought to perform, and could quite well

perform, if properly instructed.'
1

The Roman Catholics, too, have large projects

on hand, and have made of industrial missions in

Africa a great success. We as Protestants have

very much to learn from the older Church in the

matter of missionary methods. The African races

are being experimented upon in this direction, and

1 Quoted in an article in the London Times, Sept. 9, 1905.
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this not owing to any lack of belief in the power of

the gospel, but as the outcome of a settled conviction

that such training is an integral part of the Christian

programme. No one would accuse Mackay of

Uganda, that intensely spiritual yet practical soul,

of any weakness of faith in the evangel, yet he is

described as ' the prince of industrial missionaries.'

Livingstone himself favoured and carried out similar

methods.

The natives of Africa themselves recognize that

this is their one hope of salvation from degradation

and sloth. Here is the opinion of one given before

the recent African Commission appointed to inquire

into native affairs

:

1 What troubles us is the laziness of the natives.

We want them to have a more useful education in

industrial work. What makes me cry in my heart

is to see my fellow natives lazy. If they were

taught to work, and to think, it would awake them

from their present stupor. I believe the instruction

in industrial training will wake them up, and not

mere book-learning. I can make no other sugges-

tion than that the natives should be taught to work.

I see the coolie and his industry, and I see that it is

because the coolie has been taught to work in times

past.'

In the same Report is a long article by one of the

missionaries engaged in such industrial work, and
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though the quotation is a long one, every sentence

deserves to be pondered. With a few changes of

proper names it might have been specially written

on behalf of the Fijian people.

' " Give the natives their rights
!

" is a cry that

comes from Exeter Hall, and among these supposed

rights that of a secondary education occupies a very

prominent place. But the real question is-—Do
you give the native his rights by educating him as

you would a boy of European extraction? Is he fit

to be taught Latin and Greek, the natural sciences,

philosophy, and what not ? Does not such a cur-

riculum inflate and produce most pernicious effects

upon those who pass through it ? Is not to cram

the Kaffir with such knowledge in his present half-

civilized state, and with his marked tendency to

slothfulness and an inordinate idea of his own

importance, to wrong, and deeply wrong, rather

than to right him ? It appears to us, and we believe

that those who understand the native character, and

have naught but his highest interests at heart, share

our conviction, that generations must pass before

any thought can be entertained of treating the

African as intellectually on a par with the white

man. Granted that he is quick to pick up facts

and scraps of knowledge ; in character and intel-

lectual development
&
he is as yet but a little child, a

savage of yesterday, whose training must begin from
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the very beginning, and proceed gently and quietly

upon the right lines. His most crying and present

wants must be considered before we attempt to place

in his outstretched hand the instrument of which he

has at present no need, and which, were it given to

him, he would most assuredly use to his own detri-

ment and that of his native land. In plain words,

what the Kaffir requires, and has a right to demand,

at the hands of those who profess to devote them-

selves to his benefit, is to be taught that he is a

child of the common Father of all, who has given

him his being and everything he possesses, and

demands his service and obedience ; to be shown

the evils and misery of heathenism and its many

barbarous practices ; to be instructed by word and

example how to lead a clean and wholesome life,

reprobating and correcting vice in himself and in

his children, and appreciating the beauties of Chris-

tian virtue, valuing cleanliness and neatness both in

person and habitation ; and, finally, to be persuaded

that idleness and laziness are degrading to man and

productive of sin and misery, while, on the other

hand, daily hard work is an honourable thing,

and a source of happiness and contentment. To
Christianize and civilize the native ; to teach him

how to live so as to work out the salvation of the

immortal soul which he possesses as certainly as any

of us ; to ground him in the truths of religion and
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to instruct him in the duties of his state, to point

out to him the advantages of enjoying some of the

simpler comforts which make the white man's life

and dwelling tolerable, in order that he may have a

laudable incentive to good hard work—to act thus

is to show true love for the people of Africa and

their best interests. But to cram their heads with

book-learning, and to turn them out upon the

country swelling with conceit and the notion of

their superiority to their fellows ; ready to ape the

white man's manner and to assimilate any and all

of his failings and vices, absolutely disdainful of

manual labour and full of dreams of the time when

the coloured man is going to sit in council ruling the

destinies of the land—to bring up the native in this

manner is surely to display a lamentably erroneous

notion of what is for his real good. . . .

' We would assuredly have them educated, but the

training which we are convinced they are ready to

receive and profit by is that of the hands rather

than that of the mind. Let the missionary teach

them trades and the art of agriculture ; let him

instil into them love of work and teach them to

take real interest and pride in what they do, and

they will bless him hereafter as a true and wise

friend! \

1 Quoted in Special Reports on the Training of Native Races,'

vol. iv. p. 268.
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The belief in industrial training is spreading to

the Pacific, and is being conducted upon a new scale.

Here and there individual missionaries have done

something, but it has not, up to the present, been

looked upon as the settled policy of any society.

The Rev. J. A. Crump, a Methodist missionary in

New Britain, initiated a ' Plantation Scheme,' in

which the natives have been trained in the principles

of agriculture. Heathen tribes have come to the

plantation to work, and have gone back to their

homes with new ideas of industry and a story to

tell about the new lotu. The enterprise, in spite

of the ever-recurring difficulty of shortage of funds,

has been a thorough success. The London Mis-

sionary Society in New Guinea released one of its

missionaries to form a company having for its object

the industrial development of the natives. The

company has been floated, but it is too early to say

what the results will be. The important point is

that a fresh element has entered into mission work

in these seas.

That such education is necessary to the Fijian

few who know anything of the conditions of native

life to-day would deny. The old methods of

evangelization have worked well in the past, but

they need to be supplemented by some practical

training. Unfortunately that has not been done to

any great extent, and Fiji to-day is suffering in
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consequence of that neglect. The Christian mis-

sions, both Protestant and Catholic, deserve every

praise for what they have accomplished in the

matter of education. Without a penny of support

from the Government they have undertaken, up to

this present, the entire burden of the primary in-

struction of the people. In every village supported

by mission funds a teacher is stationed, and though

the instruction given is very elementary, yet by this

method nearly every man and woman, boy and girl,

can read and write in the Fijian language. The

native has been given some knowledge of the simple

rules of arithmetic, and a little geographical tuition

has widened his outlook upon the world. This is

much to have accomplished ; but it stops short of

the point of real and necessary help. The training

must go farther if it is to develop the race in the

desired direction.

Let us apply this theory of education which we

are now considering to the actual conditions and

needs of the Fijian people and see how it is likely

to work.

Industrial education, especially of an agricultural

character, would be in line with the traditions and

experience of the race. It would commence where

their old civilization left off, and form a connecting

link between it and the new ideas which must

eventually come. It would be helpful in keeping

down the immoral tendencies of the people. Such
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vigorous manual effort must have a salutary effect

upon a man physically. Discipline brings self-

control, and this is a discipline well within the

comprehension of the Fijian. To teach him to

plant and plough his fields ; to instruct him in

trades such as carpentry, for which he has a natural

aptitude ; to introduce him to the exact methods

and accurate skill of the fitting-shop,—to do this is

to meet the Fijian on the level ground. He can

be taught these things, and taught them at once.

There can be no doubt that such instruction

would have a beneficial effect upon his pre-dis-

position to laziness and supineness. He would be

taught gradually the nobility of labour, and see the

many advantages arising from it. He would go

back to his town not with a knowledge which he

could not bring into use, but with an equipment of

new ideas which would be of great service to his

fellows and provoke them to industry. He in his

turn would be a tutor to his townspeople. They

could not fail to be impressed with an industry that

made a useless swamp a profitable banana patch,

with a method of agriculture which made a piece of

ground doubly profitable, or with a trade by which

its possessor could earn nine or ten shillings per day

instead of the usual one or two shillings. There

would be some stimulus given to effort among the

people.

Ambition could be thus aroused—an ambition
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which could be within the reach of all and in no

danger of being out-crowded. That deadly dullness

of the native town, which suffocates all true aspira-

tion, would be dispersed by impulses and ideals such

as these. This would put new hope into his life and

dissipate that fearful fatalism to which his nature is

so prone. He would be proud of an accomplish-

ment in which he could so succeed, and which still

left vistas of possibilities unexplored. There is,

perhaps, no joy so great as the joy of creation, and

this would be open to him. Such employments

would give the race a new grip of life, and, re-

flexively, act upon the vital statistics. A purpose in

living is a strong claim upon life itself.

Such a type of education would certainly tend to

break down the social customs which to-day prevent

the progress of the people. The emphasis would

more and more come to be placed upon the indi-

vidual instead of upon the community. The system

of kerekere would weaken in the presence of so

strong and independent a spirit ; and personality

would have more chance of evolution. Such train-

ing would make the man self-dependent ; and he

would be able to do without the social system at

present in vogue. This would be the natural and

effective method of changing the custom of a

people.

We have seen that the Fijian is not distinctively
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intellectual. Such education as is now advocated

does not call for these qualities. It certainly tends

to develop mind power ; but it can commence

operation on a somewhat slender stock. In a close

touch such as he would have with his English, and

we trust sympathetic, instructor, there would be

more opportunity to exercise personal influence (by

far the most important of all influences in dealing

with a native people) than would be possible in the

class-room.

We have noticed a decided moral and ethical

weakness in the Fijian character. Practical train-

ing would help in this direction. To keep both

hands and mind usefully employed is surely more

than half the battle. Interests other than those

which are merely animal would commence to make

themselves felt. Lewd thought and evil desire

would have less opportunity to rise in a busier and

more resolute life. Habits of providence and

thrift would tend to displace the carelessness and

indifference of the average native.

Practical education of this character could be

devised to meet the special needs of the girls of

Fiji. In relation to the decline in population this

is the most important part of the education required

to save the race. We have seen that the new

customs of life press heavily upon the women ; and

they are ill-fitted by training to bear them. The
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great need is to remodel the habits of the race to

suit the altered conditions of domestic life. This

is the women s work, and they alone can do it. The
maidens of the Fiji of to-day must change the social

habits of the Fiji of to-morrow. There can be no

hope of elevating the males unless, at the same

time and in like proportion, the females are uplifted

also.

To-day the average Fijian woman is described

as ' an idle, frivolous, uncleanly creature, without

maternal instincts and with a blunted sensibility.'

Her virtue is challenged as being of the frailest

sort. Should not something be done for her ? Yes.

Much will have to be done if the people are to be

saved. While the mothers of the race are degraded

there can be little hope for the next generation,

The Fijian needs, as does every people

—

A perfect woman, nobly planned,

To warn, to comfort, and command.

There is a sphere in life which she alone can fill,

and responsibilities none can share with her. They

are the greatest in life. For these, then, she must

be trained and fitted. This will be scarcely accom-

plished by ' English education.'

The leakage in the population is more directly

attributable to her ignorance, filth, and looseness

than to any other set of causes. She must be

born again with new ideals of personal purity and
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domestic cleanliness. Her ideas of both, at present,

are very indefinite. She must be taught to make

a home and to care for her children. To-day she

is wofully ignorant even of the simplest rules of

hygiene, and therefore at the mercy of the super-

stitious * wise women.'

This all means practical education in cooking,

sewing, washing, scrubbing, mending and nursing.

Already something has been done in this direction,

and a school for girls on these lines has been

established by one of the missionary societies. But

instead of one there ought to be a score in Fiji.

This then, it seems to us, is the one hope of the

Fijian people. It is idle to attempt to teach them

things for which neither by past experience nor

present qualification they are fitted. It is waste of

money and—what is far more serious—waste of

time, to teach boys subjects which they can never

hope to bring into practical use. But to give them

a thorough education in some department of manual

labour is to fit them for immediate usefulness, and

not in any manner to block the path to more

intellectual progress.

Given a new generation of men who have tasted

the sweets of honest labour, and felt the thrill of

self-earned wealth, married to a new race of women
who know how to respect and care for themselves

and their offspring, and there must be produced—if
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heredity means anything at all, and environment

does affect life—a more virile and capable people.

But these projects require a great expenditure of

wealth, and if the Christian Church is to play her

part—a part which none other can so successfully

play—she must be prepared to pay the price both

in men and in money. It remains to be seen how
long it will be before she awakes to the great

opportunity that now greets her in the Fiji of

To-day.
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CHAPTER XIII

THE COMING OF THE INDIAN

It is bad for the Christian's peace of mind
To hustle the Aryan brown;

For the Christian riles, but the Aryan smiles,

And it weareth the Christian down.

And the end of the fight is a tombstone white,

With the name of the dear deceased;

And the epitaph drear, A fool lies here

Who tried to hustle the East.

Rudyard Kipling.

But the problems connected with the Fijian people

are only parts of a much greater whole. There is

another question—or a whole series of questions

—

placed before us in the coming of the Indian. In

this development, and those which are necessarily-

connected with it, are contained social, moral, and

political dangers which affect not only Fiji itself, but

which reach out to the more distant colonies, and

refuse to be bounded even by the Equator. The
orientalization of the Pacific is no mere catch-

phrase coined to express a negligible migratory

movement on the part of certain Asiatic peoples

;
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it represents, on the contrary, an alteration in the

world's affairs which needs no prophet to descry as

significant and portentous.

Hitherto, these islands have been inhabited by

native tribes of no political weight ; and their

government has been, for the most part, decided by

others. Tonga has tried to govern itself ; but surely

in the history of the world there has never been

so ridiculous and pantomimic an attempt. The
Pacific Islanders have been counted mere pawns

upon the world's chessboard ; and the game has

been played without much reference to them. Now
and again, one has been captured or moved ; but

the real play has been with the bigger pieces. The
Pacific has never been taken seriously. It has been

looked upon as an interesting playground wherein

brown, merry children have romped and sported in

irresponsible fun. The Powers that be have, at

their own whim and convenience, appointed gover-

nors, masters, and monitors for these kindergartens

of the South Seas.

Imagine, however, these groups peopled with

Asiatic peoples of political importance (and all

indications, at present, point in that direction) ; what

then will be the world's attitude ? The pawns in the

game will then acquire new values, and hold more

important pieces in check. For it must be re-

membered that the Pacific has a geographical and
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strategical importance out of all proportion to the

size of the islands it contains. Kipling, in singing

of Singapore, makes bold to state

—

The second doorway of the wide world's trade

Is mine to loose or bar.

Whoever holds the key of the Pacific will have the

power to loose or bar the third door—a door that

may yet be more important than the second. Power

is manifestly moving towards the East, and the

Western nations cannot afford to let slip from their

grasp the mastery of the Pacific.

It will be exceedingly mortifying to the next

generation of Britons to find that by colossal mis-

management and criminal apathy the British in-

fluence won in the Pacific by brave missionaries and

daring traders has been frittered away. A writer in

an Australian paper recently summed up the position

in these words :

' In the Pacific Ocean, the coming centre of the

world's life, the highway between the Empire's two

greatest colonies, we have lost foothold after foot-

hold. Manila in the Philippines was ours once. Our

Government gave it back to Spain, the United

States now hold it, and Japan will hold. Hawaii was

offered to us time and again ; now no British vessel

may carry freight or passengers between it and the

States ; and Honolulu is to be the United States'

naval base. New Caledonia was ours, and France

r 2
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has it. Tahiti was flying into our lap ; France has

it. Germany snatched away half of New Guinea

fresh from our grasp, and did her best to take Tonga.

Half the groups of Oceania, first evangelized by

British missionaries, are now in foreign hands, and

no British missionary is now let live there. And
from first to last this mischief has been wrought, not

by the folly or idleness or temerity of Britons on

the spot, but by the timidity or the apathy, or, in

many cases, the deliberate neglect of the depart-

ments in England which . . . pretend to administer

a world-wide empire.'

In another fifty years, or even less, England will

commence to realize how fateful these losses have

been.

To the missionary societies labouring in these

seas, the problems caused by Asiatic immigration

are becoming more and more serious. It is increas-

ingly evident that, while there must be no neglect

of the present and decaying peoples, the major effort

of the Church will have, at no distant date, to be

concentrated upon the new and coming races. New
conditions of competitive and commercial life are

rapidly and permanently arising in these islands.

Because the lower races are unable to fulfil the

requirements of that new life, and must necessarily

be so for many years, other types of men ready to

the hand of industry must inevitably come.
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The once savage tribes indigenous to these lands

can play only a very secondary part in the great

drama which the Zeitgeist is about to stage. At the

most they will be only supernumeraries liable to

dismissal at a moment's notice. The demands of

civilization are such as to more and more exclude

the drones from the great hive ; and now that this

spirit is coming to the Pacific no exception to these

imperative conditions can be expected. The lazy,

shiftless islander must go. The remnant that is

left of his breed must by industry and effort coalesce

with the more vigorous peoples who will plough the

almost virgin lands of his forefathers. Such peoples

there are in plenty, and their eyes are turned in this

direction. The Pacific is the natural outlet for the

pent-up pressure of human life. It is the line of

least resistance, and in human history, as well as in

mechanics, force moves thither-wards.

Japan, with its crowded cities and infertile moun-

tain-sides, cannot fail to notice the uninhabited

richness of these island-groups. She has already

made some significant advances. China, with grim

poverty staring every other million of her subjects

in the face, will look wistfully towards these partially

occupied lands so verdant and fertile. India, with

plague and famine ever at her door, deems that she

has some right to these almost vacant spaces, and

dare we deny her claim ?
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Capital, followed by his busy servant Commerce,

has paid a visit here and left pledges that he will

fulfil the contracts he has entered into. These are

nothing less than the complete revolution of the

Pacific. In these days the golden sceptre of Wealth

in the hand of Enterprise does more to decide the

destinies of peoples than the fiats of kings. Capital

sits upon the throne of the gods, and the other deities

nod to his decrees. At his sordid behest nations

are born—or more often destroyed—in a day. No
race, however interesting or attractive, will be

allowed to live which does not pay tribute to this

merciless Caesar. No considerations of sentiment

have a place in this kingdom of Mammon. Peoples,

traditions, virtues, and tastes, must all be expressed

in terms of pounds, shillings, and pence. If the

present occupants of these islands do not furnish the

labour that capital requires, a fleet will soon be on

the waters bearing the type demanded. We may

object as much as we will to the exploitation of these

countries, but it will go on in spite of our caveat,

and congested wealth and congested population will

together seek relief in these fruitful islands.

This part of the Pacific has been allowed to rest

from the stress of life for many, many centuries.

In fact, human history has no notes of a time of

struggle in these seas. There are dug up no fossil

remains belonging to some past and forgotten
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civilization. What may have been in the long, long

ago, only imagination can conjecture.

But already changes have come. The heavy

tramp of armies has been heard on coral beaches
;

the sharp pit of the rifle has been followed by the

cry of the slain ; and the hellish rattle of the

machine-gun has broken in upon the ancient quiet.

Among the twisted reefs, built by long aeons of

tireless patience before rude man had even begun

to crawl, huge warships have threaded their way
;

bearing gold-braided officers ; and they have made
the long-silent mountains reverberate with the boom
of cannon ; while upon dark, wooded hills and

sleeping rivers the prying searchlight has flashed.

Civilization has come ! The Fates, with their

unwonted impartiality, seem about to give the

Pacific her long-denied chance and rouse her from

her torpor.

There can be no ' White ' Pacific. There may
be a remote possibility of a ! White Australia ' or a
' White South Africa,' for these countries lie in

latitudes favourable to the European. The South

Seas can offer no such hope. One of the secrets of

the success of the Anglo-Saxon people in coloniza-

tion has been the ability to accommodate themselves

to changes of environment, and to live either astride

the Equator or at the base of the Poles. But such

life is possible only under modified conditions.
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Once the Anglo-Saxon is unable to modify the

conditions to suit his special needs, he must go.

He may live well enough in the Tropics provided

he is not called upon to undergo great physical

strain nor forced to live upon a narrow wage.

Increase his tasks and lower his standard of living

—

and down he goes. But there are millions of people

to whom his hardest tasks are light, and who would

account his bare necessities the highest luxury.

To these people, life under a vertical sun is not

merely bearable but favourable. They can toil

from sunrise to sunset and ask as their rations only

a few ounces of rice. Up to this time the white

man, because he has happened to command the

position, has been able to utilize the fitness of these

people for these tropical conditions, and has been

able to make the major portion of the resultant

profits from their labours his own. But these

circumstances are arbitrary and accidental, and

not in any sense fundamental and real. By some

twist of politics, by some mistake in international

diplomacy, by some unforeseen contingency, his

advantage may be gone. Then what will happen ?

We cannot say ; but it does not seem likely that in

the new shuffle the best cards of the pack will fall to

the white hand.

The European's chief source of strength in the

Pacific has not been the neutral-tinted gunboat nor
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the fluttering national flag. The springs from

which his authority comes are deeper than we often

think. His unequalled, and almost unquestioned,

power has its roots in his moral and intellectual

superiority to the peoples who are under him.

Were he always true to the best traditions of his

past, he would have no difficulty, for many years

to come, in holding his supremacy in the Pacific.

But he sometimes forgets himself and lowers the

prestige of his race ; and then the little brown or

yellow man has a chance. It is a great game of

cricket, and the white man bats with quick-eyed,

fleet-footed fieldsmen waiting open-palmed to catch

him out. He is still ' in,' but he runs fearful risks.

In Fiji, Asiatic labour has already come in the

person of the Indian. He is of our Empire—if

that is any sort of comfort to us. He salutes the

same flag—and spits venomously on the ground the

moment our back is turned. Because he is a fellow

subject in this 'Greatest of all Empires,' we can

scarcely deny him admittance. We may call to

mind the fable of the camel who wanted only his

nose in the open doorway ; but, as we need this

particular camel very much, we cannot say him nay

at this time. We, after the fashion of our race, will

see about it by-and-by. The Indian is wanted in

Fiji. He has come at our solicitation, and we are

under some sort of compliment to him for coming to
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us in our extremity—though we would rather die

than admit it to him. He is here because capital

must have labour to carry out its plans and the

native labour is out of the question. Even though

the Fijian does, as the result of a proper training,

cast off his sloth and become a worker, he would

not be the type required. He is a landowner in a

country where land is valuable, and is more likely to

become the small farmer or planter of independent

means than the serf of commerce. Though he

rises as an artisan, he will seek the higher rather

than the lower tasks. He will not be likely to

spend his life cutting sugar-cane or weeding ditches.

Thus the Pharaohs of capital cannot hope to press

him into bondage. He will not make their bricks.

Experiments have been tried with native races from

other parts of the Pacific, but they have proved

themselves either too expensive for the economical

spirit of commerce, or else have been too shiftless

and unreliable for the methodical needs of industry.

The Indian coolie was given a trial. Though he

has no body to speak of, and seemingly still less

soul, he has shown himself to be so satisfactory that

for thirty years now he has supplied the labour for

the principal projects in Fiji. At the present time

over three thousand Indians per annum are needed to

carry on the business of the colony. Over forty

thousand are now in the group, and the number
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increases at the rate of about four thousand annually

;

for not only do the immigrant ships pour forth their

contribution, but the birth-rate makes a large and

increasing presentation. Thus the face of Fiji is

surely changing in feature, if not in colour ; and,

with a constantly decreasing native population and

a rapidly increasing Indian element, it cannot be

many years before the proportions are completely

reversed and these islands become, to all intents

and purposes, an Indian colony.

The importation of the coolie is entirely in the

hands of the Fiji Government, and every effort is

made to provide, so far as possible, against abuse

and injustice. The emigrants are selected in India

by agents of the Crown ; and it is demanded that

the recruiting-officers explain the conditions under

which indenture is be entered into and the par-

ticulars of life in Fiji. There is doubt, however,

whether this is, in all cases, done ; but the authorities

here are certainly not responsible for any misrepre-

sentations which may be made to the prospective

emigrant. They have done their best to prevent

any such conduct. A strict medical inspection in

Calcutta or Madras rejects any who may be unfit or

likely to become so. The coolies are then put on

board specially chartered vessels, on each of which

travels a surgeon, whose duty it is to see to the

health of the emigrants. Upon arrival in Fiji they
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are strictly quarantined to guard against the intro-

duction of infectious diseases into the colony, and a

still more careful medical examination takes place.

Those who are deemed too far below the standard

are rejected and sent back by the same steamer,

and any who are only partially or temporarily

inefficient are put upon ' reduced tasks '—that is,

they are allowed to earn less than the normal wage

for the time such disqualification is in force. For

these services, and including the cost of transit, the

Immigration Department charges the individual

planter or company applying for this labour a sum

of about sixteen pounds per statute adult. That is

the net cost of these human agricultural implements.

For five years the coolie is ' indentured ' to his

employer, and during that time he is legally bound

to serve according to very definite and somewhat

stringent conditions. The employer is obliged to

provide sleeping accommodation of a scheduled

amount of space, and medical attention in times of

sickness.

At the end of five years, if the coolies have satis-

factorily fulfilled their obligations, and have not

'suffered jail,' they become 'free' Indians. They

are then released from the bondage of indenture,

and for fivQ years longer are expected to settle in

the colony. At the end of that period—making a

term of ten years in all—they are given a free
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passage back to India, or, if they so elect, they

can remain in Fiji as permanent residents. It is

this latter option of which the great majority avail

themselves.

The system of ' tasks ' prevails on the estates.

So many chains of sugar-cane weeding or planting

are counted, for example, a ' task. ' For the satis-

factory performance of this amount of work the

coolie receives one shilling. He is expected to

accomplish it in one day, and the basis is that of an

average man's ability. The women are placed on

the same footing ; but their tasks are lighter and

the payment proportionately less. If a man fails to

perform the task set him within the day, he is liable

to be summoned to the court and may be fined or

imprisoned for his slothfulness. There are some

men—strong and accustomed to such work—who

can manage seven tasks in a week, whereas others,

through laziness, lack of skill, or physical inability,

can accomplish only two or three. When the coolie

judges that the task is too hard he has the right of

appeal to the coolie inspector (a Government official)

;

but as that gentleman is not seen oftener than once

or twice a year, it is a somewhat limited privilege.

Of course there is the magistrate to whom complaint

can be made ; but the court-house may be twenty or

thirty miles away, and that is practically an impos-

sible distance. It is not surprising, therefore, that
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under such conditions it frequently happens that the

coolie takes the law into his own hands and tries the

edge of his cane-knife upon the skull of the English

overseer. The Oriental has somewhat primitive and

summary ideas of justice, and cannot understand our

calmer and slower methods.

The plantations have considerable difficulty in

keeping the coolies up to their work. It is only in

aggravated cases that the overseer takes the ex-

treme step of bringing the indentured man or woman

before the court, for it means loss of time both to

employer and employed. Yet notwithstanding this

fact, in 1907, out of 11,689 adults under indenture,

1,461 were proceeded against for breaches of the

labour laws. They either refused or were unable

to complete the tasks given them, and consequently

were fined or imprisoned according to their choice.

This means that over thirteen per cent, of the

labour was refractory. Probably an even greater

proportion of dissatisfaction did not make its appear-

ance before the bench.

The official return for 1907 gives the average

earnings as 11 '57 pence for males and 5*93 pence

for females. These wages, translated into Indian

annas, appear fairly high, but it must be remembered

that the cost of living in Fiji is probably treble what

it is in India. Rice here is from twopence half-

penny to threepence per pound, and other foods
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are proportionately dear. Nevertheless, it is sur-

prising that even upon such slender wages the

Indian, as a rule, manages to save something. He
is blessed with an easily satisfied appetite, and can

eat the poorest fare with an enviable contentment

—

if it is only cheap. Frequently when a man leaves

the ' lines ' on the completion of his indenture, he

has ten or twelve sovereigns to call his own.

The life on the plantations to an ordinary in-

dentured coolie is not of a very inviting character.

The difference between the state he now finds him-

self in and absolute slavery is merely in the name

and term of years. The chances are that as a slave

he would be both better housed and better fed than

he is to-day. The coolies themselves, for the most

part, frankly call it narak (hell) ! Not only are the

wages low, the tasks hard, and the food scant, but

it is an entirely different life from that to which they

have been accustomed, and they chafe, especially at

first, at the bondage.

They live in long rows of tarred buildings divided

into cubicles of about ten feet long by seven feet

broad. They have no floor—except the one the

coolie makes out of a cement composed of cow-dung

and clay—and have corrugated iron roofs. In each

of these miserable little boxes—for they are no more
—three men, or one family, are consigned to eat and

sleep. In this cell all their worldly possessions
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must be stored, and room left for a fire-place and

sleeping accommodation. 1 Sometimes space is found

for a few fowls, a dog or two, and a couple of goats,

and these—with the other animals which infest them

—share the provision made by the kindly company.

There can be no doubt, in spite of all the excuses

offered and the reiterated statements that the coolie

has worse accommodation in India, &c, &c, that

the dwellings provided are too small and are inimical

to health.

Here and there the 'Lines'—as these long rows

of black buildings are called—are fairly well kept

and good sanitary arrangements obtain. In Nausori,

for instance, which is the head quarters of the

Colonial Sugar Refining Company in Fiji, the

coolies are given a splendid water supply, and a

huge modern septic tank deals with all the garbage

and refuse of the place. If in such a place as this

there is filth, it is of the personal sort with which

no regulations can deal. Unfortunately, such cleanly

conditions are not general. Back on the plantations

the coolies are herded together like so many penned

cattle, amid the most insanitary conditions and in-

describable and disgusting filth. A man must hold

his nose with a firm grip as he passes through some

of these lines ; but to live in them— ! It is small

wonder that sickness and disease hold carnival, and

1 Since the above was written the Immigration Department

obliges the employer to provide separate kitchens.
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such places are a disgrace to civilization and a stain

upon commerce.

No effort is made either by the Government or

by the employers to provide the coolie with any

elevating influences. There are individual em-

ployers who take a semi-paternal interest in these

labourers, but there is nothing in the shape of legis-

lation to force them to attend to any other than

the merely animal wants of their employes. A
company, of course, hasn't a soul. So long as its

' labour ' is maintained in sufficient health to do its

tasks—no more is required. The same may be

said of its mules and bullocks.

The children are allowed to run wild. No
educational privileges are given. As soon as they

reach the age of twelve, they too must go to the

fields. It was only after a stubborn fight that the

Christian missionary was permitted to teach either

adults or children. The Immigration Department,

however, sided with the missionary, and the opposi-

tion broke down. The companies were afraid that

if education were given—particularly in English

—

the coolies would be spoilt as ' labour,' and that when

a coolie became a Christian he would then hold

absurd ideas about all men being brothers ! There

was no need, however, for the companies to be fear-

ful, for the coolie has not manifested any visible

enthusiasm either for English or Christianity.

So it comes about that in the * lines ' the very worst
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side of the Indian is developed. He is not a

virtuous man by nature, and any inclination he may

have is not helped by the life he is forced to live.

One of the saddest and most depressing sights a man
can behold, if he have any soul at all, is a ' coolie

line' in Fiji. There is a look of abjectness and

misery on almost every face that haunts him. Dirt,

filth, and vile stenches abound. Wickedness flaunts

itself unshamedly. Loose, evil-faced women throw

their jibes at criminal-looking men, or else quarrel

with each other in high, strident voices made

emphatic by wild, angry gestures. The beholder

turns away striving to discover whether pity or

disgust is uppermost in his mind. There is much

occasion for both.

Many of the coolies are of low caste or no caste

at all. The sweepings of the streets of Calcutta, the

riff-raff from the inland towns, the ne'er-do-wells from

the villages, and the men who have become too

well known to the police—all are to be found in Fiji.

There is also a considerable sprinkling of the simple

rural people, who are often the victims of the other

class. These are in reality the most satisfactory

labourers, and from their industry soon reap reward.

Nevertheless, it is surprising how the discipline of

regular work affects for the better all but the very

worst. After a good deal of preliminary kicking

and vain protestation, the lazy man finds that it is
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best to attempt his task, at any rate. Men who have

lived by their wits, professional thieves, vagabonds,

and criminals, often settle down to become capital

workers. Some of the more intelligent recognize

this and call Fiji a ' Refarmertery.' Here is a

coolie who has just completed his indenture and has

been given a certificate of good character. He has

worked steadily for five years and been to court

only once—that in the first month.
1 Why did you come to Fiji, Baramool ?

' asks his

overseer, who is just parting with him.
1 Sir, I will tell you now that my indenture is

finished and I know you to be a true sahib. I was

a bad man in India. I never worked, and no one

could make me. I lived by thieving, as a rule. But

twice I murdered people to get money, and the

police had me in their grip. But I bribed one of

them to let me escape, and I got to Calcutta and

came to Fiji. At first I hated you, sahib, and said

in my heart I would murder you too. The day you

took me to court for not working, I had a knife

sharp for you ; but when I heard you ask the

magistrate not to be too hard on me and give me
another chance, I said I'd make the best of it,

and I have. May Ram bless you, sahib, for you

changed my goings. Salam, sahib. I go now—

a

free man.'

' Salam, Baramool. Good luck to you.'
s 2
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'I'm blowed if I don't feel like shaking hands

with the fellow— I believe I will/

1 Here, Baramool, let hands meet.'

They both look somewhat awkward during the

brief ceremony ; but Baramool goes off feeling that

there is some reward in virtue, after all, and the

sahib fancies that the tobacco in his pipe tastes

better than it did.
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CHAPTER XIV

FIVE YEARS' HARD LABOUR

Yes, all the deeds that men have done

In light of day, before the sun,

Or veiled beneath the gloom of night,

The good, the bad, the wrong, the right

—

These, though forgotten, reappear,

And travel, silent, in their rear.

The Mahabharata.

The coolies, however, are not all scum. Among
them are to be found, here and there, well-educated

men, of good caste and not without refinement.

How they have come to mix themselves with such

a crowd is a mystery. Yet each case has an

explanation to offer.

' Good afternoon, sir.' The salutation is in perfect

English, and given by a keen-faced, intellectual-

looking Indian of perhaps thirty-five years of age.

4 Good afternoon. You know English !

'

'Yes. I have had an English education.'

' What are you doing here, then ? This sort of

life is not for such as you/
277
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' Sir, I have been victimized, and am here through

deception. I was tired of India also, and have

always been of a roving disposition. I had a desire

to see a new country, and so I came to Fiji.'

' Yes. That is all right as a story, and is a fairly

common one ; but it does not explain your coming

out as a coolie.'

1 That's where the deception comes in, sir. I met

a man in India, dressed in European clothes, who

was employed as a recruiting-agent. He told me
that there were now splendid openings for enter-

prising Indians in the Fijis. He said that it was

a rapidly developing country, that people grew rich

in a few years, and that men of education were at

a premium. He introduced a man who had lived

ten years in Fiji, and who gave a glowing account

of the country. He told me there were plenty of

positions for " Babus " at 150 per annum. I found

out afterwards that he was a decoy for the recruiter,

and I question whether the man had ever seen Fiji.

Not a word was said then about indenture, and,

foolishly, I inquired no further. I had pretty good

reasons for wanting to leave India just then, and so

I went to the Calcutta depdt. There I found out

about indenture ; but I made up my mind to go on.

The life on the ship among the great unwashed was

bad enough ; but this is confoundedly worse.'

' But why did you leave India ?

'
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The coolie looked questioningly at his interlocutor,

and evidently reading a reply in the face before

him, said

—

1

Sir, if you have a few minutes to spare, come

into my house and I will tell you the truth. I

cannot offer you much accommodation or entertain-

ment. My salary does not allow of light wines and

delicacies. Here is a box—will you please sit down.

Will you take a banana? Horace would say that

it was a modest meal served in a modest dish,

wouldn't he ?
' The dish was modest enough

—

being an enamel plate ; but the visitor declined to

eat. The host turned to another Indian crouching

over a few smoky sticks in the mud fire-place, and

jerked out in Hindustani

—

'Go out, you dog, and stay outside until I call

you/
1

Sir, my name is Banerji—John Wilson Banerji.'

(That is not the actual name he gave, but it will

do.) ' My father is a minister in the Church Mission-

ary Society and a graduate of Calcutta University.

I was given a good education in the mission schools,

and then I went to the university and took my
Arts degree. Afterwards I studied law and visited

England. I went to Cambridge for a while. I

did very well in my course and won some medals

which I left in India. I left home very hurriedly;

but I brought some of my papers and a few books.
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If you would like to look at my papers, here they

are.'

He opened a box and drew out a roll of certificates

and examination papers. The sahib glanced through

them, and there could be no mistake that the story

told was true.

'When I returned to India, I found employment

with Barnett and Greaves, a firm of lawyers in

Calcutta. I was sent up to Lucknow with some

money, for I had come from those parts and spoke

Urdu as my mother-tongue. A great temptation

lay in wait for me there and— I embezzled some of

the funds. I was told to do it by another. I was

found out, or all would have been well. My father

was broken-hearted, and got the bishop to intercede

for me. My employers agreed to delay prosecution

to give me a chance to get out of the country and

to save my father's name. So I came here. It was

tough luck, wasn't it ?

1 What are you doing here ?
'

1 I'm cutting grass for the mules at present, and

now can manage to earn my shilling a day. At

first, my hands were so soft that they blistered

terribly, and if it had not been for that low-caste

coolie you saw in here just now, I don't know how

I would have lived. I could earn only fourpence

a day ; but he was used to this kind of work and

could make his shilling easily. He always shared
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with me. I earn a bit extra by writing letters for

the coolies/

' But you must be very miserable here in the

midst of life such as this ?

'

I Well, I was at first ; but misery, like happiness,

is a purely relative term. I am getting used to this.

The first three months my overseer knocked me
about a good deal. I used to speak to him in

English because I couldn't understand his Hindustani.

This used to anger him very much. He struck me
down once and kicked me in the mouth. I have

now learned his jargon, and we get on fairly well.

He is not a bad sort—just ignorant and poorly

bred. Lately I have been keeping his books for

him, and when we are alone he speaks to me in

English.'

' How much longer have you to serve in

indenture ?

'

* Two years and three months more and then

I shall be free. I think I shall try to get a position

as court interpreter or lawyers' clerk, and, after my
five years are gone, I'll get back to India. Old

Greaves will probably be dead by then—a lot of

things happen in ten years—and I can make a start

again.'

I

I hope you will have learnt a lesson by your

misfortune and wrong-doing.'

* Oh, yes. We have many lessons to learn in
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life. Good afternoon, sir, if you will go. Thanks

for talking to me—it has done me good. Perhaps,

if you get a chance, when my indenture is finished

you will put in a good word for me, to help me get

a Government position. Good-bye, sir.'

' Salam, sahib.' The man saluted respectfully

and showed a high brow beneath his little brown

cap.

' Is your honour a padri (a minister) ?

'

4 No ; but I am a friend of the padri. Why ?

'

' Show great mercy, sahib, and give my many

salams to the padri sahib, and tell him that Karan

Singh is a kristan. I have just come from India,

sahib, and have no friend.'

The man spoke perfect Urdu, and was evidently

of good birth and education.

Why are you here ?
'

I left India, sahib.'

But why?'

I just left'

But you must have had some special reason

—

out with it.'

1

I will tell the padri sahib when I see him.'

The missionary inquired into his case, and found

that he was educated at the Bareilly Theological

Seminary. His principal gave him an excellent

character. He had suffered much for his faith, and
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had been evidently very sincere in his profession.

He was a man of the Thakur or warrior caste, and

had been disowned by all his people from the day

that he received Christian baptism. But in an evil

moment he copied in an examination, and the

discipline of the college demanded that he should

be expelled. He left in shame, and fled to Fiji.

I was very glad when, one day, the padri told me
that he intended to give that man another chance as

soon as his indenture was finished.

' Good-day, sir.'

' Good-day.'

He was a Madrasi coolie with a black, inky skin

and brilliant hypnotic eyes. He stood in a dirty

loin-cloth on the company's wharf at Navua.

' Will-you-be-good-enough-to-do-me-a-great-kind-

ness, sir ?
' he said in excellent English, but with

the peculiar staccato accent so characteristic of his

type.

'What is it?'

'Would you please be good enough to speak to

the manager on my behalf. I want to work in the

office, as I can't do the field work. I shall die if I

am to dig any more drains. Rat poison is cheap

here.'

1 Why don't you speak to the manager yourself,

or get your overseer to do so ?

'
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'Sir, the overseer has got me " set," and he will

not help me. The manager is too busy to listen

to the cry of a coolie unless some one will stand

sponsor.'

1 But what can you do in the office ?

'

' I am a certificated accountant by profession. I

can keep books— single or double entry—make

up balance-sheets or anything in that line. I took

first-class honours in mathematics, and am familiar

with the use of graphs. I am also a fairly good

draughtsman. Please do something for me, sir.'

1 But why did you leave India ?
'

1

Sir, I was foolish. All the men of my caste are

bad tempered. My wife was always quarrelling

with me, and I got angry and struck her. So I ran

away.'

* But you needn't have run away because you

struck your wife. That is not an uncommon thing

among your people.'

1 True, sir ; but the woman died !
'

This keen, clever coolie was a murderer

!

1

Sir, please don't forget me. Rat poison is very

easy to take, they say.'

These are some of the men who are weeding

sugar-cane or digging drains for one shilling per

day ! Here they are suffering bitter penance and

wearing out their lives in the chains their own
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wrong-doing has wrought for them. This class of

coolie is always more or less unsatisfactory as

'labour,' and is frequently at the bottom of in-

surrection and strife.

Let it be said to the credit of the Immigration

Department in Fiji that every care is taken, so far

as possible, to prevent the oppression of the coolie.

The system, however, is a barbarous one, and the

best supervision cannot eliminate cruelty and in-

justice. Such a method of engaging labour may be

necessary in order to carry out the enterprises of

capital ; but there is something dehumanizing and

degrading about the whole system. It is bad for

the coolie ; it is not good for the Englishman.

We are not accusing the overseers, as a class, of

brutality. That would be exceedingly unfair ; for

some of them—the majority of them—are decent,

manly fellows who, under peculiarly trying con-

ditions, strive to do the right thing. But when

there is a man, coarse, sensual, and brutal—

a

Legree—the system plays into his hands. He can

wreak his revenge or gratify his baser passions

without great fear of discovery. With such a man

the most powerful deterrent to wrong-doing is the

coolie's cane-knife.

It is mid-day. A woman went to work in the

morning, and left her infant, according to the rules
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of the estate, at the plantation creche. The little

one had been ill during the night, and the mother

had become anxious about it. She stole from her

work to see it, and found that it still had fever.

She determined to bring it back with her to the

field—which is contrary to rules. She is doing this

when her overseer, a big, burly Britisher, rides

along on his chestnut horse. He sees her carrying

the child on her hip, and immediately hurls off

English and Hindustani oaths at her.

' Back you go ! Take back your kid to the creche,

you
'

The woman turns in fear, and puts her hands

together in entreaty. The whip comes down upon

her half-naked back and legs. The child is struck

also. Both are crying and screaming, and the

mounted brute almost puts his horse's hoofs upon

her. A European happens to be passing.

You coward ! Call yourself an Englishman to

strike a woman like that ?

'

He laughs uneasily.

* These d d coolies—especially the women

—

must taste the whip. There is no keeping them

under else.'

A coolie comes out of the mill with his face cut

and bleeding and some of his teeth knocked in.

His blue dungaree clothes are heavily stained with
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blood. It looks like an accident caused by the

machinery. It is not, though. He is employed

shovelling lime into a grinder, and he has been

careless enough to spill some. This fell upon an

Englishman below, who came up in anger, and, with

a piece of wood, did

—

this. The coolie was a week

before he went to work again.

The fact which needs emphasis is this : that a

system which makes such cases of brutality possible

is one in great want of reform. Such cases could

be multiplied ad nauseam. It is only right again to

state that the majority of overseers are far removed

from such brutality, and do not take advantage of

the power placed in their hands. The position of

overseer is no sinecure. It is always open to very

serious dangers, and the loss of life in Fiji from the

violence of the coolie is surprisingly great. On the

one side there is the company's manager feverish to

make his plantation returns a decimal of a penny

more profitable than the returns of some other. To
do this he must depend upon his overseers. Thus

competition among them is naturally keen. The

man who can grow cane at '000132 of a penny per

ton less than the average cost, is likely to stand

well when chances of promotion occur. To bring

about this desirable result the overseer must keep

his ' labour ' up to the mark. But there he is met
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with difficulties, for he has to reckon with the coolie.

The coolie is not easy to reckon with, as a rule.

He has an innate genius for dodging work, and

brings an almost infinite amount of cunning to bear

upon that art. He is often as obstreperous as a

mule, as sulky as a working bullock, and as slim and

stealthy as a mongoose. The overseer is thus

between the devil and the deep sea. The coolie

is the deep sea. Considering the risks taken, the

position is worth not less than a thousand a year.

It usually carries about two hundred.

Assaults upon the overseers are somewhat fre-

quent, and often diabolical in design and execution.

The cause is sometimes obscure and never comes to

light. It may be that in a large percentage of cases

the victim himself is principally to blame. He has

become either unduly callous or else morbidly sensi-

tive. It is difficult to say which is the more danger-

ous attitude. At other times misadventures occur

through ignorance of Indian character and custom.

More often, however, they are brought about

through misunderstanding. One of the most neces-

sary precautions in Fiji to-day, to prevent assaults

arising from this cause, is to make obligatory an

examination in the language of the labourer on the

part of the person directing him. This would cut

out, at one stroke, a large percentage of l labour

'

troubles. A dialect has sprung up in Fiji which

the Indians humorously call 'Overseer's Speech.'
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It is a marvellous language, in its own way—a sort

of Esperanto which is most easily learned by both

parties and extremely serviceable where no degree

of exactness is required. But the trouble arises

when some shade of meaning is attempted. Hin-

dustani is a highly inflected language, with verbal

changes almost as numerous as in Latin. Over-

seer's Speech ' calmly ignores this fact as being

impertinently tedious, and proceeds to lop off all

post-positions and tense-endings. The verb to be

is somewhat difficult to use, hence its place is taken

by the verb to sit, the imperative of which is

commandeered for all purposes. The idioms of

the language are looked upon as entirely negligible

—for what right has a coolie to idioms of his own ?

In their stead, English ones are hurled pell-mell at

his luckless head. With this meagre stock of

grammar and this limited vocabulary, the overseer

works his ' labour ' and, to quote Kipling, * slings

the bat.'
1 The most amusing part of it all is that

because the coolie understands and replies back in

the same language, the overseer thinks that he is

speaking Hindustani ! It sounds like a foreign

language to him—as it does to the coolie. There

are some, however, who do learn respectable and

understandable Hindustani, and these, as a rule,

have little difficulty with their hands.

The reason is not far to seek. An Indian loves

1 Speech.
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to recount his grievances. Usually, it matters less

to him that he obtains redress than that he receives

a hearing from his sahib. After reciting his real

—

or, as it more often happens, his imaginary—wrongs,

a sympathetic though non-committal reply sends him

away fairly satisfied. But when his overseer does

not understand what he says, and blazes a broadside

of harsh imperatives and opprobrious epithets at

him, well—he just sharpens his knife. Good for

the sahib if the anger has died down before the

knife gets a chance.

Sometimes—much too frequently—it is the white

man's relations with Indian women which are the

cause of assault. Some Englishmen seem to

imagine that because a woman is brown she has,

therefore, no rights of person ; and there is a

certain class, happily growing less in Fiji, to whom
no woman is sacred, and who profess incredulity

if either a woman or her husband are above selling

virtue.

Din Muhammad was a man of good caste and

education. He had a history in India, but it was

more foolish than vicious. He was placed in charge

of the women as sardar (head man) on a certain

plantation under an English overseer. Din Muham-

mad was no saint ; but he had spasms of ethics

—

and more than spasms of obstinacy. When his
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sahib made improper proposals to him regarding

some of the better-looking women under his care,

he became suddenly virtuous, and virtue mounted

itself upon a mule-like intractability. He even

preached a little upon the subject, quoting from the

Quran—of all books ! The overseer was exasper-

ated, and beat Din Muhammad so savagely that he

had to be sent to the hospital. The coolie inspector

heard of the case, and made some inquiries. The

overseer sniffed trouble, and so laid a charge against

the sardar of attacking him, paying four coolies two

rupees each to swear that he himself had struck only

in self-defence. The four coolies told a consistent story

—for two rupees is good money to pay in a country

where a witness for any purpose can be obtained

for a single rupee. Din Muhammad was sentenced

to six months' imprisonment in the Suva jail. The
coolie inspector, however, was not satisfied. He
' Sherlock- Holmesed' the case, and found out that

Din Muhammad had been ill-used, and that he had

really sought to protect the women under him. The

facts were laid before the Governor : Din Muhammad
was released ; and the overseer had to leave the

country.

Jagnandan Singh is a Christian—which makes

him a special object of dislike to certain white men.

He is a good worker, however, and holds a respon-
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sible position in the mill. His wife has the misfor-

tune, in addition to being a Christian, to be rather

good-looking. He comes to his missionary one

night excited and angry.

' Padri sahib, take my name off the church roll so

that I may not bring disgrace upon the Christian

religion. I am going to beat to the point of death

my wife's overseer.'

1 Why, what is the matter ?

'

4 Matter ? The pig has been insulting Motilal,

my wife, and making wicked proposals to her. She

would not listen to him, for she said she was

"marrit." To-day, in the field, the incarnation of

filth took hold of her and tried to harm her by force.

She struggled and bit his hands ; and when he

could not master her he struck her over the head

with his whip ; and in his anger ripped off her clothes

and left her standing almost naked, with the other

women laughing at her.'

Here the man held up a few dirty ribbons which

had evidently been a skirt, and a torn bodice much

worn by Indian women. Perhaps he had ripped the

things a little more for effect—which is very Indian.

1 Sahib, I am going to nearly kill that man.'

The missionary strives to calm him, and suggests

laying an information at the court under the labour

laws.

Jagnandan Singh laughs sarcastically.
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' The court ! The court ! There is no justice there

—not for the man who speaks the truth. Nahin,

nahin, my knife shall bring me justice.'

'You must not do that, my man, for that is

causing wrong to bear children.'

1 Sahib, the overseer will get half a dozen women
to swear that he never touched Motilal on that day,

that she flew at him because her task was too hard,

and bit him on the hand. He will show the marks

in court.'

The missionary saw the force of the objection,

and desisted ; but counselled patience and for-

bearance.

* Patience ! Sahib ? Forgive him ! If he had

done that to your wife would you be patient?

Would you forgive him ?
'

The missionary's blood boiled at the thought.

He knew that very little short of murder would

satisfy his own instincts in such a case, and he felt

a sympathy with the anger of the man before him.

After a long talk the husband cooled down and

gave his word, reluctantly enough, not to take

vengeance. So the scoundrel escaped punishment,

and English prestige among this people suffered

another loss.

It is really only by prestige that the people can

be kept in check ; and when that goes, there goes

along with it all control. The Indian can scarcely
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be frightened. When his temper is fully roused,

no power on earth can hold him back. A brutal

overseer outraged an Indian woman some years

ago. She was a Brahman, with plenty of friends.

She was by no means a virtuous character ; but she

had caste, which meant much in the eyes of those

friends. They determined to take satisfaction for

her outraged dignity. They took it. That over-

seer was literally chopped into pieces. The things

they did to him could not be written. They had

their revenge, and went to the gallows in the most

nonchalant manner.

These things are deplorable enough ; but they are

not written with a view of casting any reflection

upon the overseers as a whole. For many of them

the writer has a deep respect, and enjoys with some

of them a warm friendship. They, as much as any

one, though they know far more about the essential

difficulties of their task, condemn such brutality

on the part of the few. These facts are given to

show the evils of the system under which the coolies

work and the abuses open to it. Things are better

than they were ; but there is still room for a much

more humane spirit in the treatment of indentured

labour, and need for happier conditions.

Notwithstanding all the troubles that the em-

ployers are put to by the vagaries of both coolie

and overseer, the Indian is counted, on the whole,
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very satisfactory ' labour/ If he were withdrawn

from Fiji many important commercial enterprises

would collapse altogether. The majority are tireless

workers—at their own speed—and their powers of

endurance are far beyond the ordinary. There are

no food troubles—a very important point in this

connexion. They ' find ' themselves out of their

modest wages, and though the fare is scanty enough,

the Indian is fairly well satisfied, for he is not a

Fijian—nor yet an Englishman.

On two days in the week there is a break in the

deadly monotony of the coolie's life. On Saturday,

at a quarter-past twelve, his week's drudgery ends.

At about two o'clock he receives his pay, and if he

is fortunate enough to possess, for the time being, a

woman, he has hers also. He straightway goes to

the ' bazar ' which is held every Saturday in the

lines. Indian domestic economy differs from ours.

The husband does the marketing and takes charge

of all the cash. He decides the bill of fare and

allows his wife to do the cooking. Not always will

he trust her even in that capacity. There are

opportunities of extracting savoury morsels from out

of the curry.

The bazar is an animated scene. It is carried on

mostly by ' free' Indians who bring their commodi-

ties for sale. Long rows of sellers, with their goods

before them, flank the sides of the coolie lines. All
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the colours of the rainbow spill themselves over the

space in ever-changing confusion. Here and there

little tents made of sacks opened and stretched on

sticks, keep off the sun or rain from the goods

spread out on the ground. At the entrance to the

lines a seller of Fijian yaqona (the kava root) makes,

in a none-too-clean bowl, the drink which has

become so popular with the Indians. The coolie

rubs affectionately his doanne (threepence) between

his finger and thumb, looks round to see that his

woman is not in sight, and then, yielding to tempta-

tion, gulps down the coco-nut bowl full of the

muddy-looking liquid. Reluctantly he hands over

his coin, and, now that his thirst is satisfied, re-

proaches himself for his weakness. He will do the

same thing next Saturday.

There, huge milk-pans are piled up with Indian

sweetmeats and strange condiments. Half a score

of naked boys look hungrily at them and envy the

innumerable flies which seize every opportunity to

settle upon these delicacies. Farther on, open sacks

of rice, dhall, maize, pollard and bright black beans

stand ; and as fast as one bag is emptied another

takes its place. In the shade of one of the build-

ings a couple of Indians are selling rough Fijian-

grown tobacco. A huge hank may be bought for a

shilling, and a little prepared and moistened lime

is thrown in as a ' bakshish ' to make the weed
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smoke sweetly. It needs the lime. In the midst

of a crowd of men and women an Indian jeweller

sits. He is showing his beautiful and finely wrought

pieces of gold and silver. Perhaps there is three

hundred pounds' worth, and many of the individual

articles are very expensive. One wonders who

will buy them—hat they go quickly enough. The

explanation is that the jewellery answers to our

Post Office savings-bank. If a man has a few

shillings saved he buys a bracelet or an amulet and

puts it on his woman or child. Free ' women have

often fortunes upon their bodies. The very poorest

wear something. The children always have a

bangle—and very little else, save a thread round

their waists. These gold- and silver-smiths are very

skilful, and with the most primitive appliances

fashion the most elaborate and chaste designs.

Under a spreading mango-tree, an Indian tailor

sits. His customers bring their coarse dungaree,

fine linen, or sleazy silk, as the case may be, and

garments are measured, cut, sewn, and pressed

—

while you wait ! Oh, for such tailors in English

lands ! Right in the middle of the roadway a

barber squats before his victim, who is being shaved

—without soap. The razor is a table-knife, and it

makes a noise that sets one's teeth on edge. The

patient, however, does not seem to mind, and calmly

looks into a little mirror to see that the tonsorial
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artist is following the instructions given him.

Another barber is shaving off the hair from under

the armpits and from the chest of another Beau

Brummel. When that portion of the body has

received attention, the finger- and toe-nails will be

dealt with, and the parings handed over to their

rightful owner.

At right angles to the main line is the vegetable

bazar. The Indian loves to finger the produce

and then select, with the air of a connoisseur, the

article which he considers to be the best. Then come

the fowls, with legs tied together and gaping thirstily

in the hot sun. A little farther on are goats, which

tear the air with their cries. Well they might, for

only a few yards away are significant lumps of goat's-

flesh which scanty-bearded Muhammadansturn over.

When there are no hunks left which please the

popular fancy, a ragged member of the Faithful,

knife between teeth, will choose one from the bleating

flock, and—there will be more goat's-flesh.

Religion is offered for sale in the bazar also.

Here is a Muhammadan faqir offering charms

guaranteed, by the beard of the Prophet, to cure

rheumatism, colic, and the itch, which are all very

common diseases among the coolies. They are tiny

bits of paper upon which is written a verse from the

Quran. They cost only eight annas, and a bottle

of the daktar's medicine means twelve annas

;
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hence, the fagzr points out, there is a clear saving

of four annas—enough to buy a day's food.

Sitting on a box is a Hindu sadhu, or saint, in

charge of two most uns2imt\y looking disciples. He
is blind. For five years, they say, he has voluntarily

kept his eyes closed that, undistracted by the sights

around him, he might give himself up to contempla-

tion of the ineffable One. Dirt and encrustations

of matter seem to have so effectually sealed them

that much of the voluntariness is, perforce, nullified.

The mouth is closed also, except in one corner, from

which a piece of rice-straw protrudes. The straw is

taken out at times and milk and other liquids sup-

plied through the agency of a clay pipe. Neverthe-

less, he has not a starved appearance, and evidently

fares well on his fluid diet. Filth and droppings of

milk mat the beard ; and the hair is in much the

same state. He is not so lost in contemplation of

ineffability that he cannot find time to scratch his

head occasionally. His clothes are vile in the

extreme and smell rankly. The man looks as

though he had not washed for the period of his vow.

He has a high intellectual brow, and it seems a

shame to daub it with the hideous white and ver-

milion sect-marks which lie in rude layers. He is

a 'holy' man—the holiest in Fiji, his disciples

declare. Scores of Hindus come up to him, rever-

ently prostrate themselves before him, and, with
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faces upon the earth, reach out their hands to touch

his feet. They usually leave a small coin on the

ground, so possibly his disciples find that they are

fairly well paid for exhibiting this specimen of Hindu

piety.

A Christian teacher, near by, is trying to sell

Bibles and Testaments, and, ever and anon, seeking

to give a word in season. He does not seem to be

doing much business, however. Perhaps the fact

that he has clean clothes on tells against his holiness

and the efficacy of his wares.

At the very end of the bazar a Muhammadan

moulvi is haranguing a crowd of unbelievers, and

offering salvation, here and now, by the simple

belief in the formula that ' God is one and Muham-

mad is His prophet.' He is trying to prove that

Muhammadanism is an improved Christianity, and

that it is in sympathy with all the best thought of

the European world. In fact, the great Arabian

was born too soon. He had already descried the

pure Unitarianism of Martineau and the invulner-

able philosophy of Haeckel. The preacher reads

from a paper, printed in the vernacular, in which the

statement is made that the English are giving up

Christianity ; and that ' Professor Campbell sahib,

of the City of London Temple, is now earnestly

studying the Quran, He reads all this with the

authority we would give to a Reuter's cable. A
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Hindu interrupts, and caustically remarks that if it

is a religion the English are taking up, it is clearly

a shallow one. Whereupon numbers of the com-

pany nod enthusiastically, and exclaim

—

' Sack ! Sack ! Bha, i ! ' (That's true, brother,

true
!)

A few yards distant a Christian missionary, in

spotless white suit and broad-brimmed helmet, is

preaching eloquently in Hindustani. His accent

sounds a trifle English ; but the faces of his audience

show that his words are understood. He is pointing

out that Christ is the fulfilment of the yearnings of

all good men throughout the ages. He seems to be

making an impression, for the people smile at his

thrusts, and call out sack ! sack ! at his pauses. A
subtle-faced pandit takes advantage of a longer pause

than usual, and says

—

1 The words of the sahib are true—very true.

There is only one religion in the world—it is the

religion of all good men, no matter whether they

are Christian, Hindu, or Mussulman. There are

many paths : they all lead to the same place. The

circumference has a million points : the centre one/

The missionary hastens to explain ; but the crowd

now moves off, saying, ' Sack ! Sack ! bahut Sack /
'

The pandit smiles with his eyes.

Night comes on, and soon the air is laden with

the smells of mustard oil, garlic, burnt ghi, and
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frizzling goat's-flesh. It is the supper hour, and, for

the first time in the week, the coolies are not too

tired to enjoy it.

Sunday makes another break in the life. It is

not an English Sunday, of peaceful lanes, chiming

bells, and ivy-covered churches. The few early

risers have gone to the bush for firewood, or else

are washing out their clothes. Some have gone to

cut cane for ' free ' Indians, and thus earn an extra

shilling. Others are husking rice, and waiting for

the trade wind to spring up to winnow it. The
majority, however, are in their stuffy little boxes,

thanking all the gods whose names they can remem-

ber that there is no company's bell to call them to

their tasks. The sun beats fiercely upon their black

cabins—but what do they care? The tar blisters

and cracks ; but they doze on. At nine o'clock,

perhaps, they come forth yawning and stretching.

They then proceed leisurely to roll up some tobacco

in a dried banana leaf, and soon are smoking con-

tentedly. In the afternoon they dress up. The
women put on their best yellow skirts, crimson

jackets, and gorgeous orhnis, and follow the men to

some other estate, or to a cock-fight, a wrestling

match, or to a Brahman wedding. They are back

before dark, and make the night hideous with

attempts at music. The beat of tom-toms, the

blare of conch-shells, the clanging of cymbals, and
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the squeal of pipes, refuse to be drowned by the

loud, frantic voices of those who mangle the Indian

chants. At midnight even the strongest throats

are hoarse ; and, tired out, the revellers seek their

kennels. Soon there is silence, save for the clink of

a woman's jewellery as she turns in her sleep, or the

smothered cry of a babe as it seeks the breast.



CHAPTER XV

THE FREE MAN

And, best beloved of best men, liberty.

Swinburne, Atalanta in Calydon.

It is a red-letter day in the coolie's experience

when, after five years' experience of the life in the

1

lines,' he receives his 'free' paper. This is a

certificate given by his employer stating that the

years of service have been fulfilled. He can now

be no longer branded as a ' coolie
'—that hateful

stigma is gone. He is a free man, with all the rights

of liberty. He now sees stretching before him possi-

bilities of wealth, comfort, and, maybe, a trip to the

old land. He is offered the doubtful privilege of

re-indenture at a higher wage ; but he shakes his

head decidedly. His soul loves not the bargain.

It is significant that less than five per cent, of the

coolies re-engage themselves to their old employers

—unless it be as free men.

If, as a coolie, he has managed to save a few

pounds, he has no difficulty in leasing a piece of

land. Even though he be penniless, there are plenty

304
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of his well-to-do Indian brethren who will advance

him five or ten pounds, at a rate of interest which

encourages speedy repayment.

Once upon his little patch of soil, he commences

to clear and plant it. If it be near the bush, he

probably erects a hut out of trees and bamboo, and

thatches it with sugar-cane leaves. Or else he

scours the country and collects old packing-cases,

kerosene and biscuit tins, and damaged corrugated

iron. With these and a few sticks of scantling

(often stolen), he puts up a dwelling which serves

to keep out the weather—at least some of it. He
sows in the meantime a little seed-bed of rice, and

as it grows ready to plant out, it has the appearance

of a beautiful piece of light-green watered silk spread

out on the hillside for the wind to play upon. Soon

his acre is planted up with rice, maize, and bananas.

He leaves space to tether a cow. The grass to feed

it with he steals off some one else's property—pre-

ferably an Englishman's or Fijian's, as there is less

chance of trouble than with a brother Indian. He
lives upon the sparest of diet during the first year or

two. His woman, and any children she may have,

live upon an even less expensive one. Only the lord

and master can have curry—unless he leaves some.

His appetite is usually so finely regulated to the

modest portion that he has ordered, that there is not

much chance of any leavings. He struggles on,
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pilfering, pinching, saving, and working until his

rice or bananas are ready to cut. With the money

from that source he doubles the size of his land and

buys another cow. He then ties his dhoti more

tightly round his waist, and threatens his woman with

expulsion or the sale of her jewellery if she and her

spawn eat so much as they did last year ! In a few

years he is a rich man, and his wife wears the best

orhnis and has the finest of ornaments. He does

not change his dress, however—it is the same dirty

dhoti and ragged singlet. When he left the lines

he intended to go back to India as soon as his five

years of free life were ended ; but he now owns the

land he once leased, and his crops and cattle are doing

well, so why should he leave ? He hears, too, that

plague and famine are bad in the old land. He knows

the deadliness of their breath : so he will stay in Fiji.

1 How is it that you have made so much money,

Gurdin ?
'

1 Exertion, sahib, and the kindness of the gods.'

' Just tell me how you made a start.'

* Are, sahib, the story has many words in it. I

left India when I was nineteen. My father and

mother died of the plague, and I ran through fear of

the death that might catch me too, and of the worse

grip of the mahajan who had a mortgage on our

land. I served my indenture at Naitasiri at Gardan
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sahib's. He was a good master and made the tasks

equal to the pay, so I did not suffer jail and earned

good money. I picked up a careful woman. She

had another man ; but he was lazy and she left him.

She herself was often sick, but she wasted nothing,

and was content with the ends of my cigarettes.

The last year I was with Gardan sahib he gave me
a calf. He was going to kill it because the mother

was dead, so I begged it. I used to cut grass for it

after my work was done, and it grew quickly. We
kept it in our house with us. When I became a

" prree-ma'an "
I had fourteen pounds, a young heifer,

eight fowls and two goats. I leased two acres of

land on Tonga Island, and paid four pounds for the

first year's rent. I bought ten rupees' worth of

timber from the store and some old iron from an

Indian who was leaving for India, and built a house.

The next week, by the blessing of Ram, there was

a flood in the river, and I got timber and bamboos

enough to put up a second house. This I rented to

an Indian who worked not far away. I had seven

pounds left, and I spent six of them in buying a cow

in full milk. Then my woman and I commenced

to work. Sometimes I sold some milk and we had

a few annas to spend on rice ; sometimes I got a

day's work and that helped us. Often we had no

food at all—save the milk and the roots and wild

yams my woman brought from the bush. All the

u 2
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while I was planting sugar-cane and cutting grass for

my cattle. So we went on for two years—sometimes

full and sometimes hungry. Then my cane was cut,

and I had twelve pounds profit ; and both my cows

had a calf. I bought another cow and commenced

a milk run in Nausori. It paid well, and next year

I bought four more cows and employed a man at

a pound a month to work for me. So we went on,

and so Ram blessed me.'

' You have a lot of land and cattle now, haven't

you, Gurdin ?
'

' Yes. I have three hundred acres of freehold,

and twelve hundred acres on lease. I have fourteen

horses and four ploughs. I haven't counted the

cattle for a year—they are away on the leasehold

—

but I must have about five hundred. There is some

money, too, in the bank on deposit. Six men work

for me now, and I hope to indenture ten coolies next

year to work on my freehold. It is all exertion,

sahib, and the kindness of the gods.'

Of course, all do not prosper so well as Gurdin

—

they are not all so energetic nor so favoured by the

gods ; but there are very few free Indians of any

length of residence in the colony who are not, from

their standpoint, fairly well off. Many of them are

well-to-do, judged even by European standards.

There are over 25,000 'free' Indians in Fiji, and
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they constitute industrially the most important

element in the community. It is for them that the

stores mainly cater ; and many shopkeepers frankly

ignore the European trade and spread their nets

(which require to be of a fine mesh) for the Indian

customer. The demand for labour is fairly constant,

and good wages can be commanded either in field

work or in more important positions. The great

majority, however, prefer to settle on the land and

live a life that is after their own ideal of existence.

The retail storekeeping trade—especially in the

rural districts—is almost entirely in the hands of the

Indians. There is a little ' tin ' store in almost every

village in Fiji, and inside it a human spider sits

waiting for the unwary fly. These storekeepers buy

their goods wholesale from English vendors, and

manifest great alertness in so doing. They also cheat,

it is said, whenever they get the chance. A man
needs to keep both eyes open when an Indian is

trying to drive a bargain.

' The Inglees are bad, sahib—listen to my story.

For seven years and eight months I have dealt with

Jones sahib, and have always paid him cash every

month. He gives me little profit on the goods and

it has been hard for me to exist. He cheated

me three months ago, and now he is going to sue me
for getting goods under false pretences.'
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' Oh ! that's not after the manner of Jones sahib.'

'Yes. He cheated me, sahib, and when I tried

to get my money back, he is going to sue me. I

paid my bill one month, and he was what you Inglees

call " boos-ey." His hand shook, and he could not

write the receipt, so I said, " Never mind, sahib,

I'll get my receipt next month." Next month I went

to pay my bill and he said, " You didn't pay me last

month's bill." I said, "Yes, I did—don't you

remember that I gave you eight sovereigns, seven

pounds in silver, and fourpence in coppers ? " " No
no !

" he said, " you can't make me eat lies like rice.

Then he got angry and said he would summon

me. He did. I had no receipt, the magistrate

sahib believed his word, and I had to pay the money

over again. Are ! The Inglees all speak the same

language.'

' Well, Ramjan, I am surprised to hear this story.

I know that Jones sahib does take a glass or two

sometimes, but he is a straight man.'

Ramjan laughed, and his eyes twinkled.

' But, sahib, I got straight with him—yes/ he

laughed, 'more than straight.'

'Oh! How?'
' Sahib, I just waited till Jones sahib was drunk

again, and then I went in and bought a lot of things,

and I muddled him so that he forgot to put half of

them down in the book. That's how I got equal.
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Some low-caste dog has told him that I have been

getting square with him : and he says if I don't tell

him just what I got, he will sue me. Oh ! the Inglees

are bad. But I think he will not have a case—for

he does not know what I have got, and—/ shall

never tell'

In 1907 licences were issued to Indians for the

following occupations : Storekeepers, 981 ; hawkers,

532 ; bakers, 6 ; wholesale storekeepers, 23 ; boat-

men, 112. The Government returns, which are very

incomplete, and to which considerable additions need

to be made, give 5,586 acres of cane, 2,000 acres of

bananas, 1,155 °f maize, 107 of beans, and 9,347 of

rice, cultivated by Indians on their own account.

Probably for all purposes over 20,000 acres are tilled

by them. Very much more land is held for grazing

purposes, and a large proportion of the cattle of the

colony is in the hands of these people. Over

,£50,000 lies to their credit in the banks of Fiji. This,

however, represents a mere fraction of the total wealth

of the community, for the Indian has a rooted

objection to banking his money, and only the com-

paratively few invest their gold in that manner. On
the whole the people are exceedingly well off so far

as wealth can make them ; and their condition is

much more comfortable and luxurious than that of

the corresponding class in India. The number that
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return, after intending to settle in their own land, is

testimony to the comfort they find here.

The health of the free community is on the whole

good. They are wretchedly dirty, and skin diseases

especially manifest themselves. They also suffer

from chest and bowel troubles to a considerable

extent. The death-rate, however, is exceedingly

low for this class of people, and, considering the

scarcity of women, the birth-rate is very high.

Between six and seven hundred more are born each

year than those who pass away. In 1907 six thou-

sand adult females gave birth to over a thousand

children. Probably, as the Indians are careless about

registration, this number ought to be higher. There

is, however, great mortality among children—espe-

cially those of parents under indenture. Ignorance,

filth, sexual immorality, and carelessness are the chief

causes. The people live in uncleanly, insanitary

hovels. Animals are often kept in the house, and

give rise to a most offensive state of things. One

pities the coolie in the lines, and is inclined to blame

the Government and the companies for not giving

him better accommodation ; but when he has the

chance to make himself a decent home, he rarely

avails himself of it. Notwithstanding these unfavour-

able conditions, it is a remarkable fact that the

children born in Fiji are heavier and plumper than

those born to the same parents in India. In spite
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of every obstacle, hygienic and moral, the Indian

thrives.

One secret of the increase of the people is perhaps

their tenacity of life. They have some purpose

before them, and, unlike the Fijians, they have a

deep interest in living. The Fijian is ready to lie

down and die on the slightest provocation : the

Indian simply will not die until the silver cord

actually snaps. Men dying of consumption hold out

with a persistence remarkable even for those smitten

with that disease. People suffering from incurable

maladies defy death until the last—much to their

own suffering and the annoyance of their friends.

They are an unkillable people.

1 Sahib, be merciful, and come and see a woman

who is ill'

\ What's the matter with her ?

'

f Oh, she's swollen out to a terrible size—her legs

and arms and body.'

The sahib went, and found her a fearful object.

Her body and limbs were swollen to more than

double their normal proportions. The skin was tense

and bright, and, in places, quite purple. Her face

alone remained unaltered. She had been to the Suva

hospital, and the doctors had diagnosed her case as

one of acute appendicitis. They wanted to operate

at once ; but she refused to be cut.' The doctors
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said she would die. She left the hospital in that

state and walked over three miles. Since then the

swelling had increased and had extended over the

whole of her body. The sahib looked at her for a

while, and pressed the shining, taut skin.

* Daughter, you will die. You were foolish to

leave the hospital. I cannot do anything for you.

You ought to have let the doctors operate.'

' Die ?
' she screamed, raising her fearful hands.

' Die ? I wont die ! Sahib, come closer. Look into

my eyes—is death there ?
' The eyes were keen

and singularly lustrous. ' Look at my face— is

death there ?
' The face was particularly healthy-

looking and the lips were full of resolve.

'Sahib, when the doctors said the woman will

die, I thought of my boy Sewak here, and I said, "If

I die, who will take care of him ? " So I got the

nurse to give me a little mirror and I looked into

my eyes and I saw life laughing there. I saw my
spirit—it was strong and fearless. They said that

I couldn't walk, and tried to stop me as I rose ; but

I did, and now I am home and I am going to get

well. My mind is stronger than my body, and the

house will not fall while the timbers are strong/

The sahib left her expecting each day to hear of

her death. But a fortnight afterwards a woman
came to his bungalow and salamed.

1 Do I look dead, sahib ? Bap re bap ! In some
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things the wise Inglees are children ! They under-

stand the body ; but they cannot see the soul.'

No wonder such people challenge death.

Morally, the Indian in Fiji is outside the decencies

of description. The sins that brought down fire on

the Cities of the Plain are rampant. Bestiality,

which would shame even a Pasiphae, riots here.

We dare not attempt to even hint at its vileness.

No established marriage laws obtain. A woman
will stay just as long with a man as it suits her.

When a better husband appears who can give more

jewellery—then she goes to him. A woman's

' family ' sometimes represents as many husbands

as there are children. The girls commence a life

of dishonour at a very early age. They may be

married, that is, purchased by some man from their

parents, at the age of seven or eight. Then they

are under the care of the husband's people—if he

has any. The guardians will sometimes try to get

back as much of the money spent in the purchase

as is possible by selling the child's virtue. When the

little girl is twelve or thirteen she commences to live

with her husband, who may be twenty or thirty years

older. In a year's time she is a mother ! We have

seen them mere children—with smaller children at

their breast

—

mothers at twelve and thirteen /

The shortage of women and the consequent

Ik
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immorality resulting therefrom, are a fruitful cause

of quarrelling. Nearly all the violent assaults and

murders are attributable to these troubles. The

Indian is a quick-tempered man, and when roused

becomes diabolical in his passion. He is also

revengeful. When the spirit of badali (vengeance)

is once uppermost, no consideration has the slightest

weight, save the carrying out of his designs. Once

that is accomplished and his victim is punished, he

will tread the plank to the gallows with perfect

equanimity.

A missionary was called by a murderer to the

jail, as he desired a conversation before he died.

This man had murdered his wife and almost done

the same for her paramour. The missionary hoped

that some feelings of penitence and a desire to

make his peace with God were the occasion of the

summons. He was a little scrap of a man, with a

low brow and eyes close together. He sat on the

floor in his cell behind the prison grating and rose

as the missionary looked in.

1 Are you the padri sahib ? ' he asked.

' Yes. Why do you wish to see me ?
'

! I have questions to ask, sahib. I want to know

about things that will come after my passing. Can

you tell me anything ?
'

' Yes. Our holy books tell us many things about

the future.'
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Well, I am to be hanged in the morning at six

o'clock. Will my spirit go to hell ?
'

The missionary scarcely liked the blunt way of

putting the question.

1 Did you murder the woman ?

'

1 Yes. I killed her,' he said, making an important

distinction.

1 Then you will be punished. But it is also

written, that if you repent of your sin, the Great

One will be merciful.'

The missionary told the story of the Penitent

Thief and the parable of the Prodigal Son ; but the

man did not seem to be at all interested.

What about the woman I killed ? She sinned

with Abdul and wronged me. She sold some of my
jewellery and did his pleasure while she ate my salt.

Will she go to hell too ?

'

1 Y-e-s,— I suppose so, unless she was penitent for

her sin.'

' Good ! That's a thing of great joy to me. She

hadn't any time to repent,' he laughed.

The missionary was awe-struck at the vehement

exultation of the man behind the bars. There

seemed something positively fiendish in his delight.

1 But what about Abdul, who sinned with her ?

When he dies, will he go to hell if he doesn't

repent ?

'

The missionary tried to evade the question and
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turn the conversation to the man's own state ; but

he would not be put off.

1 Good ! Good ! I know that he will go to hell

too, sahib. He will never repent. He was en-

snared by the woman—Indians very rarely get out

of that loop. Very good ! He, too, will go to hell.

That's all I wanted to know, sahib.'

In vain the missionary tried to interest the con-

demned man in the message that he had brought

—

but it was useless. He was satisfied. His badali

would be brought about. The missionary sorrow-

fully retired, feeling that he had had a look into the

mind of an Indian—and shuddered at the memory

of that triumphant face lit up with its Satanic joy.

The next morning, as the prison drums beat the

hour of six, the murderer stepped nimbly on to the

fatal platform.

The customs of the old land are reproduced here

with many interesting modifications. Although caste

theoretically has been broken by crossing the kala

pani (black water—i. e. the sea), it nevertheless

retains much of its influence. Brahmans and Thakurs

seem to exist in just as great proportion as in India

itself—probably even greater—for here a man's

ancestry is not known. He may possess himself

of some occult knowledge, or lead others to think

that he possesses it—which comes to the same

thing—and there will be found hundreds ready
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to call him maharaja and acknowledge him as

a religious guide. Or he may put singh on to the

end of his name and pass as a man of the famous

warrior caste. Hundreds of unwashed sadhus and

faqirs (ascetics) walk from village to village trading

on the superstitions and fears of the people. This

class is becoming a menace to the community.

They are lazy, diseased, filthy in person and in

practice, very often the most vicious men in the

country, and frequently at the bottom of half the

troubles that occur. Very few of these self-con-

stituted religious teachers are educated sufficiently

even to read their holy books—much less explain

them. But the average Indian in Fiji is not much

better off in the matter of learning, and so is lenient

in his demands and tolerant of the evil-smelling

religious guide.

The religious festivals are kept up in a very happy-

go-lucky fashion. Some few external ceremonies are

remembered—and imagination and noise do the rest.

They seem, as a rule, pitiful parodies of religion

—

more tawdry and less dignified than our correspond-

ing processions,' ' consecration ceremonies,' &c.

Thus the holt festival is little more than a squirting

of red dye over the clothes of their fellows and

insulting in obscene manner the female portion

of the community. The tazia—the great Mussul-

man mourning for the sons of Muhammad—is
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carried out with the most grotesque merriment.

Very often, in smaller settlements, the two festivals

are combined, and a Hindu-Muhammadan mixture

is the result. The Hindu sacrifices ghi and rice
;

while the Muhammadan puts the knife into the

throat of the votive goat ! The adherents of both

faiths practise a commendable tolerance, and to-

gether they have ' a real good time '—according to

an Indian's measure of that sensation.

The dress worn is that of the village population

in India, and the women wear an abundance of

jewellery. It is no uncommon thing to see the

woman of a well-to-do free Indian with two or three

hundred pounds' worth of gold or silver about her

person. The would-be Babu wears the inevitable

ill-fitting English suit and the fancy waistcoat. The

religious mendicants imitate the garb proper to their

order, and the women dress in skirt, jacket, and

orhni.

The food is principally rice and pulse with a great

variety of vegetable curries. Gradually meat is

coming to be more and more eaten by the people,

and fowl especially is becoming fairly common.

Religious scruples are somewhat easily pushed aside

when the sacred Ganges is out of sight ; and a holy

Brahman will be seen enjoying a tin of corned beef!

To-day, Indians are covering the face of Fiji.

In several districts they already outnumber the
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Fijians. They are gradually pushing the native

back by leasing or buying his best lands ; and the

river and road frontages are mostly theirs. They

are changing the face of Fiji also. Everywhere

their patches of cultivation appear. This month

it is standing bush we see ; the next month there

are shoots of maize coming up between the stumps

in the clearing. One may drive from Suva to

Nausori, for example—twelve miles—and not see

one solitary Fijian village till the very end of the

journey. Indians, Indians, Indians, along every

mile of the road!

There seems only one prospect for Fiji—it is that

of becoming an Indian colony. Whether or not

this is an end to be desired, opinions vary. It is,

however, seemingly inevitable.



CHAPTER XVI

MUHAMMAD, KRISHNA, OR CHRIST ?

The East bowed down before the blast,

In patient, deep disdain
;

She let the legions thunder past,

Then plunged in thought again.

Matthew Arnold.

Muhammad, Krishna, or Christ ? That is the

question before the Fiji of To-day. Each religion,

after its own fashion, is confident of success. Hindu-

ism makes no fuss. Its sits down quietly, and ' in

patient, deep disdain ' watches with dreamy eyes the

other religions quarrel and fight. Yet even Hindu-

ism can rouse itself and marshal terrible forces when

it suspects that any real danger is near. It has the

advantage of a great majority in Fiji ; and the

natural conservatism of its people is a shield against

which the fiery darts of all other religions are

quenched.

' Padri sahib, why do you come here so often ?

'

The speaker was a clever and well-educated Brah-

322
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man with the finely chiselled features and lofty brow

so typical of his kind. ' Do you think that you will

ever convert me ?
' He laughed with mingled pride

and courtesy upon his face ; but the pride leapt

forward and spoke. ' I am of the sacred thread
;

my ancestors, long generations before you were

born, worshipped after this way. They discovered

the only way for my caste, and our feet love the

path. They spent their whole lives—not in winning

bread nor in accumulating wealth—but in thinking

about religion. For five thousand years they have

been thinking, and here are their thoughts.' He
tapped his Vedas gently with his finger. ' There are

thoughts here that you English, clever as you are

in science and machines, can never understand. All

the good and true things in your Bible—love to the

neighbour, forgiveness of injuries, purity of life and

motive—are they not written here ? Yes. They

are—and many more beside. Don't think, please,

that I dislike your coming. I am glad to talk about

religion with any fair-minded man ; but do not

deceive yourself that you will ever influence me.

The chances of your becoming a Hindu are much

greater than those of my becoming a Christian.

You may convert a few pariahs and ignorant men
for whom Christianity is probably the best thing

they can embrace. Your big missions in India are

doing that—but I am not of that class. I am one
x 2
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who knows. Why do you come here so often, padri

sahib?'

Thus speaks Hinduism.

Muhammadanism is turbulently aggressive.

* There is one God, and Muhammad is His prophet

rings out defiantly in the Fiji of To-day. In every

settlement are to be found its active missionaries

who style themselves ' moulvis,' and along the high-

ways the faqirs spread their faith. There are

hundreds of others who do not forsake worldly tasks,

but who will move heaven and earth to make a

proselyte. A Muhammadan will quietly settle in a

Hindu community and open a store. For six

months there is no sign of any attempt to propagate

his religion. He subscribes to Hindu feasts, and by

his generosity wins confidence. Little by little, he

commences his business—insinuating, rather than

stating, that Hinduism requires some substantial

improvements which he could suggest. At length

a Hindu turns ; and the Muhammadan takes him

into his house and gives him a daughter to wife.

That Hindu never goes back. When the Hindu

relatives persecute him, the Mussulman encourages

him to stand firm by telling the story of the Prophet

and Abu Bekr in the cave when hunted by their

enemies. \ Do not fear, brother Abu, though we

are but two—God makes the third.'
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1 Padri sahib, what is the good of your staying in

Fiji ? See, you have been here six years now, and

how many converts have you made ? Four

Muhammadans turned Christian—so you thought.

One, Abdullah, has trampled upon the Bible and

come back to his old faith. He will never enter a

Christian church again. There is Dost Muhammad
—well—you are welcome to him. All the world

knows that he is a liar and an adulterer ; and your

Christianity has not taken those vices out of him.

There is Phulkhan, whom you thought was a very

true Christian because he prayed so beautifully

—

aha! we managed him all right. He wanted a wife

and you hadn't one to give him—so we offered him

Zeinab, Kallu's daughter ; and he turned promptly

enough. Don't you know that religion has no

chance when blood is hot ? Never make converts

of unmarried men unless you have wives ready for

them.'

1 Well, moulvi sahib, there is one you have for-

gotten—Abdulrahim—what about him ?
'

1 Yes. I admit, sahib, that he is a good man and

lives a clean life, and has resisted all that we can

offer ; but remember this, that he is in Mission pay.

He eats your salt. Our laws say that he must be

faithful to you. Dismiss him from your school, and

see what will happen then ? Sahib, I like you,

because your tongue is straight and you are a friend
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to us all ; but I pity you because the Indians

deceive you so much. If you make twenty converts

—which I very much doubt—only one of them will

be sincere.'

' Moulvi bhala, that one is sufficient. From one

good seed a whole field of maize can spring. The
power that changes one man can change ten thou-

sand.'

' Are ! There is no understanding you English !

Your faith cannot be killed ; and you will not

employ falseness to gain your ends. Sometimes,

when I think of these things, I say to myself,

" Perhaps the Christians will win—in time." But,

padri sahib, you will eat no fruit from the trees

you plant/

Thus Muhammadanism.

The Christian missionary is hopeful also. With

the doggedness of the race from which he has

sprung, he keeps on when all the odds are against

him. He seems even more eager when results

mock him. Baffled and disappointed, he takes

breath and starts again. Like Michael with the

snake beneath his feet, he ' stands calm just because

he feels it writhe' Yet he must have his hours of

dejection, though he hides them well, as he looks

upon the stupendousness of his task, and sees the

feebleness of the forces to face it.
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It is a hot, muggy evening in November. The
coolie lines are a blaze of light and thronged with

excited crowds of Indians moving from place to

place. Gradually they gather in the central square,

where a conch-shell blares hideously before a paper

shrine which is being decorated by a score of busy,

jabbering Indians. At last their work is finished,

and scores of candles are lit behind the variously

tinted tissue papers of the gaudy shrine. All is now

ready for the festival. The crowd is growing

larger—five—six—eight—nay, there must be fifteen

hundred people packed into that little square. The
wailing voices of the women break in upon the

Babel ; and gradually a hush falls upon the crowd.

Wild, frantic, sobbing sounds come from the group

of chanters. Then they stop, and there is stillness

for a few seconds—like the silence between the

lightning flash and the thunder peal. Three old

priests in yellow robes and fantastic headgear step

forth. Those in the inner circle of the throng fall

down upon their faces and cry ' Sitaram ! Sitaram /

'

An awe casts its spell over the people—even the

women and children seem to feel it and stand silent.

The old men mumble some incantations and throw

red-lead upon a black stone in front of the paper

house. One of them then climbs up and puts a

little image, some ata, a few chappatis, rice and gki,

within the tissue-paper shrine. A brass basin, half-
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filled with methylated spirits and scent, is lit and

handed from one to another. The worshippers put

their hands into the blue flames, and then, dropping

a coin into the blaze, put their palms to their brow.

That part of the ceremony concluded, the minstrels

commence. The crowd gets more excited as the

music grows faster. Quickly and yet more quickly

the drums are beaten ; hoarser and yet hoarser

become the voices of the chanters. The people are

seized with religious frenzy, and, taking hold of each

other, they dance frantically and madly round that

illuminated paper house. On every face there is the

maddest enthusiasm.
4 Ram ! Ram ! Bless us !

' The people shout.

* Ram / Ram ! Sitaram ! Hear us !

' they cry.

See the face of that man there ! Can that be

the same clear-headed, cool debater we know as

Totaram ? Yes. It is he. But this is Hinduism

in ecstasy— not in argument—which is very dif-

ferent.

On the edge of the crowd stands the Christian

missionary. He is thinking deep thoughts. He
looks at that mass of vivid colour and frenzied life,

and asks himself, ' Will Christianity ever overcome

this ?
' Then he remembers that these are only a

few hundred people—they represent three hundred

millions away there in India. What chance has the

religion he loves ?
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Just as he is feeling depressed by the bigness and

madness of it all, an English overseer strolls along.

He looks so cool and comfortable. He has had his

bath and dinner, and is now out to watch the crowd

—and enjoy a smoke. He looks on with a semi-

amused air and then takes out his pipe for a moment

to mutter :

* Mad fools ! They will be half of them off work

to-morrow.' He turns and sees the missionary.

f Hello ! Padri sahib. You here ? Come out to

see the fun, eh ?
'

* Yes. I thought that I should like to see the

festival.'

The smoke comes out of his lips with a tantalizing

regularity, and upon his face there is a calmness that

is irritating to the missionary in his present mood.

' I say, padri. You won't mind my saying what

I think, will you ?

'

1 Not at all—go ahead.'

' Well—er—do you think that you will ever make
any impression on these people ? Look at them

now ! They are going, aren't they ? Do you think

that with all your praying and preaching you are

going to change this ? It's in their blood—they

couldn't live without going into hysterics like this

every now and again.'

The padri makes a somewhat non-committal

reply.
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• Now look here, we all like you, after our own

way, although we don't come to church as often as

we might ; but I am only saying what everybody

says about you. Don't you think that you are wast-

ing your life here ? If you went back to your own

people you might do some good. They have some

sort of soul ; but these people—well—you might

just as well have a mission to the mules. You'll

never do any good, old man.'
4

It is not my business to look at the results,' says

the padri lamely ;
- they are not within my power.'

He wishes, though, he could think of something

more conclusive to say just then.

' Oh, well, as long as you are satisfied, I suppose

it's all right, but I'm hanged if I could stick on at

a job such as you have. Working coolies is bad

enough ; but converting them !—well, I don't know

how you manage to keep at the game. In the colonies

now, it would be different.'

The padri is silent—thinking again. By-and-by

the good-natured Englishman saunters off as coolly

as he came, not knowing what barbs he has left in

the missionary's heart.

'Why should Dixon have come just now—of all

times ? ' the padri says to himself.

He goes home in a sort of stupor. The scene

has paralysed for the time his faith and intellect.

His wife talks brightly, for she sees that he is de-
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pressed ; but even that does not cheer him as it

usually does. He is in a bad way. The wise little

woman leaves him in the study and slips off to bed.

Lying on a side table is an old exercise-book. He
has been coaching a lad in physics, and has been

looking up some of his old University notebooks.

Like a flash, by some mysterious law of association,

a picture is before his mind. There is a big

laboratory with all sorts of strange machines and spiral

glasses on the broad shelves. In front of the class

a ragged-bearded demonstrator stands, in tattered

and acid-stained gown. Before him is a great lump

of iron—like a huge cannon-ball—suspended from

the beam above, and beside it a tiny ball of cork

held by a slender silk thread.

' Now, gentlemen, I am going to demonstrate the

law of super-position of small motions.'

He takes the ball of cork and throws it against

the mass of iron.

There is no result.

Again it is thrown.

No result.

Again and yet again it flies, until the class is

becoming sceptical.

1 But look ! Was there not a vibration in the tense

rope ?—or was it only imagination ?

'

' Yes ! Yes ! It is moving—the mass is com-

mencing to stir !

'
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On, on, the old demonstrator goes, until at length

the heavy iron ball is swinging slightly

—

in rhythm

with the blows of that little ball of cork. Not the

first blow did it ; nor any one of the blows. It was

the effect of repeated blows.

The missionary has his reply to the overseer and

also to his own soul's questionings.

! Why didn't I think of that and tell Dixon ?

That's just what we are doing. One man comes

down here, full of enthusiasm, and he hurls himself

at the mass. Soon he is dead, and the Englishman

in his cool evening suit says, " I told you so."

Another and another comes, and there is no seeming

result ; and the calmly smoking overseer says,

" These missionaries are awful fools !—they are just

throwing their lives away. They will never affect

the mass." But we shall keep on, and, thank God

!

there will never be lack of men to throw themselves

at the mass, until even that Englishman will take

his pipe out of his mouth in astonishment and say,

" I believe there is some movement, after all—who

would have thought it ? " The Church will never

stop until that great and seemingly immovable mass

we call heathenism swings—and swings in harmony

with the great rhythmic purposes of God.'

Then the missionary turns down the light in his

study and his knees bend in prayer. Soon he retires

to rest. His wife is asleep, and so is the little fair-
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haired lad beside her. He raises the mosquito-net

for a moment and kisses the little chap. ' Perhaps

he'll take my place when my force is spent—God
grant it

!

' he says to himself. Next day he is at

the enemy again, and there is a ring of assurance in

his voice and a confidence in his tone which surprises

his hearers—and himself.

If Fiji is to be won back again to Jesus Christ,

the task will be a very difficult one. There can be

no escaping that fact. The Church in Australasia,

without experience of missionary effort amongst

peoples with an organized religious belief, has espe-

cially to realize how gigantic is the undertaking.

The work amongst the Fijian people—bad and

savage as they were—was mere child's play compared

with this.

The Fijian was a simple-minded man with an

intellect of a comparatively low order. His sages

had not invented any philosophy to explain the

mystery of being. Life was not mysterious—it was

not even sacred. They had not tried to sound the

1 abysmal deeps of personality.' It may be questioned

whether they have yet realized personality in our

sense of the term. They possessed no literature
;

not even rude signs were made to symbolize thought.

No temples were built in which to worship the

Unknown. Their rude efforts in this direction are
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but parody. When the white man came with his

wonders, which seemed infinite to that simple folk,

the days of miracles commenced. The man who

could make a thing no bigger than a mussel-shell

which of itself told the coming of the dawn more

surely than the crowing of the cocks—what was he

but a god ? Thus the Fijian, because of limited

intelligence, was predisposed to accept as truth

whatever the missionary told him.

This gave the Christian advocate a tremendous

advantage in the speedy winning of his cause. The

message was received with unquestioning faith.

Even to-day, while there may be the utmost moral

laxity, there is no religious scepticism. The Fijian

has no constitutional difficulty in believing that the

sun stood still, iron floated, walls fell down with a

shout, dead were raised to life, or that water was

made wine. There is needed no Papal Encyclical

to warn him against ' Modernism ' ; nor do un-

scholarly men need to instruct him against the

dangers of ' Higher Criticism/ These things have

not touched him

—

yet. He lives in a quaint state of

innocence and credulity. Theology is received in

the original packages in which it is given—and the

wrappers are never taken off.

But the Christian Church in these islands has a

very different class to deal with in the Indian people.

It is no simple-minded man with whom she is asked
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to try conclusions ; but one of the most subtle and

acute races the world has known. They are not

savage peoples with an immediate cannibal past ; but

could boast of a very fully evolved civilization when

our ancestors were wandering about in wolf-skins

and painting themselves with woad. Their history

has been pre-eminently religious—more religious

even than that of the Jews. Possibly they still are

the most naturally religious people on earth. They

have a genius for the unseen and spiritual. Their

life has been steeped in contemplation, and they

have seen as few have done that

earth's crammed with heaven,

And every common bush afire with God.

They have been a race of mystics. From their loins

came Buddha and a score almost his peer. They

built temples the like of which earth has never

known outside their shores. They possess a litera-

ture to which some of the best European scholars

have thought it worth while to give a lifetime of

study. We may boast of our Shakespeare, our

Shelley, and our Browning ; but while the Vedas,

the Ramayan, the Bhagavat Gita, and the Maha-

bharata remain, the Indian nation need not lower its

head. They are a people who cannot be patronized

by the European ; for when the Englishman has met

them on his own ground, and they have been
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severely handicapped, they have shown that their

intellect was a thing at which to marvel. Oxford,

Cambridge, Edinburgh and London have been

forced to grant some of their degrees to men whose

skin is brown and whose features are Oriental. Thus

while the Fijian was predisposed to accept the

teaching of the Englishman as that of a man intel-

lectually his superior, the Indian is predisposed to

question everything the white man says. That this

Anglo-Saxon, who only yesterday was a savage,

who eats dead cow or dead pig—or any vile flesh
;

this man with his coarse, heavy laugh, vulgar

manners and froward women ; this man who was

suckled on a creed only a few days old,—that this

being should come to him and presume to teach him

—the heir of the past ages, the child of a thousand

philosophies

—

Religion! It is the Indian sense of

humour which saves him from being angry. He is

merely amused, and smiles blandly.

In vain we show off our little arts—they do not

appeal to him, or else he can out-distance them.

What are our buildings compared with his incom-

parable Taj Mahal ? The stones of Venice are rude

rocks compared with the magnificent friezes and the

divine scrolls of Halabld. Our Dreadnoughts, our

airships, our Edisons, our Marconis—they are all of

the earth, earthy. In vain we speak of our science

and philosophy, and tell of Spencer and Darwin,
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Lord Kelvin and the Curies. He doesn't know

them—and doesn't want to know them. He cannot

believe that they have thoughts like unto his.

A missionary was explaining to an Indian the

new psychological theories of the ' subliminal self,'

and translated part of the chapter of ' conclusions
'

in James's Varieties of Religious Experience. Before

he was nearly through the listener rose excitedly.

' Stop ! Stop ! Who wrote that book ?—no

Englishman, I am sure.'

I Yes. He did.'

1 Then he stole the ideas—they didn't grow in his

mind. They are our ideas. This is a new thing.'

Though assured by the missionary that English-

men did think such thoughts, he was never happy

again in the minister's presence, and seemed

suspicious that the translation had not been true.

Yet it is this man, proud of his race, haughty in

his intellectual attitude, and antagonistic in spirit

to everything Western, who is to be won for Christ.

There is a sense in which he needs Christ more

than any savage ever did—and can profit more by

Him. But he is perfectly satisfied without Chris-

tianity, and the gospel is to him an idle tale which

he treats precisely as he would a Hindu myth.

Few people not in actual contact with the Indian

—and only some of those—realize how hard it is to

influence the race, especially in the realms of religion
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and philosophy. Moreover, the Christian mission-

ary is sorely handicapped because, in the nature of

the case, he cannot acquire in a few years the know-

ledge of the language, the people, and their innate

ideas, to enable him to present his message in the

best possible light. He learns slowly—and from bitter

experience.

Put the matter in the other way. Suppose a

Hindu came to one of our English cities, and in

broken English tried to preach about metem-

psychosis ? Suppose he did not know there ever was

such a man as Shakespeare, and that Milton and

Thackeray were only hard names ? This man has

never read our Bible through ; he does not know

whether Christ was a mythical hero like Ramcharan

or simply a man like Kabir. His whole intellectual

equipment is other than ours, and in the things he

counts important we can see no meaning. What

chance would he have of winning converts from

Christianity to Hinduism? Yet the difficulty must

be even exaggerated if it is to represent that which

confronts the missionary amongst these people.

The radical difficulty is, of course, to understand

the Eastern mind. The necessities of thought are

not the same. The Hindu has a dreamy sort of

intellect\ which refuses to be pinned down to anything

exact. He is a mystic, with a mystic's love of

vagueness. The subject of his inquiry has been so
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wide. It has been Life—in its broadest sense.

4 What am I ? ' ' Whence am I ? '
\ Whither go

I ?
' These are the questions he has sought to

answer. He has struggled with problems too great

for the human intellect, and the results are pathetic.

This struggle has become a passion which masters

him. Like another he has wrestled in the darkness
;

but the break of day has come—and he is still

wrestling. Whether all these centuries have pro-

duced any satisfying articles of belief is open to

question, but they have begotten a habit of mind

which is the unalienable birthright of every Indian.

Doubt has often given to despair, and his Weltan-

schauung is pessimistic on the whole. His music is

all in a minor key and sadly plaintive. From the
1 naked shingles ' of this world the ' eternal note of

sadness ' comes borne on the night wind. He has

grown to love sadness, and has learnt the art of

'drugging pain by patience.' 'We Indians think

best when we are sad,' said one of them the other

day.

Another difficulty is the scepticism of the race.

They are sceptical concerning motives. The mis-

sionary, they believe, is well paid to do his work.

It is one man's business to make sugar, or build

houses, or bake bread. It is another's business to

preach and make Christians. That is all the differ-

ence they see. They are quick to notice flaws in

Y 2
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character or discrepancy in speech. The most

inconsistent of mortals, they demand consistency in

others ! Even the children are sceptical.

A mission sister is teaching a class in Sunday

school. A picture roll is before her with a repre-

sentation of Abraham offering up Isaac, and she is

explaining the story.

* But, Mis-sahibah, doesn't the padri sahib say

that God is good ? It couldn't be good of God to

tell Abraham to kill his son.'

1 Yes. God is good, Cheddi ; but you see He
wanted to test Abraham's faith.'

' But didn't you say that God knows all things

and can read the thoughts of our hearts ? He could

see what kind of faith Abraham had, couldn't He ?

I don't believe that story.'

The mendacity of the race makes it difficult to

make any impression upon their life and character.

The class of people in Fiji, especially, are steeped

in falsehood. Often, it is true, they lie so artisti-

cally as almost to provoke admiration. Tears of

innocence trickle down injured cheeks whenever

any fault is complained of. Indian evidence in

court is practically valueless if there is any other

opposed to it. Often when the litigant has a really

good case he spoils it by trying to strengthen it with

lies

Of his immorality we have already spoken, and
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this is a serious obstacle to accepting a religion with

so high an ethical demand as that of Christianity.

But their badness makes the claim upon the

Christian Church stronger and more imperative.

The Indian in Fiji needs some moral incentive in

his life that is not supplied by his jumble of beliefs

and superstitions. Men and women are dying and

—what is even worse—they are living without the

hope the gospel gives and the inspiration to good-

ness which is inherent in the religion of Jesus Christ.

A missionary had noticed an old woman who

attended the services in the mission church. She

sat on the end of a certain bench, and was always

there. Sometimes the preacher fancied he saw

gleams of appreciation on that old, marked face.

One Sunday she was not there, and a messenger

came to the church saying that the old woman was

dying and wished to see the padri. He went to

her little thatch hut and stooped himself in. On a

bed of bamboos, with a few filthy rags thrown over

them, lay the old widow—a mere skeleton. Two
men, one of them her son, stopped playing cards as

the missionary entered.

i She's dying, sahib,' he said.

The missionary took her hand. The pulse beat

feebly. She whispered and tried to make herself

audible. He bent down to her and in gasps she

said this

—
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' Sahib, I've gone to your church since many days

and have listened to the words there. They have

been good words—my heart told me so. Sometimes

I carried them home and thought about them.

Then I tried to believe them. But, sahib, / cant.

I'm too old to change now. My mind is bent." She

sank back exhausted, and after a while broke out in

a wail almost supernatural in its intensity

—

1 Oh ! Sahib, sahib, why didn't you come sooner ?

'

The missionary had no chance to answer that

question. She swooned, and in a few minutes was

dead.

The saddest thing one can say is that for hundreds

in Fiji to-day it is too late. The Christian Church,

though she had the chance, did not come soon

enough. Their minds are bent, and no power on

earth can unbend them. They live and die as if

Christ were a dream. Many have not even heard

that there is a dream.

But there are thousands for whom it is not too

late. Their minds are still flexible. They are the

responsibility of the Church of God. What shall

be the future of Fiji ? Shall Muhammad, Krishna,

or Christ reign ? Let the Christian Church reply.

God has given her the answer in her own breast.







CHAPTER XVII

THE SILVER LINING

And all is well, tho' faith and form

Be sundered in the night of fear;

Well roars the storm to those that hear

A deeper voice across the storm.

Tennyson, In Memoriam.

The picture of the Fiji of To-day is not all

shadow. Athwart the landscape there are shafts

of light which remind us that behind the darkest

cloud the sun is ever shining. Over against the

blackest portion of the sky a rainbow rears its arch

of radiant hope.

This is not to be interpreted to mean that the

sky is not threatening, or that the signs of tempest

may be treated lightly. The position of the Chris-

tian Church in these islands is critical—more

critical than it is possible to indicate in a volume

such as this. If, however, we really believe in

Christianity and in the power of the divine Spirit,

there is room for neither pessimism nor despair.

We may, at times, be discouraged because the house

343
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of the voluptuous Ottima, so 'magnificent in sin'

stands in flaunting colours ; but we must remember

that within the house Conscience struggles, and

without the youthful voice of the little silk-winder

sings

—

God 's in His heaven

—

All 's right with the world !

The difficulties at which this book has hinted must

not paralyse our effort, but nerve the Christian

Church to a more liberal interpretation of its duty

and a more lively exercise of its faith.

There are several features in the life of the Fiji of

To-day which are full of hope. Some of the problems

may be solved even in the immediate future—if the

Christian Church will only do its duty. Others are

more intricate, and will require the assistance of that

kindly old school-master, Time.

The effect of the consideration of these more

encouraging signs of the times should not be to make

the Christian at home draw up his chair nearer to

the fire, and sinking deeper into the depths of its

cosiness, say, ' Well, things are not nearly so bad as

we thought—they will right themselves by-and-by.

There is no need for worry.' Rather ought the

effect to be to cause men to rise from the hearth

and cry, ' This is going to be a long and terrible

battle. But there is still left a chance of victory. In

God's name we will seize it and throw ourselves into
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the fray.' Then Fiji will get its opportunity

—

but

not till then.

For this chapter is not meant in any sense to tone

down any of the preceding ones. The picture

might have been made much darker than it has

been. Many of the ugliest characters have not

appeared upon the stage at all ; but, because of their

filthiness, have been hidden away behind the scenery.

The storm roars loudly and drowns the feeble

voices of men ; but, for all who will listen, there

comes that ' deeper voice ' of which the poet sings
;

and, catching its note of assurance, we dare to hope.

Even that startling decrease in the native

population ought not to paralyse our effort. Native

races have lived through strange vicissitudes. The
Maoris in New Zealand bid us despair not. Though

there are no signs that the mortality of the present

generation is lessening, there are certainly indications

that some of the apparent causes of decline are

being weakened. The Fijian is gradually recovering

from the shock caused by the sudden introduction of

Western civilization, and is adapting himself to the

new environment. Life, after all, is but a matter of

adaptation.

One of the most cheering features in the Fiji of

To-day is the new interest taken by the Government

in the matter of native education. Hitherto, as has

been already pointed out, the whole education of the
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Fijians has been undertaken by the Christian mis-

sions without a penny of assistance from the Govern-

ment. This has meant a very heavy drain upon the

resources of the Church. It is a work that most

will agree is one for which the Government ought to

be responsible ; and that, though somewhat tardily,

is now being recognized. A special Commission is

about to be set up by the authorities by which the

whole question of the education of Young Fiji will

be considered. For many reasons, it will be

scarcely possible for the State, during the next

decade or two, to establish schools of its own for the

bulk of the population ; and the probable solution

will be that grants, perhaps upon a capitation basis,

will be made to mission schools. The Government

by examination will assure itself that the country is

getting value for the moeny expended. This is a

step in the right direction and one fraught with rich

possibilities of good.

Independently altogether of this movement, and in

point of time before it, the missionaries have given

a new impulse to education—especially on practical

and progressive lines. It needs to be remembered

that from the very commencement of missions in

Fiji, the stations have always been centres of

practical instruction and education. Individual

missionaries, both Catholic and Protestant, have

instructed boys in the arts of carpentry, printing, and
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agriculture ; but nothing has hitherto been attempted

on these broader lines of training as a generalpolicy.

The women and girls also have been instructed as

opportunity offered, and the fact that the teachers'

wives are such good laundry women and so clever

with their needles is due, almost entirely, to the

training on the mission station. That the native

ministers' and catechists' houses are usually the

cleanest in the village and the ones selected by the

English traveller to stay at, is a testimony to the

influence of the missionary—or rather, to that of

his wife. Some wives of missionaries instituted a
1 crusade ' in hygiene and personal cleanliness, and,

for a while, it was productive of a great deal of good.

Unfortunately, the influence of the mission station

is somewhat limited, and it has hitherto been im-

possible to touch the major portion of Fiji. Now,

however, something on these practical lines is being

attempted as a definite mission policy.

This new departure is to a large extent due to a

new spirit among the missionaries to the Fijians.

This statement is not meant to reflect in the slightest

degree upon the men who laboured in Fiji in the

days gone by. Fiji has just cause to be proud of

those who so freely and nobly gave their lives for

her in the past. But new times have come ; and

new methods must be employed to deal with new

conditions. ' Time makes ancient good uncouth.'
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The missionaries in the Fiji of To-day are realizing

that the work of establishing a people in righteous-

ness is a very different task from that of evangeliza-

tion. It is more difficult—and less romantic. There

is required almost a new type of men ; though there

must remain the selfsame aim—to bring about the

kingdom of God.

One of the results of this ' Forward Movement'

in Fiji is the establishment of an institution for Fijian

boys at Davui Levu. To-day there are over one

hundred boys in residence, and these are being given

a practical training in those subjects likely to be of

use to the Fijian lad under the new conditions of life.

The plough is being substituted for the digging-stick,

and modern methods of agriculture are to be taught.

A carpenter's shop has just been erected, and is now

ready for work. The boys will be instructed in the

simpler principles of construction and accustomed to

the use of European tools. Those who wish to

devote their lives to this trade will be given an

opportunity of fuller tuition. But what is one such

institution for the whole of Fiji ?

Even more important is the establishment of a

girls' school at Matavelo. Matavelo seeks to give

the Fijian girl a new atmosphere. It seeks to

transform her into a higher type of womanhood.

It teaches her to respect herself—surely the first

lesson a girl needs to learn. She comes to Matavelo
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rude, rough, and coarse. Her speech and manners

are abominable. For six months it is torture to her,

and she often attempts to run away. Gradually the

spell of the sisters comes over her. Her clothing

becomes perceptibly cleaner, and she commences to

imitate the habits of the older girls. Her personal

habits become more refined. Her speech becomes

modest and soft, and lo ! a ' Matavelo girl ' is born !

Then she has no desire to run away. She has the

Matavelo tone. Tone, when it is of the right kind,

means everything.

There she is instructed in the finest of all arts

—

the art of home-making. The Fijian, except in

rare instances, does not possess a home. He has a

one-roomed hut wherein he with his wife and family

sleeps ; but it is a far cry from that to a home. At

Matavelo the scholar is taught first of all to be clean,

which, for a Fijian, is a hard lesson to learn. She

is made to wash and iron properly, so that her

husband, when she comes to marry, may have the

whitest and tidiest clothes in the whole village. She

must learn to cook well and tastily, that appetizing

and nutritious dishes may displace half-cooked pig,

hard dalo> and death-dealing native bread. She is

instructed to ply her needle, that her children's

clothing and her own may be neat and modest ; to

make mats, that her home may be well furnished ; to

love education, that her children may have new
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ideals before their eyes ; to combat sensibly sickness,

that she may not need to resort to the superstitious

1 wise woman ' of the village ; to love virtue, that

her frailty in this direction may be converted into

strength of character—in short, to be a good,

healthy-minded woman instead of a morbid animal.

Go into a village and see a Matavelo home. It

is on a new plan : it has a new atmosphere. A
score of simple evidences of an attempt at refinement

meet the eye. The older women laugh at the

young wife with her new-fangled notions and her

clean, superior ways. They try to drag her down

to their own level. They eject their vile jokes and

suggestive stories at her, and indulge in sarcasm

(the hardest thing of all for native conceit to bear)

at her departures from old and unclean customs.

But there are not wanting instances where the

teaching of the sisters has triumphed over even the

conservatism of Old Fiji.

Such institutions as these are the hope of the

Fiji of To-day, and could they be but multiplied

sufficiently to influence the major portion of the

group, then there would be some certainty that the

population would be affected for the better.

Another cheering fact is the eagerness of the

Fijian youth to learn. There is a movement among

the people themselves—not yet general, but increas-

ing in volume—towards an education of a higher
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and worthier character. The young people show it

in their keenness to obtain nomination to the educa-

tional institutions. The entrance to the school at

Davui Levu, for instance, is by competitive examina-

tion, and as many as eighty boys will sit in the

hope of obtaining one of the eight nominations

allowed to the district. .Many work hard and save

up their money to pay the fee for the year—one

pound. The fathers and mothers are realizing

dimly the advantages of education, and there have

been several cases in which real sacrifice has been

made to give their children a better chance than

they themselves have had. This is welcome

evidence of awakening on their part.

There is gradually springing up what is really a

new spirit in Fiji—it is the spirit of patriotism.

Fiji is never looked upon by the native as a whole.

He has no thoughts of empire. He cannot think

in square miles, let alone in continents. His

sympathies have been narrow and parochial

—

bounded by his family and tribe. Fiji is divided up

in his mind into districts as separate and distinct as

Germany is from Britain or France from Italy. To
use one of Kipling's illustrations, the ship has not

found herself. There are still individual creaks

from rivet and bolt, and the Voice of the Whole

Ship ' is not heard yet. But it is being gradually

trained to utter itself. The Government by its
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policy, and more especially the Methodist mission

by its connexional system, have been the agents in

awakening this new spirit, and soon Fiji will ' find

itself.'

* Have you no wish to go with the other men to

the missions in New Guinea and New Britain,

Epeli ? asks the missionary of one of his most

promising and intelligent students.

' No, sir. I have prayed much about this thing,

and God tells me that I must work in Fiji and try

to do something to save my own people. I should

like to go to those lands—but there is great work to

be done for Fiji.'

This, to those who know the Fijian character,

is a significant attitude. One family, that of a

native minister, have become imbued with the con-

viction that their great work or mission is to uplift

Fiji. There is a Joan-of-Arc sort of feeling in their

hearts, and they are setting about their self-imposed

task by educating and training themselves. This is

Hope written large ; for Fiji has sadly lacked this

broad spirit, and much of the pettiness and feeble-

ness of Fijian life is traceable to this cause.

There are not wanting signs that the communal

system is slowly crumbling into decay. There is

much evidence of a desire on the part of Young
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Fiji to free itself from the cramping influence of the

old social life. Although the breaking up of this

old state of affairs will mean, for the time being,

much looseness and defying of constituted authority,

nevertheless it must eventually come. But there is

need for wise guidance and control during the

process of change, else the results may be disastrous.

If a practical and helpful education be given to

support the native during the fateful transition

period, there need be no fear that he will not be

able to accommodate himself to the demands of a

new state. Individual effort is even now manifest-

ing itself. The bulk of the planting of coco-nuts,

bananas, &c., is still done by the commune ; but

little by little lands are being divided up and the

individual interest emphasized. Many have taken a

pledge against kerekere—that enervating custom of

mutual begging. As yet only a comparative few

have had backbone sufficient to resist the impor-

tunities of friends ; but the fact that the pledge has

been taken is a sign that old things are passing away

and that all things are becoming new.

Another far-reaching movement in the Fiji of

To-day is that which connects itself with the educa-

tion of the native ministry. In the history of the

Fijian missions no written examination was ever

demanded from candidates for this office. The

most elementary oral examination was all that stood
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between the candidate and the most responsible

position in the Church. No special education was

provided for those entering this ministry, and hence

there has arisen a class that is composed of poorly

equipped and comparatively uneducated men.

These men have shown, on the whole, a sincere

devotion to their duties, so far as they have been

able to comprehend them ; and they have set an

example of good living to their people that is, in

many respects, surprising. Nevertheless, they are

far below the standard of full efficiency, and need

very much help in the matter of equipment.

An effort is now being made to raise up a more

capable native ministry. Written examinations are

now for the first time demanded, and the curriculum

of study, though still very elementary, is made

uniform. So far, the candidates have taken kindly

to the new methods, and are striving to rise to

their new privileges. A college for students is

about to be built in memory of the one missionary

martyr in these islands—the Rev. Thomas Baker,

who was killed and eaten some forty years ago.

Probably for a number of years the standard will

be only low, and the education approximate rather

to that of the Sunday-school classroom than to

that of the English theological college ; but it is a

start in the right direction, and will mean a vastly

superior influence upon the Fiji of To-morrow,
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Some of the bravest and noblest actions of the

missions in Fiji have been performed by the native

ministers, and they have proved themselves singu-

larly faithful. They are worthy of a better training,

and will repay the Church for all the time and

money spent upon them.

The spirit of self-sacrifice in the race has not only

manifested itself in the generosity of the people in

supporting their Church ; but especially has it been

seen in the manner in which volunteers have been

forthcoming for the over-sea missions. Year by

year Fijians have gone to New Guinea, New
Britain, and the Solomon Islands, as missionaries

to the heathen. They have time and again proved

faithful—even unto death. Perhaps the most re-

markable thing, to those who know the native, is

not so much that the men and women go, but that

their relatives allow them to leave. Last year, for

example, a single girl went as a native missionary

sister to New Britain. She is the first unmarried

woman to venture, and even some of the English

missionaries trembled at the risks she ran. Her

parents had eight children, only two of whom had

survived childhood, and of these two, they cheer-

fully gave one to the fever-stricken land of New
Britain. They know that her chances of return are

few and uncertain ; but they have not murmured

nor complained,

z 2
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There are other cheering evidences of advance

which might be mentioned in connexion with the

work among the Fijian people. The recent develop-

ment of the printing activities of the missions, the

new impulse in the matter of church building, and

the general improvement in missionary methods, are

all things to be thankful for. But what is needed

above everything else is the gradual building-up of

a spiritual Church. At present there is a huge

membership; but, alas! it is only nominal. The

native ministers especially hold open the gate too

widely ; and were it not for the oversight of the

English missionary, members would be admitted

with a fatal carelessness. Hence the necessity for

the white missionary. ' Ethiopianism ' would be

fatal to native religion just now. Spirituality would

be made impossible by it. It is true that God has

made of one blood all the nations of the earth ; but

it seems to have been no part of the divine plan to

make them of one brain. The Church must never

forget this fact, which is written in such indelible

characters upon the face of mankind.

The Indian problem is a huge inky cloud in the

Fijian sky ; but even that is edged with silver.

One important fact is the awakening of the mission-

ary societies to the urgency of this question. The
Church as a whole has not yet realized that there

is a problem. Nine years ago there was not one
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solitary missionary working among these people

—

though they had been in Fiji for thirty years.

Surely that is a terrible indictment against the

Christian Church ! To-day there are six Protestant

missionaries and five missionary sisters at work.

The Roman Catholics, in connexion with their

Fijian work, have attempted something also. The

staff of Indian workers is the great weakness, and

much must be done in this direction before there

can be any hope of influencing the people to any

great extent. Schools are being established by the

missions, in which the children are instructed in

their own language and in English. An orphanage

for the flotsam and jetsam of Indian life is now open,

and some excellent results have followed. Steadily

the influence of the missions is growing, and the

Indian is commencing to learn that the missionary

seeks only his good. The work of evangelization

has not had any wide success of which to boast, but

nevertheless some good ' cases ' have been won.

The life of the indentured Indian—though still

deplorable enough—has improved somewhat of late,

and the tendency is towards more humane treat-

ment. The brutality of certain types of overseers

is being lessened by a greater strictness in this

particular on the part of the most important

companies.

The Government deserves a word of praise for
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the measures it has introduced for the prohibition

of the sale of charas, opium, and kindred drugs.

These had a very bad effect upon Indian life, and

were a source of crime. But to-day this traffic is

practically stopped—which is a powerful argument

for a like drastic treatment of the illicit liquor trade.

Probably the greatest influence which the Christian

missionary exerts at the present time is a reflex one.

This may be despised by certain evangelical classes,

but to those familiar with Indian life it will be a

matter of cheer. The effect of the preaching of the

gospel is to make the Hindu and Muhammadan
each emphasize the ethical and spiritual side of his

religion and place less importance upon the cere-

monious and superstitious. This is a great gain,

and one of the ways in which error is sapped.

There are scores who make no profession of

Christianity, and who scorn the very name, who are

reading the Bible and striving to apply the teaching

of Christ to their own lives. This is a matter for

thankfulness. It would seem as if there were little

hope of making the Indian a Christian after European

ideals and theology ; but, notwithstanding, he is

likely to become a Christian in a fashion more in

accordance with his own national and racial peculi-

arities. Christianity may be a much broader thing

than even the most broad-minded Christian realizes.

In spite of all the falseness in his character and
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the obstacles raised by superstition and training, the

Indian is worth winning and will yet be won. Mr.

Meredith Townsend, whose judgement upon Indian

life is always deserving of the highest respect, in his

Asia and Europe declares that there is not much

hope that Asia will accept Christianity. ' The

Asiatics, like the Jews, dislike Christianity, see in it

an ideal they do not love, a promise they do not

desire, and a pulverizing force which must shatter

their civilizations.' But, with all due deference to

the opinion of that thoughtful writer, are there not

some aspects of Christianity which appeal more

powerfully to the Asiatic, and especially the Indian,

than they do to the European ? Take, for example,

the ascetic ideals. Can Europe follow those ? Does

she even attempt them ? When a Tolstoi leaves all

to follow Christ, Europe shakes its head pityingly

and says, ' The man is mad.' But the Indian, dis-

ciplined by long centuries of asceticism, is more

prepared to forsake comfort and luxury at the call

of the unseen. Thousands of that race to-day in

the jungles and caves of India suffer for spiritual

ideals. Their theology we may count errant, their

philosophy may be only to us a shadow of the

unreal, and their ethical motives may ^appear to us

inadequate and foolish, but the spirit is there. The
forerunner of Christ for another race was an ascetic.

The Indian has worn the girdle of camels hair and
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fed on locusts and wild honey ; and this experience

may be his forerunner.

1 Sahib, show great mercy and give me healing

medicine,' prayed a man with a horrible sore upon

his chest. The flesh had festered, and the wound

had become serious.

' Good gracious ! What a frightful mess you are

in ! How did that come about ?
'

1 Sahib, show great kindness and do not laugh.

We Indians are very foolish in the eyes of the

English.'

' Yes, I know all about that,' said the missionary,

1 but what about this sore ?

'

* Sahib, I'll tell the truth. I was troubled about

my mukti (release from re-birth) and I went to my
guru (religious guide) and asked him what I could

do to acquire " merit " to obtain my freedom. He
said, after looking at his holy books, " Take thirty-

and-three twigs from the mango-tree and the same

number of dry leaves. Place the twigs triangle-wise

upon your chest, and put inside them the leaves and

apply fire. Lying still, you must repeat the name

of Ram until the fire burns out. Sahib, I did that.

Hence this sore. The wound is painful, but my
spirit is full of comfort. Give me healing medicine,

sahib, and may the gods bless you.'
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A foolish action—a fanatical thing to do ? Yes.

Granted. But see the power behind it. If under

a low ideal a man can suffer thus, is there not room

for hope that under the influence of a higher one,

he will be prepared to suffer even more?

Christianity does appeal to the Indian. Churchism

may not—it is too much like his own jumble of

superstitions and creeds. India will not follow us.

The best we can hope is that she may learn to follow

Christ. The Indian will not take our theology.

He will reserve to himself the right to interpret the

Scriptures according to his own temperament. After

all, this is only what the Western peoples have

demanded. We may despise the system of theology

which will thus evolve ; we may smile at its mys-

ticism bordering upon the verge of superstition ; we

may anathematize his whole creed ; but that will

matter very little to him. Christianity will satisfy

his soul's needs, and he will not care for either our

praise or blame. In this there may be a divine

purpose. We may have something yet to learn

from the East, and our humility will not suffer by

being prepared to listen to other interpretations of

Christ's message, nor is our spiritual life likely to be

impoverished thereby. The Church in Australasia,

which has not yet come into contact with the East,

may feel the reflex influence of such a mission as

this far more than she realizes.
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One thing in favour of the evangelization of the

Indian in Fiji is the fact that caste—that dragon

with which Christianity in India is constantly con-

tending—has its teeth drawn in these islands. A
break has been made in the life of the people, and,

psychologically, when one break is made, others

more easily follow. The people are away from

their old superstitious shrines, and the gods have

lost their virtue in these distant lands. There is no

sacred Ganges in which to wash away sin. They

are in a new country with new conditions of existence,

and are ready to imbibe new ideas. Thus there is

a field for Christian experiment that is uniquely

favourable ; but the Church must hasten if she would

avail herself of it. At present she is only toying

with her chances.

The Fiji of To-day makes her appeal to the great

Christian Church. That Church has already borne

a worthy part in the redemption of Old Fiji. The

land is hallowed by some of the holiest memories

and highest traditions. Here some of the choicest

sons and bravest daughters of the Church have

made oblation of their lives. There have been

saints who have spent themselves in an agony of

prayer and a passion of toil. There have been

martyrs to whom death for Fiji was more welcome

than life for its own sweet sake. Nor did they
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withhold the costliest offerings. Little, lonely graves

beside the sobbing ocean or on the wind-swept hill-

side, mark a sacrifice which only God can measure.

Fiji is consecrated ground. We must walk with

uncovered head.

But we must not be content to shine with reflected

light. The passing of time does not lessen, but

deepen, the need for holy living and heroic sacrifice.

Our fathers faced cannibalism and fiendish cruelty
;

nor did they flinch when fierce men raised the club

in anger. The triumph over the Fiji of Yesterday,

in which we glory, is theirs, not ours. But what of

the Fiji of To-day ? Whose is the responsibility ?

We, a new generation, stand before new and more

desperate foes. We must prove that the blood of

our fathers is in our veins. We dare not lower the

tradition they have left us. The task before us is

not so romantic as the old one, nor so attractive
;

but it is ours, and none other may share it.

We cannot trifle with the responsibility laid upon

us, nor shirk the task imposed ; else the Fiji of

To-morrow will assuredly reproach us for our neglect

in this the day of our great opportunity. If we show

a craven spirit, our children will have cause to doubt

their ancestry : and the silent, relentless hand of

history, which is the very hand of God, will move,

for ever, our candlestick from its place.

We are living in a solemn time. It is a time for
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much thought, for much work, and, above all, for

much prayer. Our real weapons are not carnal but

spiritual. There must needs be the most practical

effort, and much seemingly sordid toil ; but these

may be spiritualized by the mystery of God's

presence. The common bread and wine of our

humble endeavour thus become the very body and

blood of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.

Thus, alone, shall we be made meet partakers

of this holy sacrament of service in the Fiji of

To-day.

Richard Clay &* Sons, Limited, London and Bungay.
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